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Say White Racists Attack
Ethiopian Club President
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Mrs. Audley Moore
Fired On In Tenn.

Session
For UNCF

In Bean Station, Tenn. Re- of the Louisiana children who
cently Audley Moore, president weie taken off toe relief roles
of the Universal Association of by the reactionary and racist
"Close out" report meeting
Ethiopian Women (headquar- Louisiana legislature and govfor the United Negro College
ters at 2725 Danneel st., New ernor.
Fund's annual campaign in the
Orleans, La.) was fired upon She fought hard in the camby a carload of racists as she paign to free E. Labatt, a faMemphis area will be held at
travelled on • Tennessee high- mous victim of Southern injusLeMoyne College, next 'Tuesway by car, with a companion. tice, who has been held in the
day night, Jan. 17, starting at
Mrs. Moore was en route Louisiana death house almost
7:30.
from New York to New Orleans as long as Chessman, but v at)
with a load of clothing and food considerably
More than $4,000 was reportless
publicity.
ed last week, bringing the curFOR TENT CITY — James erville, Tenn., to kelp aid the Gifts have been pouring In collected for the many victims His crime was alleged murder,
rent total to $11,629.51. Listed
R. Wood (left), administra- needy families of Tent City in to the recently constructed there who have been forced but much of the evidence was
among the cash gifts reported
tive assistant to Dr. Martin the Fayette County area. The community since their plight off welfare rolls as a result of held questionable in a lengthy
racist "Suitable feature article in Look Magalast week was a check for $500
Luther King, jr., presents a money came from the South. was known several months Louisiana's
from the Co-Ettes, a group of
check for $800 to Mr. and era Leadership Conference ago. The Rev.-Atty. B. L. Homes Law."
zine last summer, which also
teen-aged girls sponsored by
Along the Tennessee highway, referred to Mrs. Moore's patiMrs. John McFerrin of Som- headed by Re\ erend King. Hooks of Memphis looks on.
Miss Erma Laws and Mrs. A.
(Photo by Kohl. Morris)
Mrs. Moore was followed for ent and heroic work in this
A. Letting. MiS3 Sylvia Williams
miles by a car with three white case.
is president of the club.
youths. The car suddenly drew
The murderous racists who
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, ccrchairup close and forced her car attacked Mrs. Moore may or
man of the campaign, made a
over into a ditch, and fired may not have had a "tip" on
last-minute plea for all Memtheir guns at the ca:. The car her identity. They may or may
phians to contribute to the fund.
from which the shots came, not have had the collusion of
The goal this year is $18,000.
then turned around on the road the white supremacist Tennesahead, came back and riddled see's so-called "law enforce- FRED JONES, 21, of Greens- ing when he graduated from
her car with bullets.
ment." But they and their boro, N. C., recently joined college and only through the
Luckily, Mrs. Moore and her crime are part of a growing the Atlanta Life Insurance help of Lt. Lee did he find
companion were not hit by the pattern of racist violence.
company by
virtue of Lt. anyone willing to give him a
bullets. Her car, however, was
a
In the face of this, Mrs. George W. Lee, right, man- break. Lt. Lee, gaining
Joni"s
virtually wrecked. In a sta.- of Moore declared it would be ager of the Memphis office. knowledge of
Mr.
shock and rage, Mrs. Moore re- necessary for her people to or- Mr. Jones is a graduate of through his education work
North Carolina A&T college with the Elks, figured Mr.
ported the facts to passing state ganize to defend themselves.
police. The police made some
and was one of the first of Jones was worthy of the postcollege students to initiate the lion and promptly flew him
notes, and presumably left to
icircumstances of a teehnicolor- ask for more time.
I* NAT D. WILLIAMS
"sit-in" type of fight against to Memphis, where he is now
find tlae white hoodlums, 41
Under ordinary circumstancesied, pictorial "sermon," like the "Ben Hur" will open at the
tht,agh at this writing nothing
segregated lunch counters. employed. Withers photo)
most folks would not want to.motion picture classic, "Ben New Daisy Theater on Beale
Mrs.
heard.
further has been
Mr. Jones had found rough goThe Rev. B. L. Hooks, chair,it through a three hour and Hur," most folk, young and ,
). :reet on January 15. RecenttowMoore's battered car was
man, and Mrs. Nancy Givands
fifteen minute sermon,
jold, will happily sit three or ly a preview of the picture was
ed to Utah, Alabama.
coordinator of the International
But under the extraordinary more hours . . . and most will shown at the New Daisy. ProTea Committee, which Is sponMoore
moters of the great screen pro- The attack on Mrs.
sored by the Memphis Baptist
Close
duction sent invitations to lo- and her companion came
Pastors Alliance, announced
murder. DAYTON, Ohio — (UPI) —
cal preachers, teachers, and to resulting in open
for
Police
two
sought
men
that final plans have been made
that
newspaper writers to be pres- Some observers thc.riht
for the Third Annual Tea to be
the campaign of terror being questioning in connection with
ent.
weekthe
during
slaying
the
held at Owen college, Jan. 15,
conducted by the white suMAJESTIC PORTRAYAL
Harengineer,
Chicago
a
of
end
at 4 p. m.
premacists of Fayette and HayFor the entire length of the wood Counties, in an attempt to vey Whetstone, in a hotel here.'
This spectacular Ind interest.
great story by Gen. Lew Wal- prevent relief supplies from
ing event utilizes the ingenuity
Whetstone was found nude
lace, this comparatively sophis- reaching the helpless refugees and tied with :
and
talent of workers in the loown clothes
ticated audience sat silent and there, might have been the im- by a bellhop early Saturday.
Fred Jones. 21, of Greens- administration, didn't dream cal churches through the prep3
their
in
around
shifting
without
perhaps
Lt.
v
that
the
would
Lee
a
has
C.
him
N.
give
boro,
aration of tea tables beautifulf
mediate reason for the unpro- He had suffered two fatal
seats to witness a moving. voked and murdorous attack. blows to the head, apparently most honored background of position with his firth. But he ly decorated to portray the difAmerica Speaks Forum, what dramatic, and even majestic
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
Moore has been known inflicted by a blunt weapon. any young Negro college stu- did. Lt. Lee sent him a plane ferent nations and a simultanehe thought about the attitude portrayal of the beginnings of Mrs.
Atty. Russell Sugarmon gave
many years for her militant Police said the two men they dent just graduating from col- ticket and then met a smiling, ous program to be held in the
for
confused
of Negroes who seem
Christianity in one of the cen- work in behalf of her people. sought were seen drinking and lege. He is bright, eager to learn jubilant Mr. Jones at the air- College Auditorium.
a terrific interpretation and
and unable to go all out in the
The ladies take great pride
evaluation of the Sit-in Move- sit-in, boycott, and picketing ters of ancient Rome.
She visited Washington only a talking with Whetstone in a and has the distinction of being port.
The young fighter said when in their elaborate centerpieces
A poignant love story runs month ago to testify in behalf tavern Friday night.
among the very first college
ment over Station WDIA a cou- efforts.
students to wage a "sit-in" they start.'.' the sit-ins in North and deliciously prepared rethrough the picture, to give a
9:e of Sundays ago.
The youthful attorney display- modern touch of general audiend discrimination. Everyone Carolina he never realized it freshments, and justly so. A
He had been asked to state
•Di
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
MU
•
•
wwwww•N
of statesmanship, ence interest. Then there is war,
knows that the sit-ins started in would spread so fast. He said variety of colors, motifs a n d
his "most vivid memory of the ed a flash
when he said it is his belief with all the action, brutality.
Greensboro months ago. Mr. he picked Woolworth as the tastes will be exhibited — as
Year 1960."
that many older Neroes are
to appeal to those
Jones was one of those students target store because it had varied as the many nations to
After a moment's thought the confused, perhaps by the atti- and heroics
chain stores all over the coun- be represented.
who started it.
brilliant young leader said he tude and techniques of those elemental passions which lurk
people's breasts.
',• II • II II • II II • UUUUUUUM • II ••
Despite this rich heritage of try. He said he wasn't author- The Program Committee of
feels that "1960 will go down who engage in such activities. in most
there is the thin, silvery
original thinking and determi- ized to start the demonstra- which Mrs. Mary Lee Robinson
in history as a red-letter year But, he expressed the belief Then
of the story of Christ in- ARRESTED
red between May 28 and Dec. nation in his favor, Mr. Jones tion by any group. It just hap- is chairman has planned a highin the social and civic devel- that all Negroes favor the ob- thread
ly interesting and entertaining
pened.
terwoven in to the plot. It is a
-eopment of the Memphis
Four Memphis youths were 5, police said. James Eugene was finding it hard to get a
jectives of the sit-in's. ft is his thread designed to give pointed
Mr.
Jones was
escorted program.
King, 19, of 911 N. Second, was job after he was graduated
gro." He based his observation, belief that the vast majority of
six
burglarizing
with
charged
jailed on charges and the other from A and T collsge in North through the Atlanta Life buildhe said, on the fact that so Negroes are "in spirit" entire- emphasis to Christ's mission
in a pagan and brotal world of Memphis homes and entering youths have been turned over Carolina. After he had worked ing on Beale and introduced to NOW YOU KNOW
significant "b r e a kmany
the
reaching
with
ly in accord
so hard to fight the Negro's the staff. He said he was grate. The longest feathers are those
throughs" had occurred in the same goals the sit-in partici- materialism and worship of raw the same number of parked to the juvenile court.
power.
cars when they were arrested. FIRE
fight suffering personal prob- ful to U. Lee and would do of the Cockbirds of the Japecivic status of the Negro.
pants seek.
BIRTH OF JESUS
last It happened last week to Clif- lems he suddenly found the his best to honor the faith that nese Onagadori in Shikoku Pro.
happened
All incidents
By "break throughs" in 1960,
The statesman-like quality Sunday School teachers will week.. The youths were charg- ton Summers, 34, of 1700 Rag- world outside of his school Lt. Lee had in him to the most vince. They have tail coverts
he was referring to desegregaof his ability,
up to 24 feet in length.—(UPI).
when he conceded that find it easier to put over the ed with purse snatching and an. When he was told that his closed.
tion of the zoo, of the public appeared
it is understandable that there story of the birth ofJesus, aft- robbery.
house was on fire he was stop- Then along came U. George
library system, of Brooks Art
are sincere and earnest Ne- er their stuaents see the pro- They were 13-15-17 and 19 ped by police a block from his W. Lee.
Gallery, and the fiat accompli
who do not and cannot logue of the picture because all years old. Officers said that the home and told that he couldn't WROTE TO MR. LEE
desegregation of Memphis bus- groes
with the sit-in tech- the chief characters and inci- youths grabbed a sailor at drive any closer.
along
go
esMr. Jones wrote to U. Lee
conceded that it is dents of that great event are Thomas and Weakley, June 22 He trove
the ditch asking him for any job he had
into
He indicated that by "break nique. He
right of individuals to de- captured from the Star in the and fled with his wallet con- around the police car -id pulled
throughs" in 1960, he was also the
open. Lt. Lee and Mr. Jones
what technique they will East. the shepherds watchirg taining seven dollars, and beat up in fron of his house.
referring to the significant cide
with
fight discrimination, seg- their flocks on the hills of Ju- up an elderly man at Seventh He found that the fire was had met in accordance
change in outlook and attitude use to
the statesman's pasition with
all other aspects dea, to the three Wise Men
and Vollentine, Aug. 13 and a minor one, and that his wife the Elks as head of its Eduwhich was evident in all seg- regation, and
citizenship.
kneeling with their gifts at the robbed him of $10.
and eight children were unin- cation Division. Lt. Lee rements of the Memphis Negro of second-class
He admitted that various inpopulace. Mr. Sugarmon stated
occur- jured. And when he walked plied.
See Agreed On Page 2
The purse-snatching
out of the house he was arrestthat at first he was fearful that dividuals and groups, adopt
Mr. Jones, possessor of a
ed for driving while intoxicated bachelor's degree in business
the main stream of the "free- various ways to solve the same
and disregarding an officer's
dom movement" among Amer- problems. Some serve best by
signal.
ican Negroes, had somehow by- providing money. Some are dolend
they
when
In city court Summers was
passed Memphis Negroes. Then ing their best
MIA $51 for DWI and held to
came the almost spor'ineous lo- moral support. Some do best
and
aside
stepping
the state on $350 bond, He was
cal sit-in step taken by local by simply
also found $10 for disregarding
young Negroes: It electrified not hampering the movement.
the officer's signal.
In short. Mr. Sugarmon was
the town.
WATER
Attorney Sugarmon, who was agreeing that in a battle of an
various
Arthur Lee Benton, 19,
employed to provide legal de- all-out war, ther- are
not
are
Geoig v R. Coleman, 19, The Memphis Youth Chapter
fense for these first sit-in young- kinds of troops: All
sitand La Verne Edwards, 18, were of NAACP announces the opensters, who were arrested for "shock troops" ... like the
Some don't have
asked by Judge Boushe why ing of its Mr. and Miss NAACP
their zeal, said he felt the in participants.
have
were they trying to get into contest. Contestants are chosen
surge of pride which other Ne- the courage. Some don't
week one couple from each school.
Douglass high on last
don't ungroes experienced it the oc- the discipline. Some
But
they replied "we wanted to get Entrants are still to come
currence. He said- he could feel derstand what's happening.
time to move.
a drink of water." Judge Host- from Douglass, Lester and Hunthe pride of the older Negroes all know it's
she fined the. $51 each on sus- 'lion high school.
who came to the Police Station The sit-in movement, as Mr.
picious oerson charges.
Anyone interested in the conto help bail the younger ones Sugarmon and others on the
SENTENCED TO DIE
test from the above schools are
out. He said he felt their pride panel of the forum view it, is
Carl Kimbro, 36, was convict- urged to call the NAACP Ofwas based on their satisfaction the most significant and draed in the bludges,n staying of fice. JA. 5-6067, or Miss Marat noting that young Memphis matic expression of the decade
a white service station attend garet Abernathy at WH. 6-0339.
Negroes were not on the out- of the revolutionary new spirit
a-nt. Criminal Court Judge Par- The Youth Council is also pen
side looking at the struggle for of the Negro everywhere to be
ry Sellers sentenced hi n to die for new members. All interesthuman dignity and full citizen- a full-grown citizen. As they
minutes n the electtic chair April 19. ed persons should come to the
ship that Negroes elsewhere are view it, never again, will even KEN HUR — Stephen Boyd hours r..al fifteen
play long. has patroi.,-a yelling for
Heston
A jury found Kimbro guilty next scheduled meeting of the
putting un before the nation and Memphis Negroes accept the and Chralton
at Mt. Olive
status of "boy" . . . relegated leading roles in the sepic pic- more. Picture stalls PromPe• In November in the death of branch on .Jan. 18
Coll "Miss Results" — JA 6-$397
the world
the iy at I p. In. daily so be" Walter H. Slawson. 18, June 19, CME cathedral at 445 p.m.
Just before he mode the pre- to the rear end of everything ture starting Jan. 15 at
group
Youth
Heights
Oil,
ty
Pure
of
President
plc•
The
Mallory
theatre
time.
Daisy
at
ceding ooservation. Mr Sugar- New, a "look hack" at 10 sup- New
is David Moore.
2230 S. Third.
tore, Ithemth 'some three
mon was asked, on the Brown ports sthat view. Selahl
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Agreed! Ben Hur Truly
Picture Worth Seeing

Final Plans
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Satch Wows Royalty
At Swiss Jazz Fling

LAGOS, Nigeria — (UPI) — A lion against a Nigerian diplomat
major Nigerian political party In s Virginia restaurant.
demanded Monday that the The demand came from the
government protest to the U. S. National Council for Nigeria and
for alleged racial discrimma
GSTAAD;.Switzerland—(UPI) The crowd howled with de- Satchmo will leave for Paris
the Cameroons (NCNC), which
forms the federal government
- The king of the trumpet, light for his windup: "When The and Dakar, Senegal where he
in coLlition with the Northern
will start a second tour of
Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong, Saints Go Marching In."
People's Congress.
wowed an audience of royalty King Bhumibhol, who has per- Africa. He recently concluded
including the jazz - loving king formed with Benny Goodman in one which included the Congo.
In a statement issued to the
Continued From Page 1
press, the NCNC said it failed
of Thailand until dawn Sunday. New York City, and his queen The U. S. States department
Armstrong said after the per- slipped into the exclusive res- has backed both tours.
cradle of the infant Savior, held to understand how a country
formance in this swanky ski taurant after the lights had
in the arms of His mother Mary. with such contempt for basic
resort that the only thing that dimmed and the performers
while his father, Joseph, sat human dignity could class itself as one of the world's leadprevented him from asking were on stage.
admingly nearby.
King Bhumidhol Aduldet to join
History teachers will get ing nations.
But it did not take long for
him on the stand was that "I
Brief reports from Washingtheir story of the ancient world
word to spread that the king
couldn't ask the king in public."
MISS LeMOYNE'S COURT LeMoyne and t h e three Adams, Ernestine Lee, the over better after their pupils ton published here said Nigerwas among the 250 guests who
Satchmo interrupted the film— Florida Joyce Adams, other finalists in the recent outgoing queen, and Eddye witness the pageantry and ma- ian embassy second Secretary
had paid $35 a bead to hear
ing of "Paris Blues" in the
center, a senior, has been of- Miss LeMoyne contest. Left Nell Feaster. Crowning took jesty of imperial Rome under C. Uchomo was refused service
Satchmo.
French capital to fly to the
INDIANAPOLIS — (UPI) — ficially crowned Miss Le- to right: Shirley Wilson, place at the colorful corona. the rule of the Caesars with in a Charlottesville, Va., restauPalace hotel to play his trum- Only the night before the king Indiana's president of the Na- Moyne college. She is pictur- Countess Johnson,. Florida lion ball in LeMoyne's Bruce their centurions, tribunes, and rant.
had
unpacked
a saxophone to
pet for such celebrities as the
armored soldiers. The galley- "It is a mater of regret that
hall.
tional Association For the Ad- ed here with the former Miss
king, his Queen Sirikit, Prince join the Gstaad Palace orches- vancement of Colored People
slaves on early warships will America, self-appointed leader
Sadruddin K h a n, Marques tra. The audience thought that was
grip the imagination of even the of the western power blocs and
miffed because Indiana
Georgi of Italy and Princess with Satchmo there the jazz
teachers.
great advocate of racial equalHouse Speaker Richard W.
Sunair Patiala of India.
loving monarch would let go Guthrie "left the enactment of
Then there is the suspense ity in other peoples' countries,
CROWD HOWLS
again.
and drama of Ben liur's de- should be ,a country to practice
new civil rights legislation off
He received $7,000 plus ex- Newsmen particularly want- the priority list."
cisive chariot race with Massa- racial discrimination against
penses for the performance ed to press the king but royal The Rev.
la
in the presence of ?ontius Nigeria," the NCNC said.
Ford Gibson, Inwhich followed a champagne protocol prevented them from
Pilate to grip the interest of
dianapolis, said if Guthrie did
and caviar supper.
any theater-goer, who loves ae- BOSTON — (UPI) — Boston
approaching him. While the not include civil rights on the
Um in his films.
crowd cried for more, the king priority list, "it was sure to
University announced that it is
remained silent.
Then, there is the happy end- dropping intercollegiate tennis
raise deep questions as to the
sinceritl of Guthrie's own state- JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — the order. One of the first tests number of Negroes downtown ing, so much loved and expected due to a lack of courts. The
ment at a recent meeting of (UPI) — S--regation in recrea- may come today at the Coliseum following a series of Negro sit- in the American motion picture. Sport, with football the oldest
symbolism, athletic program at Boston Unithe Indiana Conference for tional facilities owned by the where a professional ice hockey in demonst:atiops at segregated This is lent a mystic
city of Jacksonville ended Jan. games is scheduled.
lunch counters, and the violence drawn from the scene of Christ's versity, will be resumed when
Civil Rights Legislation."
went on from there to stabbings, crucifixion, when as the blood and if courts are acquired, of"At that meeting, Guthrie 9 by virtue of an order signed CONTRAST
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
Apparent acceptance of the rock-throwing and fire bomb of Jesus flows down from the ficials said.
pledged that the Republican last month by Federal Judge
Cross, its saving power cleanses
Bryan Simpson.
306 Poplar At Lauderdale
order is in contrast to the cay's incidents:
Party would support a civil
Simpson's order called for an reaction to an order ending Robed Ku Klux Klansmen the affliction of leprosy from the picture. It is a wholesome
Phone JA. 5-6348
bill,"
Gibson
said.
rights
end to segregation in such fa- segregation on two city-owned rode through Jacksonville Sat- the bodies of the mother and experience for the entire family,
Gibson did have praise for
cilities as the Gator Bowl, the golf courses last year. The city urday, presumably demonstrat- sister of Ben Hur to close the from baby brother to grandtwo prominent politicians, out- new $3 million sports coliseum
closed the courses
and sold ing against
mother.
the
integration picture.
going Governor Handley and open less than two months, the
them to private owners.
order. Seventy-five to 100 cars CHOICE DICTION
Ben Hur will begin at the New
Republican Senate
Minority city baseball park, the zoo,
English
teachers
will
find
in
Only four months ago, Jack- rolled through the business secDaisy on January 15th. It is
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — A Leader C. Wendell Martin, In- swimming pools and tennis sonville was the scene of fot.r
Ben
Hur,
an
opportunity
to
lend
not only well worth seeing ..
tion and past Hemming Park,
Negro couple apparently has dianapolis. Gibson said they courts.
days of bitter fighting betwe‘ai scene of some of the worst of emphasis to their desire to get it is "must" seeing.
City recreation officials said Negroes and whites. A mob of the violence last August, but their charges to understand the
lost its bid to force the Mil- 'highlighted" civil rights.
CARS OR
they planned to comply with club-swingin whites beat up a no trouble was reported
meaning of enunciation, pronunwaukee County board to carry
DURHAM
ciation, choice diction, and even STEEL FOLDING
USED CARS
through with sale of a trianguflights of oratory.
CHAIRS
lar-shaped tract of land on the
Modern Deal( n.
Ben Hur, produced by MetroAppearHandsome
far northwest side.
Goldwyn-Mayer, and lirected ance Rugged ConV • r,
struction
Circuit
Judge
William I.
rates
as
one
by William Wyler,
Durable
FINANCING TO SUIT
O'Neill ruled Friday that the
of the great motion pictures of
YOUR PURSE
County board cannot be made
all time. The story, itself is
the defendant in the suit be- DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.—At
and up
one of the most amazing stories
cause it is not a legal entity. the recent meeting of the Exin American fiction. It is reput- CONTACT US
The couple, Calvin 0. Mar- ecutive Committe of the Board
ed to have sold more copies FOR VOLUME PRICES
World's Largest Ford Dealers
BERNATSKY BROS.
shall and his wife, Frances, of Trustees, the Alumni Contrithan any other book except the
500 S. Maui St — IA. s-o8SS
Bible.
submitted the high bid of
THIRD & GAYOSO
Memphis. Tenn.
es support the efforts of UN
$2,215 for a tax deed to the butions to Bethune-Cookman LONDON — (UPI) — The Libya.
ministers will
JA 6-8871
summit" Strongly opposed to these six Secretary-General Dag Ham- Those local
93 x 88 x 114-feet tract Nov. 7. College for the past five years Afro-Asian "little
find an opportunity to lend movThe bid was accepter by the were reviewed. The Committee conference, which ended its countries on the three problems marskjold and the policies of ing images to their sermons
$9.00 PER MONTH
four-day meeting in Casablan- were the eleven French-speak- Congo President Kasavubu, about the mission and work of
county.
indicated to the president that
TCWN KASTLE
ca Sunday has split ..africa wide ing countries and Nigeria, LiHowever, 51 white residents
Christ. For, this picture lends
who opposes Lumumba.
T-K's
of the neighborhood protested the Alumni of the College open, African diplomatic sourc- beria, Ethiopia and Tunisia.
In mid-December the heads strength to the old saying that
«Drive-in Restaurant
the sale, contending the lot was should be made aware of their es here said.
DE GAULLE SUPPORT
"One picture is worth a thousFine
•
FRIED
A
You
8us
of state or government of 11
too Small for a house and would responsibility to the institution
They said there now is a wide Prime Mir;
Abubakar
and words."
OR
a
traffic
hazard
if
create
a
French-speaking
African
states
division
between
two
group.;
of
Balewa of Nigeria and PresiIt took five years to produce
• BAR-8-Q CHICKEN
Dr. Moore stated that during
structure was erected upon it.
African nations on the solution dent Habib Bourgiba of Tun- met in Brazzaville, capital of Ben Hur . . . ten months beTO GO!
the past 13 years, over 2,000
Sandwiches
of these African problems Al- isia met twice last month and the former Fr-nch Congo. They fore the cameras. Three hunSupervisor Gerald H. Kore
Hot Dogs
has ihtroduced a resolution to students have received degrees geria, the Congo, and t h e expressed their support for
dred sets were used to film
Of All New Furniture
urged France to solve the Alrescind the sale. The resolution from Bethune-Cookman College, creation of a joint African mili- Gen. Charles de Gaulle's Al2 for 25c
the work of 1.500,300 performgerian
problem
quickly,
conHUGE SELECTIONS
finance
board's
tary
high
command.
before
the
majority
of
them
are
is
and
the
of
the
top
say
nothing
Hamburgers
gerian policy. They recomers, to
committee.
COMPLETE — STYLISH
employed in.the public school Here in London, the split was mended the Algerian .oblem demned the idea of a UN solu- stars who held the leads.
2 for 25c
system in Florida.
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
considered to be too wide to be solved by the Algerians tion and refused support to Fer- Stars in the cast include
Bar-B-Q
The board suggested that an be closed in the foreseeable fu- themselves without outside hat Abbas, the Algerian rebel Charlton Heston, Jack Hawkins,
VALUES
25c
COMPLETE
Stephen Boyd, Hays Harareet.
help.
Alumni Leadership Work Con- ture.
HOME REMODELING
Kingsburger (Real big)
"Premier."
Martha
Scott,
Griffith,
Hugh
ference be held during Febru- On the one hand there was The Casablanca summit six
FIBRE GLASS
35c
Open 9 'Til 9
AWNINGS
ary where the presidents of each the West African group ot plus Ceylon, came out firmly They called for the admission Sam Jaffe, Cathy O'Donnell.
French Fries
Frank
CAR PORTS
alumni chapter and two other Ghana, Guinea and Mali, led in support of imprisoned Pre- of Mauretania to the United Finley Currie, and
Free Delivery
10c
SPECIAL
SPECIAL representatives discuss the role by Ghana President Kwame mier Patrice Lumumba as the Nations. Early in December Thring, among many other
Hot Chocolate
great
actors.
Deluxe Combination Doors
of the Alumni in their Alma Nkrumah and supported by the Congo leader and the withdraw- Soviet Russia vetoed newly-inFURNITURE BY
10c
Windows As Low As
Mater. A plan of action is being Mediterranean Moslem nations al of their troops attached to dependent Mauretania's admis- The management of the New
EAT IT HERE
of
$5.00 Per Mo.
direction
under
the
Daisy,
formulated and invitations will of Morocco, United Arab Re- UN forces in the Congo.
OR
done the
NO MONEY DOWN
public and, to a 'esser extent, But the other 16 African slat- sion and thus won the grat ode Mr. Paul Zerilla, has
be sent out soon.
TAKE IT WITH YOU!
FHA TERMS
of Morocco, which claims sov- movie-going public of Memphis FLEMING
a great favor by presenting Ben
Call or Visit
ereignty over Mauretania.
Hur. The movie-lovers owe 3574 PARK
FA 4-3767
Soft Lite Fibre Glass and ConJOINT
COMMAND
themselves the favor of seeing
T— K
'
s
struction Co., Inc. of Memphis
On the question of a joint
WH 8-4079
WH 6-0189
African military high command
1211 S. Parkway E.
FLORIDA at TRIGG
the division of opinion is even
Starts SUNDAY!
clearer. President Kw a me
ONE BIG WEEK!
Nkrumah of Ghana -messaged
The Chicago Urban League the 6 million contracts the gov- the Senator included:
nine African states early in Delaid it on the line Saturday to ernment lets, we would be a Senator included:
cember proposing such a force.
Senator Paul Douglas in a spe- long way toward solving this 1. He would meet regularly President William
Tubman -f
with the league to keep them
cial session at the Windemere problem."
Liberia replied to Nkrumah
is the talk of the nation. Here, in•
Delivering the portion of the allreaat .of developments at the
hotel.
just before Christmas. Official
magnificent production, is the immortal story
League officials outlined prepared statement on housing, National-level on these probquarters in Liberia said the
problems that the federal gov- Edward Holmgreb of the Lea- lems.
beloved by millions...of romance, pageantry,
ernment could be working on gue staff said that the "feder- 2. He would fight for appro- president was opposed to the
conflict and a faith that did not die upon the cross:
effectively. Organization spok- al government in it's housing val of the appointment of Rob- idea unless it was set up under
esmen urged the Senator to as- programs, by not enforcing ert Weaver as administrator UN auspices. He also believed
sume a catalystic role in the anti-discrimination clauses on of the Housing and Home Fi- the cost of such a force would
be beyond the means of many
new adminstration. They also building and loaning institutions nance agency.
railed for special work on the is actually supporting segregat- 3. Work with the league to new African nations.
uncover organizations receiving Emperor Haile Selassie of
problems of fair employment ed housing."
In his initial response to the government c,ntracts and us- Ethiopia also expressed little
and housing.
he ing discriminatory practices in enthusiasm for the idea when
In a statement prepared for report, the Senator said that
with the ir hiring and upgrading questioned during his state visit
the Senator, the race relations had recently conferred
to Liberia a month ago.
agency stressed the opportun- President-elect Kennedy and processes.
expressed his inities for improved race rela- Kennedy had
attention
tions available to the govern- tention to give early
THANKS
discriminament through the federal hous- to the problems of
housI wish to Thank my many friends for their prayers,
ing programs and through the tion in employment and
The lovely Christmas Cards, Telephone calls,
President's Committee on Gov- ing.
PERSONAL ATTENTION
ernment Contracts.
visits and gifts. HAPPY NEW YEAR.
Edwin C. Berry, Lea- Douglas also promised to deMrs. Pearl W. Parker
gue head pointed out vote his personal attention to
that "the President's com- getting Negroes into positions
mittee has never cancelled in federal agencies operating
one single contract because of in the state. "Negroes, who re-BEST PICTURE"!
II ACADEMY AWARDS
discrimination by the employ- ceive these jobs," he added
"will be qualified for them, but
er."
aliDWIVAIAYIR
.....
Berry added that if one Ne- not overly qualied."
..
WHY
11 Ulf of eke CS”se
gro received a job for each of Other committments from
FRIENDS ENJOY SHOPPING
—.—
dow•Essm•••••••••••ssinii,
AT • . .
We need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work in ada
vertising field with experience and ability to
U
Good
starting
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter).
Per
. rates, wage progression and merit increases.
•
Ga1.1
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
HA)A HARARFET MTh BOYD
Arra 611IPM11 IIMMIA SIPTT —OM ROW SIM ME
CARROLL & co.
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Hits Civil
Rights Rebuff

Fla. Town Drops Race
Ban At S orts Areas

POPLAR TUNES
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College Seeks
Alumni Aid
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Rifts At Summit Meet
Threaten African Unity
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SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED
—•1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week

THERE MUST BE A REASON
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& Wallpaper$900
:•
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PANAMA
LIQUOR STORE

•

•H.A.

POST OFFICE BOX 311
Memphis, Tennessee
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Rust Saturday LeMoyne Debates A41
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LONDON — (UPI) — A battered old car cruised London's
streets Sunday with this slogan
painted on its sides: "Jayne
Mansfield or Bust!"

dr. ,

Boston
I it is
tennis
. The
oldest
it UnIwhen
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A former schoolteaclicr who ance Company, vitt° recognized
left the classroom ionic ten his potentialities and persuadyears ago to become an insur- ed him to make the switch
ance agent became eligible for from the schoolroom.
membership in the Quarter-Of
Rev. Benson was associated
A-Million Dollar Round Table with Universal Life Insurance
(club recently for his 8th time company for six years before
in 10 years. The topflight in- joining the Mammoth. Lite
surance salesman is Rev. War- company staff about three and
ner B Benson of 1926 Freemont a half years ago. In reviewing
Avenue, ordinary supervisor for his ten years in the field of
Mammoth Life Insurance com- life insurance this week Rev.
pany's Memphis District, of Benson noted that not one death
which Mr. T. .1. Marlette is claim has been paid to a benemanager.
ficiary on a policy he has writ.
In order to become eligible ten, for the simple reason that
and maintain membership in none has died, a situation bethe exclusive sales club, an lieved unique in the profession.
agent must sell at least $250,e00
A veteran of three and half
worth of insurance a year.
years of Army service during
Rev. Benson credits part of World Ward II, he is a memhis success in insurance sales- ber of Beulah Baptist church,
manship to Mr. B. G. Olive, jr., pastored by Rev. W. C. Holmes.
first vice president and secre- He is married to the former
tary of Universal Life Insur- Miss Le Eleanor Reed.

Thurgood Tells Goals
Of Defense Fund In '61

Week Of Jan. 14-20, 1961

College January 13

LeMoyne college's fast-moving
Magicians meet the Rust col
lege five from Holly Springs
Miss., this Saturday night, Jan. The LeMoyne College debate sic Stewart Truly, Jusephin*
team, coached by Prof. Harri- Watkins, Ernest Withers, Joh*.
14, at 8 in Bruce Hall.
Following the battle with son Lee, will meet the debate nie Rodgers, Ora Jeans Johnsquad from 51 and I College, son, Ulysses Harvey, Edgar
Rust. the Magicians will face
Holly Springs, Miss.. this Fri- Young, Carolyn Jones, James
the tough Dillard university
day night, Jan. 13, at 8, in the Netters, Thurmond
Snyder.
quint from New Orleans, Monlecture room of Brownlee Hall. Joyce Lynom, Sara Lewis and
day night, Jan. 16. The game
Subject to be discussed: Warren Moore.
starts at 8 in Bruce Hall.
"Should the United States Adopt
After the game with Dillard, Compulsory Health Insurance
CONFAB
the LeMoyne cagers will take for All Citizens?"
Dr. Hollis F. Price. president
a break for semester examina- The
LeMoynites will debate of LeMoyne
College, and Dr.
tions and then move to Birming- Clark
College debaters of Atham, Ala., for a contest with lanta here in a
Floyd L. Bass, dean of the col.
return engageMiles Memorial College, Jan. ment Feb. 3.
The Memphians lege, were in Denver, Colo.,
27. En route hffile, they will won a decision over
the Aden- this week attending several con.
stop off in Holly Springs for tans at Atlanta
before the ferences.
a Jan. 28 tilt with Rust.
Chnstmast holidays. LeMoyne President Price
participlited
Lane college will be here to also is slated to debate More- In three
conferences at the Den,i
!
meet the LeMoynites, Feb. 2, house College of Atlanta here ver Hilton Hotel: the
Congregii
follOwed by Alabama A&M col- on a date yet to be announced. tional Christian College
Connell.
lege, Feb. 3; Stillman college, Prof. Lee said the LeMoyne the Council of Protestant
Cole
Feb. 4: Philander Smith col- debate team will participate in leges and Universities, and 'NI
lege, Feb. 11, and Fisk univer- two tournaments. They will take 47th annual meeting of the As.
part in the Third Annual Mid- sociation of American Colleges.'
sity, Feb. 13.
LeMoyne closes out its regu- dle Atlantic Invitational Debate Dean Bass attended some of
lar schedule against Dillard in Tournament at Hampton Insti- these meetings with President
tute. Feb. 18, and will par- Price, but his
New Orleans, Feb. 17.
primary interest
ticipate in the Brooklyn College was the meeting
of the As
Invitational
Tournament
in elation of Academic Deal
Brooklyn. N. Y.. March 17-18. which also convened at the
DenThe LeMoynites met Arkan- ver Hilton.
sas State from Pine Bluff, Ark.,
Wednesday of this week, and
LONDON — (UPI) — The
clashed with Clark and More- National Union of
Teachers in
house colleges in Atlanta prior its journal
Monday
urged
to the Christmas holidays.
stronger penalties for parents
Members of the debate team who strike teachers.

ATTEND

k

LeMOYNE CAGE STAR —
Chester Collins, a senior who
has been shifted from center
to forward, is one of the outstanding players on the fastLeMoyne
college

basketball team. Collins is
leading his teammates in the
rebound department a n d
ranks high in the scoring department.

NEW YORK — Dc
ing the education.
have already been reversed by
students arrested in connection SIT-IN ARREST
Baton Rouge, La.
with sit-in protest demonstraMarshall declared that the still on appeal in state appellate
tions and speeding up the legal Legal Defense Fund "gladly courts.
activities for school desegrega- crimination and
seek
equal The first sit-in case reached
tion in several states, are the defending the
Negroes
who the U. S. Supreme court on
major objectives of the NAACP have been accused and con- Dec. 31, 1960, when Legal DeLegal Defense and Educational victed
because of the sit-In fense Fund attorneys filed three
Fund for 1961. Thurgood Mar- demonstrations.
petitions in behalf of 15 Negro
shall, the Fund's director-coun- "Most
of them (the Negro students arrested last spring in
sel, announced.
students) have been charged Barton Rouge, La.
The high Court was urged to
Approximately 1700 students and convicted for crimes such
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
One of the highlight social
NEW YORK CITY — A mil- on the property.
were arrested and convicted as disorderly conduct, trespass, hear these cases on the ground
-Everybody Likes 'Ern'
affairs
be
month
a
of
will
the
lion
dollar
country
club,
estaThis
week, Long Island buildduring 1960 in whose behalf at- interfering with business and that the arrests and convictions
Real Hickory Smoked — Siz• 15 to 30 Pounds
aiktorneys for the Legal Defense parading without a license," violated the students' consti- blished little over a year ago ers Michael Teicholz and Daniel dance. entitled 'Gig on the
tutional rights to protest Ms- and Alering recreational facili- Kroll announced that the San- Break,' to be conducted at CurTwo Year Old Country Hams ...
Wund have filed suits arising Marshall said.
.....
98c per Lb
re's on the night of Jan. 27
So Month Old Country Hams .
80c per Lb
out of the sit-in demonstrations. "The only crime they have treatment at public lunch coun- ties to all persons, regardless dale Club is almost sold out. To by the -Pre-Alumni club of
LeOne Year Old Country Hams
of race or creed, has proven answer the continuing demand,
ters.
90c per Lb
He said the battery of some committed was to protest in an
Three Year Old Country Hams............
so successful that its creators they have purchased a large Moym. tollege.
SI 10 per Lb
75 Negro and white lawyers orderly and peaceful manner The attorneys also urged the
Real
Country
thckety
the
Time
dance
of
is
from
10
Smoked
Smog,
13
to
4
Lb
have
decided
Bags)
to
55c per Lb
launch
it
on
down
to
lay
court
Supreme
area
of land 25 miles outside
throughout the country are now the denial of their right to sit
Lean Hickory Smoked Bacon ,4 to 10 Lb. Slob)
55c per Lb
a nationwide basis.
of Philadelphia for the location to 2, according to Miss Doris
engaged in defending the stu- at lunch counters," he pointed basis guidance for lower courts
Sliced
Country
Ham
..
.....51.35 and 51 55 per Lb
to follow in similar cases.
The development is the San- of Sandale Number Two. The Owens. president of the student
dents.
1PLUS POSTAGE)
out. "To protest against injusdale Golf and Country Club, property, consisting of hundreds organization.
school
public
respect
With
to
casbegins,
year
the
WE
new
As
Miss Owens also announced
SHIP COD OR SEND CHECK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER
tices is the foundation of our
desegregation, Marshall said just outside Atlantic City, New of rolling acres, surrounds the that a 'Miss
es are on record which were American democracy."
United Negro ColJersey. Sandale is an integrated old Budd Mansion which will
filed in behalf of Negro chil- Three full scale lawyers' con- the events revolving around the club which
offers its members be utilized as the clubhouse. lege Fund of LeMoyne College'
dren, in almost every southern ferences were held in New New Orleans school c fa again
will he selected at the dance.
Motel Phone, VI 2-0152; Busin•ss Phone, VI 2-5141
focused attention on America's golfing, swimming, fishing, Swimming, horseback riding, a
The Pre-Alumni club at Lestate, who were barred from York, Washington, D. C.,
On Byapss 31-W Route, 251 1st St., Bonling Green, Ky.
nad public school segregation issues. boating and picnic facitities. children's
animal-land, indoor Moyne is doing an excellent
schools supported by public St. Paul during 1960 in conResidence Phones, VI 2-0132
The Sandale clubhouse, formerfunds, because of their race. nection with the sit-in demon- "The New Orleans episode ly the home of Apex Hair Pro- and outdoor dancing, lounge job in assisting workers in the
grounds,
picnic
and
basebar,
dying
either
become
the
may
UNCE
and
campaign
in
prelegal strations.
This includes renewed
ducts founder Sara Washington,
t
•••••••••.....••••••••••••••••••••
*44
action in two of the original "These conferences brought gasp of massive resistance in has a dining room, bar, lounge, ball diamond, hunting and over- paring students to be dependnight guest rooms will be pro- able alumni once they leave the
interposition
theories
anor
five cases which resulted in the about a marvelous spirit of cocard room and patios.
vided for members. With a college.
other rallying 'point for defiant
Supreme Court's 1954 decision operation among
Seventy-five hundred-foot esthe lawyers southern states
continue
to
mammoth improvement and
Other officers of the club are
outlawing segregation in public which
offered
tates
were
victory,"
to
those
assures us of
wish- beautification program now unresistance
to
the Supreme
Johnnie Rodgers, vice presistated.
ing
to
join at a cost of $1500 to derway, Sandale Club Number
he
Court's 1954 decision prohibiting
dent: Jo Iris Smith, recording
As a result, Marshall assert- school segregation," Marshall $2000. Payments were as low Two will be ready by spring. secretary; Aline Blakely, coras $10 down and $10 monthly.
ed, several of the sit-in cases stated.
The New York City headqua- responding secretary: Harri^tt
Since its inception in July of ters of Sandale is located at 217 Hall, financial secretary; Alin
1958, more than 1200 families West 125th Street. An integrated Stiles. treasurer; Marie Edhave purchased Sandale lots and administrative and sales staff monsom chaplain. and Gloria
vacation and retirement homes operates the project.
Finnie, parliamentarian.
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Clean, Convenient

Athletic Dept.
*Of Bertrand Nonfarm Employment
Gives Dance Recommended For '61
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ST

1761
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The Athletic Committee of With little or no change foreinary figures: Georgia down
Father Bertrand gave a Gypsy seen in farm
prices and
in- from 39,210 to 20. 172; and VirCandlelight Dance recently fea- come
for 1961, small farm -a ginia from 24,360 to 15,708.
turing Willie Mitchell and his
whose numbers are thinning
As for cutting
operating
swinging combo." Seen having
are advised by A. S. Bacon,
costs, which should be the goal
a swinging time were: Maxine
agricultural program assistant
Draper and Ira Walton, Carole
of every farmer, the Extension
of the Federal Extension SerYates and John Candana, Edofficial recommends that farmvice,
a
close
to
keep
check
on
ward Harris and Beverly Alers plan well in advance so
and
a keen
len, Jackie Walker and Joseph operating costs
as to take advantage of savGray, Bonnie Little and Chris lookout for part-time nonfarm ings on the purchase of seed,
Boothe, Simone McAlunty and employment during the year. fertilizer,
insecticides,
and
Otis Britt, Charlene Washing- "Few small farmers,'' says equipment by making
their
ton and Dorsey Sanders, Jana Mr. Bacon, "have enough work
to do to keep busy and earn a purchases early before heavy
Davis and Steve Hayes.
demands may drive prices up
A first prize was awarded for , good living." Those who have somewhat.
best dressed male and fe- slack periods in their operations
Also he says farmers can,
ale Gypsy. They went to Wil- can improve their income poliam and Jackie Brodnax, whose sition, he suggests, by taking save by purchasing items co-1
operatively, by sharping equipdates were Anne Burford and part-time off-farm work.
He points out that a third of ment, and by raising most of
Floyd Price.
their food and livestock feed.
Others were June Rainey the net income of all farmers
In addition, Mr. Bacon emand Carl Smith, Helen King during each of the past two
and Clarence McCollins, Bonnie years came from nonfarm sour- phasizes the importance of'
farmers keeping abreast of imDraper and Norman Malone, ces.
Anita Ware and Marvin Alexan- Other ways of increasing proving farming methods by
der, Musette Stinson and James earnings, says the Extension taking full advantage of the
Therman, Henrietta Hall and official, are to acquire addition- agricultural extension program
Robert SaMe and many, many al acres to increase the size in their state and country.
others.
of the farm to a family-size Serving Negro farmers in the
unit, or adopt farming methods Southern states are some 900
designed to cut operating ex- county farm and home demonstration agents.
penses.
Regarding the acquisition of
Mr. Bacon, who was born and
additional land, Mr. Bacon ex- reared on a farm near Quitplains that some extra acres man, Ga.. has been a profesmay have become available as sional agricultural worker for
a result of the sharp decline in more than 20 years. Before
the number of farm operators, eoming to Washington in 1959,
he had served as a vocational
especially among tenants.
Since 1954. he says, the num- agricultural teacher, assistant
ber of farmers has declined county supervisor for Farmers
from 4,800.000 to an estimated Home Administration, county
3,700,000. Among Negro farm. agent, and State supervisor of
era, indications are that the Negro extension work in Georgdrop is even more marked. ia. He holds degrees from SaStates for which data are avail- vannah State college and the
able show the following prelim- University of Minnesota.

Ind. College
Gets S100,000
RICHMOND, Ind. — (CPI) —
A former resIdent of Indiana
has given Earlham college a
$100.000 gift.
The gift was received from
Dr. and Mrs.
Levin
Glen
Swiggett of Washington, D. C.
It will be used to establish
the Bain-Swiggett chair of
English language and literature
at the Richmond institution.
Swiggett is a native of Cambridge City. His wife is the
former Emma Bain, a native
of Martinsville.

,c

Father Devlin Dies
The Rev, William J Devlin.
S. J., only jesuit to become a
medical doctor and a psychiatrist after he was ordained,
died of an apparent heart attack, Sunday.
Father Devlin had been a
member of the faculty at Loyola university's Stritch School of
Medicine. Burial will he 'Vednesday in All Saints cemetery

porNiNiirror
.
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The Aluminum
Mart For Home
and Garden
All types of aluminum
loors, wide selection of
riIles . Aluminum Carports . Storm Windows Window Screens Aluminum Gutters - Cast Iron
Furniture - Patios - Patio
Supplies A few cents
down, $5.00 Per Month.
CALL US NOW
Memphis Screen
and Door Co.
4976 Summer Avenue

•

MU 2-5122

everywhere in the great challenge to combat crippling
diseases. Each member in
every section in the country
is urged to cooperate with
the March of Dimes movement. We must prove that
the members of the National
Dental Auxiliary care."

VINYL-LINOLEUM

FLOOR COVERING
Ceramic & Plastic •— Tile Carpet
Nothing Down—Small Monthly Payment

45 days 'til 1st Payment
For Free Estimate

and

Information

Call WH 6-1220
Harrison Floor Covering - 2123 Florida St.

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK ONLY
Check brakes, adiust to assure proper contact, odd
brake fluid, test ENTIRE SYSTEM Repack Front
Wheel Bearings, /lign Front End, Caster, Camber
and Toe-in.

'9.9
5
UNION CHEVROLET CO.
1020 Union Ave,

BR 4-7400

Home Cooked

Meals

228 Vance at Third
Telephone JA 6-1481
*ow.

••••

gay hawk
1211
Serving Breakfast
Open 7:00 A.M. Every Morning

3,

Dinner Served Daily
—•—
Delicious Plate Lunches
-.—

Desserts
Plenty of Parking Space

685 So. Wellington

JA 6-9258

,pbsinh

Sap:

"It's Cheaper

UNION CHEVROLET
BRAKE and FRONT END

L 0 0 K!
ARMSTRONG

IN GIVING PERSONAL and
official endorsement to the
New March of Dimes, fund
raising appeal of The National Foundation, Mrs. W. R.
Bell, Jackson, Tenn., president, Ladies Auxiliary of The
National Venatl Association,
said: "Our organization joins
the millions of Americans
-

Hotel
QUEEN
ANNE

By The Dozen"
FBUY ASSORTED CASES AT CASE PRICES
ALL POPULAR BRANDS • LADIES INVITED

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 SO. MAIN AT VANCE
OPENS A.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.
independent liquor Dealer
"We

Don't Ilianna Get Rich"

Free Parking ,Soace
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Delta Moves Ahead
With New Executives

DEFENDER

Week Of Jon. '14-20, 1961

The gay pink corsage on her
CME MINISTERS' WIVES
shoulder was no match for her
Dignity ... graciousness .
charm . . . were personified in warm smile and superb way of
a mid-Victorian setting on the putting her guests at ease.
past Friday at the home of Others seen were Rev. L. A.
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Tolbert of Storey, Rev. D. W. Browning,
4909 Horn Lake rd., when the Rev. D. S .Cunningham, Rev.
CME Ministers' Wives once and Mrs. C. D. Coleman and
again complimented their hus- son Daryll, Rev. and Mrs. E.
bands and friends with a most: E. Dunnigan, Mrs. J. C. Mart- CROWN OWEN QUEEN — ing and most lovely young
beautiful and delicious dinner.• in, Miss Eleanor F. Williams. The coronation of Owen col- lady was firmly the choice
The highlight of the joyous Rev. J. L. Tolbert, Mrs. H. L. lege's queen was held Jan. 5 of Owenites on this sparkoccasion was the presentation ()taker. Mrs. Florida Fields. at the college. Miss Betty ling occasion as they voiced
and installation of the officers Mrs. Ozelle Johnson, Mrs. E. Jean Johnson, a very charm- their approval. Above is the
who will guide the organiza- 0. Taylor,
tion to even greater heights Mrs. Dorothy Graham, Rev.
Dewitt T. Alcorn, Mrs. Alberta
this year.
Rev. Tolbert did the honors, Williams, Mrs. Lugerta Strong,
L. Turner, Rev. and
and receiving oaths and con- Mrs. A.
gratulatens were Mrs. L. A. Mrs. P. E. Brooks, Rev. and
Slaughter, Mrs. AtA.
Storey, president; Mrs. E. L. Mrs. L.
Rev.
Strong, vice-president; Mrs. E. kins, Mrs. Tim Davis,
William Smith and
E. Dunigan, secretary; Mrs. and Mrs.
Hamblin of
J. D. Atwater, assistant sec- Bishop J. Arthur
Mo.
retary; Mrs. H. L. Olaker, Kansas City
treasurer and Mrs. D. S. Cun- This is an annual affair and
suffice it to say .. . all eyes
ningham, worship leader.
are cast in that direction.
And chatting of trips to MiCHAPEL
"And as He walked by the critical of Peter because basicami and elsewhere . . . chil- WARD AME
dren . . . homes, the ladies The Senior Choir is rendering Sea of Galilee lie saw Simon ally we too are prone to do
Andrew his some of the same things he did.
moved about here and there. a program at the Ward Chapel (Peter) and
giving an excellent view of AME church, Sunday, at 7:30 brother, casting a net for they Some years ago a poet said,
their good taste in dress as well p.m. Rev. H. Ralph Jackson were fishermen. And Jesus "There is so much bad in the
will be the guest speaker.
said unto them,'Come ye with best of us, so much good in the
as their hospitality.
Mrs. W. H. Taylor. a delight-I Sponsors of the program are me and I will make ye fishers worst of us—it behooves none
Phillips
and
Mrs.
of men!"
ful and witty personality, chose Mrs. Celeste
of us to talk about the rest of
Historically men have asked us!" As odd as it seems this is
all black to bring out the silver Bobbett Baker.
pasGarrett
is
the
Peter?"
G.
For
Rev.
F.
"Why
the question,
in her hair. Mrs. Storey's
true with all of us. We stand
those of us who are Bible stu- chance of being far better than
floral outfit was of interest as tor.
Jesus
wonder
why
dents
we
well as her wonderful gift for , MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
we actually are. It is at this
conversation, which drew to Fifty ladies of the Mt. Moriah would call Peter 03 be an point that Jesus sees something
at
Peter
looking
Anyone
apostle.
her side many of her fellow Baptist church on Carnes planin us our fellowmen fail to see.
members. Aqua was chosen by ned and carried out a very; would wonder why Jesus called
We wonder why God saw fit to
closest
His
one
of
be
Peter
to
Mrs. D. W. Browning and redd lovely tea at the sanctuary, the
allow us to come safely through
le
eop
p
Usually
associates.
Cunwas the choice of Mrs.
1960 when so many people
past Sunday evening.
those to be their friends
ningham.
traveling, as we are traveling,
The tea is annual and leads choose
common with
in
much
have
who
have fallen victims of death or
Mrs. J. L. Tolbert received, up to the Internaional Tea at
them. Outwardly, this was not
sickness. It all boils down to the
In a green square nc..k sheath. S. A. Owen Junior college.
true in the case of Peter.
fact that God has something for
A basic contrast existed be- us to do and sees possibilities of
tween Jesus and Peter. Jesus us doing
that. This was true of
was known for His humility— Peter, Jesus looked over the
hot-headed. Peter shortcomings of the vlugar fishPeter was
vulgar in his speech— erman and saw a potentiality
As we look back on the year, in charge of the meeting. Mem- was most
of
19G0, we count the many bless- bers present: Mrs. Lurla Lyons, at no point can we point to a 'Fisher of men.' Likewise, as
showvulgar.
Peter
being
Jesus
Cunningham, Louella
ings we were privileged to en- Luria
day after day God spares us the
joy. We look to the new year Thompson, Estella Burnett, Eva ed great weakness at times but hardships of this world. He sees .
detect
a
time
can
we
at
no
Ballard,
AdElizabeth
Moody,
1961 with new vision. Hope, anthe possibility of us becoming '
ticipation, and expectation are die Rawls, Addie Roe and the weakness in Jesus. We could go 'Sons of God' to the extent that
on making comparisons between
our passwords. We look forward hostess. Special guests: Mrs.
point we we will promote His Kingdom
rather than backwards. Many D. McKelva and Mrs. Sarah! the two and at each
will wonder and wonder: why here on earth.
of the clubs entertained with Triggs.
The most beautiful aspect of
Dec. 22, The Universal Life Peter?
dinner parties during the ChristBasically as we observe the the whole story is that Peter
•' Insurance co., celebrated its
mas season.
did live up to the expectations
The Gloxinia Art and Gardenl annual Xmas dinner in the two we must conclude that in
Jesus. In the darkest hours of
club gave its annual party in: home of Mrs.
B. Roe, with the final analysis, Jesus saw
something in l'eter that was not the life of Jesus, Peter could
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- 1 Mrs. Bettye Burnett as co-hostliam Baskerville. The home was esses. C. J. Brown, Manager of visible on the surface. This always come up with some conbeautifully decorated wit h the Jackson Tenn., District brings us to the question for soling word that made the life
Christmas motifs throughout., along 'with Miss Dickson and this week, "Why Did Jesus of Jesus worthwhile. So it must
Mesdames Audrey Burrell and the entire staff, and their wives Choose Us?"
A few nights ago I heard some
Dorothy McKinney kept the
and husbands were on hand.
people giving th. testimonies
guests enteained with a varie,,Xmas was really in the air of their lives. Each one was I4,gh fashion styling
ty of games.
was lovely with very conscious of his shortcomsuperbly tailored
The guests were served buf- for the place
— at an economy price!
fet style from the dining table decorations, smiles and hospital- ings. To this extent we are all
over
SHAPIRO SOUTHERN
overlaid with a white linen cut- ity. Mrs. Roe received her Peters. We can not be
,
UNIFORM COWAN'
work cloth with a center piece guests in a lovely black and
3641
IA
313 SO MAIN ST
of Poinsettes and reindeer. The white after-five silk, with black nie B. Ellison; prettiest winguests helped themselves to silk shoes and crystal jewelry; dow, Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Bonds;
baked ham, turkey, asparagus Mrs. Burnett in champagne silk prettiest door, Mr. and Mrs. C.'
RECEIVE
casserole, salad, coffee, and sheath with black shoes and C. Moody, Jr. Honorable menrelishes. Hot rolls and cake gold jewelry. The group ex- tions were: Mr. and Mrs. Edd,
and ice cream were passed. changed Xmas gifts. A delicious Henry Campbell, Mr. and Mrs.
The president and several mem- menu of Fried Chicken, South- A. M. Buckley, Mr. and Mrs.
bers of the club were absent ern style and all the trimmings Lon Cunningham,
Mr. and Mrs
because of illness.
was enjoyed by all.
0. C. Triggs. The club thanks
The Literary Art and Music
Guests for this affair were: all who participated.
club gave tts annual party in
Miss Addie Rawls and Dr. Cox, Mrs. Lena B. Reid reported
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. Dr. Cox is a native
of Ilumboldt, for the committee on planting
T. Pulliam. Although I did not!
but has lived in Chicago for a trees on the campus of Stigall
receive a full account of the
number of years. Miss Rawls high school. The committee is
lovely affair, I am told it was
received a beautiful pair of to go forward with the project
INTEREST
and
everyone
largely attended
earrings from the hostesses. It and in a few days the trees
was at this affair that the fact will be planted. Trees will be
The Outlook club entertained
Regular Saving—
In the home of its president Miss was made known that Mrs. planted later on the campus of
Reaps Security
Ethel SectsTenn Roe had been promoted to as- Gillespie Kindergarteq and the
*art pith
os—si masa
_
or aor. amount
They always provide lots of fun sistant-manager of the Jackson elementary school at Dyer,
YOUR MONEY IS ALWAYS
for their guests and I am toldi Tenn., District. Mrs. Roe is the Tenn. The club has a long range
AYAILAILE WHEN NEEDED
this year was no exception. Sor-i only lady in this field not only project that will include putin the Jackson District, but the ting shrubbery around Stigall
ry, cannot give full account.
Many college students spent only lady assistant 'manager in high.
Name
the holidays at home. I shalli the company's system
A delicious menu was enjoymans.
• • •
not call names for fear I will
ed. Miss Lila Isidrtheross was
at•Ito
omit some one. They were home l The Gloxinia Art and Garden elected financial secretary, Mrs.
from Lane, Tuskegee. S. A. club met Tuesday night in the Olga V. Baskervill was elected
Owens, and A. & T. State uni- home of Rev and Mrs. W. S. secretary and Mrs. Ora L.
Genversity.
Vance with Mrs. Vance and try was elected assistant secDec. 21, the members of the Mrs. D. H. Tuggle hostesses.' retary.
JA3-121
"4
4:711.
4.7 A‘.
Tr "
n .
JA 1.240
Secret pals were chosen
Sewing club met in the home of Devotion was lead by your
for the year.
Miss Acidic Rawls, with Mrs. scribe. The business was eonMaude Ferrell as hostess. At the
ducted by the president, Mrs.
meeting the members exchangVance. The first business was
ed Xmas gifts. The decorations
to the,
throughout the house carried the the awarding of prizes
winners in the Christmas LightXmas motif.
The menu consisted of turkey ing contest by the Chairman.
and dressing and giblet gram Mrs. Martha Lacy. There were
congealed salads, asparagus 17 entries.
casserole, spiced apples, hot ' All of the homes entered 1
rolls and coffee, horre - made were beautifully decorated.
cake and boiled custard. The First place winner for the best
president, Mrs. A. B. Roe, was yard waq Mr and Mrs John'

Humboldt, Tenn.

A.

CHOIR ROBES

Clubs To Hold
Installations

WASHINGTON, D. C.
When berg, for some 28,000 members
Bluff City and Shelby County
an organization decides to in- of Delta, in 267 chapters Council of Civic clubs, install
crease its service to the public, throughout the United States, officers Sunday Jan. 8, 1 p. m.
it usually requires an increased Liberia and Haiti.
at Trinity CME church, 650
staff of competent executives.
Miss Barksdale's travel has Wells Avenue, Rev. P. Gonya
Two young women at Delta already included visits to
six Hentrel, host pastor.
Sigma Theta, Inc., headquarters states, and will
include many
Rev. E. W. Williamson, pastor
in Washington, D. C. reflect of the other 40
where chapters of Olivet Baptist church a n d
the competency needed.
are located. Her work in Wash- president of the 26th Ward Civic
Miss Marie C. Barksdale ington has included
setting up club, will be guest speaker. AtNew York City, was appointed
committee meetings with mem- torney Russel B. Sugarman will
executive director of Delta bers coming
from all over the install the officers.
Sigma Theta, Inc., and Miss nation, and
other activities nec- Officers to be installed are:
Wilma H. Ray, Asheville, N. C., essary to a
national organize- Rev. Alexander Gladney, presiwas appointed program assist- lion.
dent: Frank Kilpatrick, 1st vice
queen and all her court and ant several months ago to diattendants with the flower rect expanding services of the Before assuming her position president; Wilyiam Reed, 2nd
girls and alternates in full organization being developed with Delta, Miss Barksdale was vice president: Mrs. Ruby D.
a New York (City) Dept. of .Speight, sec.; Miss Arline Patarray. (Withers photo)
. 'and maintained in the public
Welfare representative assigned 'ton. asst. sec.; Mrs. Annie B.
interest.
to the Domestic
Relations ; Coleman, financial sec.; Mrs.
With only a brief period of,
be with each of us — there time in their positions, Miss Court. She is a graduate of Lydia B. Robeson, treas.; Rev,
B. Simon, chaplain;
must be something and some- Barksdale and Miss Ray have, Hunter college, and has stuclied Tony
times in each of our lives when begun their duties that include. at New York, Columbia and George H. Brown, Sr., sergentat-arms and James T. Walker,
Jesus must look down on us the administration and coordi- Rutgers universities.
and smile. I believe that when nation, with other staff mem- , Miss Ray, whose work in- parliamentarian.
cludes assisting in the developwe do the will of God against all
ment of plans for Delta's Gold- TO PURCHASE SHOES
obstacles, He looks down and
Jesus
chose
that
be
a
him
to
en Anniversary (1963) is a The NAACP Youth Group in
smiles upon us.
disciple.
graduate of Fisk University, Memphis and Shelby County is
With all of our shortcomings,
Today Peter stands as a monu- and
has studied public admini- planning to purchase shoes for
like Peter, we can rise up to
ment for each of us. With all of
stration at the University of more than 50 children now livmeet the occasion. Many times
his shortcomings, Jesus had an
we can not fully account for our
California.
ing in 'Tent City' in Fayette
activities, but behind these ac- important place in the scheme Continuing in their posts
at County. The group will raise
of things for him. Peter stands
tivities is the spirit of God
Delta National Headquarters money for the project next Sunbreahing upon us. When Peter as a standard bearer for all of
went on the mountain top and. us. In this respect we are cus- are Miss Hazel L. Dunnings, as- day, Jan. 15, by contacting homsaid 'Thou art the Christ, the todians of God's goodness re- sociate director, and Mrs Eu- es on a city-wide march in
Son of the Living God' he could gardless of our shortcomings. nice Nelson, administrative sec- Memphis.
The young people will sell
give no reason for his answer The very fact that we are spar- retary.
but Jesus had the answer. Many ed to be here, we must work
ti;kets at 25 cents a piece, ofNEWARK, England — (UPI) fering a pocket-sized radio as
times we behave in a manner the work of Tim that sent us, re
foreign to ourselves. The only gardless of the glaring weak- — Headmaster Walter Bond, 54, a prize.
answer we can give is wrapped nesses in our physical, moral, said at least 75 per
cent of his Evander Ford, president of
up in the fact that God has or spiritual make-up. We are
460 pupils complained of being the group; Miss Jevita Edsmiled upon us. So it was with all Peters, and must not only
wards and Warren Moore have
Peter—in his greatest moments let Jesus see something in us fed up with television and askvisited the site and said occuhe rose up and brought joy to but also something going on!ed for more
homework. He pants of 'Tent City'
are in need
Jesus. It was for this reason about us.
promised to oblige
of shoes and clothes.

1

For the Best in Everything ...
Food and Wonderful
Quality Stamps
RIG
'STAR
visit your
BIG STAR STORES
Yes Madame,
I am sure you too have found Jack
Sprat canned vegetables, enriched flour
and white cream meal simply wonderful as have other readers of yours truly's
effort to acquaint you with these wonderful products. I have never had so
many calls before — thanks a million.
Not only are Jack Sprat's stick to your
rib foods, the very best, but you have
never had jam, preserves, mincemeat,
pickles, and other relishes quite as tasty
and good as Jack Sprat's.

ON YOUR SAYINGS

JANA PORTER

So when you do your last minute
shopping make all of your staples as
well as dainties Jack Sprat. You will
find them in abundance at your favorite Big Star Stores.

MINCEMEAT PIE
To make Crusts and Decorations for
two Mincemeat Pies:
Measure 3 cups Jack Sprat enriched Wheat flour, then sift with 11-2 teaspoons of salt. Add 1.2 lb. shortening.
Blend until shortening is the size of
small peas.
Now take 5 tablespoons of cold water,
and add to mixture. Mix lightly and
press together with a fork. Divide into
three portions.
Roll out each portion evenly, about
1-8 inch thick. Use 2 cups Mincemeat
for each pie. Use the third crust to dec.
orate the two pies with star cut outs.
The small fry will love to make this
mincemeat pie.
Jana Porter
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BAPTIST BUILDING
SAYINGS, Inc.

New

Park

Cemetery

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL
Place

ROBES
Your

SWINGING COMBO — It was a swinging good time on
a recent Big Star Talent Time heard every Saturday
on Radio Station WDIA when this group of young musi•
the. performed on the show. Others have been given
the u hence as this group was to show off their talents
to the tremendous liatenership of WDIA. From left are

AVAILABLE
Now

Order

For Individuals

And

CALL, WRITE or

(.eorge ('arr, James Embry, Don
Illoyd,
John Richardson and Gene Wright. Other talent will be
given the opportunity on the popular show If they will
only sit still for an audition. Audition information can he
obtained by calling the station.

Groups
WIRE

CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS

The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
lU Allimies from Downtown !tiernphis

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7 9320
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4536 Horn Lake Rd,
EXpress 7-5811
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New Orleans Case
Focus Of Struggle

Church Group
Holds Confab

COLP
Adell Sanders were held sunday. GREENSBORO
NEWBERN
By ANNA BILLINGSLEY
Dec. 18th, at the St. James AME
Be SARA L. LINDSAY
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. Witmoore
Mr. and Mrs. John Stokes Church with the pastor, Rev. Clifford
Willard veteran of were dinner guests of Mr. and
end family, No
and G. S. McCoy, officiating. Mrs. World War II
is in Veterans Mrs. Clay Walker last Sunday.
daughter of Sioux City, Iowa Sanders passed suddenly Tues- Hospital
M
Witmoore was a recent
in Montgomery forrs.
visited their parents, The Rev. day morning, Dec. 13th. She medical
treatment. We wish patient at Tennessee hospital.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — T h e FLORIDA FIGHT
had been a bit ill for some time,
WILMINGTON, Del, — The and Cultivation of the Board
Carl McKay of this city.
Mr.
and Mrs. Bennie Green
him a speedy recovery.
An important new suit filed fCih
ftrhistaiannnum
alinc
isotnrfyeraenndcemoisnsiotnhe
s C
ofhuM
rcihssioNnesw
and Alton Jones of New York number of school desegregation
rTkhod
ea nM
de Bishopth ist
• ••
Other holiday visitors includ- but was not confined to bed nor
nome.
visited with friends and rela- suits pending in federal courts in Florida asked that the Duval
ed Mr. and Mrs. Robert MaiPAHOKEE
at the year's end indicated that County school board be perma- was held at Ezion Methodist Love.
tives, Christmas.
den and family; Elbert Harri- Those on the sick list are:
Efty R. C. DURR
Dr. Balaram made a plea for •
son, Douglas Harrison, Shirley Mesdames Sarah Hayes, Carrie The school bell rang at East Miss Ruby Ilaskins of Chica- litigation on the issue would nently enjoined from operating church here.
Harrison of Dayton, Ohio visit: Winston, Alice Johnson; Messrs. Lake High School on Jan. 4 and go spent Christmas with her keep school officials and courts segregated public schools. Near The conference is sponsored young people to enter the mia-Mark
jointly
by
Kay
and
James
the
McGinDell
Haskins.
Delaware
mother,
Mrs.
Conferbusy
during
1961.
the
end
of
the
month,
the
court
ed their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Coach Davis seemed to be well
sion fields. Ile said that India
nis, Sr.
ence Board of Ministerial TrainSt. John's No. 1 Baptist ailsErnest _Harrison.
The New Orleans case was gave the board an extra 30 days
pleased with the football team.
is a land of limitless resources.
George James, who is in U.S.
jog
and
i nary Society held their an- the most
Qualifications,
the
Conto
reply
to
the suit. Florida now
active during Decem"We need Christian teachers,
Mrs. Ella M. Johnson and Military Service, is on furlough This was their 2nd year and nual
s ° Christmas dinner at the
ference
Commission
on
Christihas
school
suits pending in six
family of Sparta visited her visiting his grandmother, Mrs. they made a very impressive home of Mrs. Maggie Flake ber as Louisiana continued to
an Vocations, and the resident engineers, agriculturists and inshowing in the conference. The
search for ways to block the counties: Duval, Volusia, Dade, bishop,
mother, Mrs. Clara Webb.
Pearl Fulce.
Edgar A. Love of Balti- dustrialists," he stated. He said
last Monday night. They also
Palm Beach, Hillsborough and
basketball season is getting unMr. H. C. Baker of Chicago
•••
more and his cabinet of 'ive dis- that there is no danger that
exchanged gifts. Mrs. Mary Lou desegregation being carried out
Escamhia.
der way and from all indications
visited his parents, Mr. and STARK VILLE
trict
Hamilton and Miss Ruby Has- in Orleans Parish under federal
superintendents.
Rev. India will turn Communist.
Airs. Harrison Baker and his By MRS. FANNIE MOORE the team will do equally as well kins of Chicago were their court order. The New Orleans The Delaware Board of Edu- John R. Shockley was host pas- "We do not like Commun.
as the football team.
ine son, Dale.
school board asked the U.S. cation completed a new state- tor.
guests.
ism," he said, "not because'
Mrs. Gloria Dean, her bus. Pvt. Henry Washington Self Rev. R. H. Hooks and memMiss Donnie Bernice Shock- Supreme Court for permission wide desegregation plan in De- Principal speakers were Dr. America does not like it, but
of
the
U.S.
Army
was
home
for
bers will worship with Rev. W.
bandand six children visited
a short furlough with his par- M. Bowie the third Sunday at ley of Chicago spent the holi- to return the schools to a segre- cember to be considered by Evans Crawford, dean of the because we do not believe it is
hirs. Helen Sadberry.
days with her parents, Mr. and gated basis until the question federal district court. The U. S. chapel at Howard university, the better way of life. India
ents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dave
Self.
New Ilope Baptist Church.
Shaffer Chapel AME church
of sovereignty was settled.
Third Circuit Court of Appeals Dr. P. C. B. Balaram, a native will eventually embrace Christi.Pvt. Self was en route to Puerto Mrs. Cora Jackson had guests Mrs. Plum Shockley.
gave an excellent program at
has rejected the state's grade- of India, and a staff member of anity. "Send us 100,000 missionMrs. Valle Mai Barnhill and SEEKS REHEARING
Rico.
from
Ft.
Lauderdale
recently.
Christmas time.
the Joint Section of Education aries," he pleaded.
sons and her brother of Detroit
The Dallas school board s-year plan.
Miss
Barbara
Austin,
daughMrs.
Irene
Robinson
has
been
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W.a.,.ter of Mr. J. D. Austin was home on the sick list for quite awhile. visited with their parents, Mr. plans to seek a rehearing of a
Desec,,
,
regation
suits
were
the
by of Dayton were guests of
for the holidays with her fam- However, we are glad to see and Mrs. Booker Wyatt.
U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of Ap- highlights of school activity in
his sister, Mrs. Willie Duncan
Miss Johnny and Myrtle Kim- peals decision that knocked out North Carolina
ily. Miss Austin has been living her back in church again.
In December.
and his grandfather, Percy
spent
Bend,
Ind.,
South
of
mon
in Chicago with her sister since
a pupil transfer plan patterned A federal judge had under con- BROOKHAVEN
Kirby.
•••
uncle,
their
with
weekend
the
' '•" t hem and are still showing
her graduation from Rust Colafter Nashville's. A desegrega- sideration arguments in the
By Alice Smith
them courtesies.
Mrs. Helen Williams of Col-.
YORK
Douglas.
Ralph
lege
last spring. She has action suit involving another Tex- case of a Negro seeking admis.umbus, S. C., is guest of her
Stopping by for a visit with
By
W.
L.
Williams
and
Scott
Mrs.
Bill
Christmas
and
is
Mr.
such
a
glorious
cepted a position in Rolling
as city, Galveston. has been set sion to an all-white school in
mother. Mrs. Lillian Russell.
Fork, Miss, where she will be- We had a wonderful Christ- children of Athens, Tenn., spent for hearing in federal court on the already desegregated Chap- season. The 1960 Christmas our elan were the W. E. Downs •
Ed Simpson of Detroit was
was filled with the usual hur- Irons Grambling College and
gin work at the High School in mas program at Wesley Chapel a few days with Mr Scott's Jan. 30.
el Hill school system.
guest of his stepfather, Wilrying and scurrying which we Miss F. 0. Alexander of JackJanuary.
CME church. It was enjoyed by mother.
liam Early.
The
Chattanooga, Ten n., Two snits combined against love. Sad note for our clan was son. Off to Kansas City, Kans., .
R. B. Kindle and Lemon Short
Mrs. Nancy Mae pall and all.
Rev. W. R. Clark, pastor of
for Christ- school board submitted a de- the Durham school hoard di- that our pop Lemuel Brown went Mrs. Pastel Redmond for .
here
were
Detroit
of
Miss
Georgena
Evans
of
New
Clarence Jemison is ill in bed
New Zion Baptist church was
segregation plan to a federal rectly attack the constitutional- was buried two weeks ago. a visit with her sister and other
mas.
Vork were home for a visit with but is improving.
guest speaker at Shaffer Chapel
and court as ordered. A hearing on ty of the State's pupil place- However, we are grateful for relatives. Ditto for Mr. L. J.
Kindle
Elizabeth
Miss
their
father,
Mr.
George
Evans
Mart Artis has been ill for
AME church Sunday evening.
Toni Herian of Chicago came the proposed plan will be held ment law. Arguments in these all the friends who stood by and Lott who hied off o Dayton for
who was ill. His other daughter, several weeks.
Nis youth choir furnished the
a visit with Dr. and Mrs. John
Christmas.
Jan. 9. Davidson County, Tenn., cases and in the much-amended are still doing likewise.
Miss
Doretha
Evans
had
made
Rev.
W. A. Austin, retired home for
music. It was a trustee drive.
Mrs. Doris Pierce and Mr. preparing to desegregate the Caswell County case were to be Pausing in Brookhaven for Washington (daughter Glynell
a
previous
visit
and
returned
minister
of
the
CME
Church is
The Sunshine club had its anquietly first four grades this month heard during the
Lott and her hubby).
same court a day was Dr. Richard II. Jefto New York before the holidays. sick but he is able to get around. Royie B. Smith were
ut Christmas dinner on Dec.
We are sure of one thing. We,
married. They are living with as ordered by federal court, term.
ferson,
Rev.
B.
H.
Ashford,
spent
a
chairman
of
the
EngMary
Ball
of
Muskegee.
Mich.
Dec. 30 at the home of
Mr. Smith's parents.
still faces a hearing on the porlish departmen, Alabama A. have added pounds as we do at.,
last
few
days
in
St.
Louis,
Mo.
is
visiting
her
parents.
A
suit
by
eight
Negro
chilChristmas time. Gotta go on II
Mrs. Eugene Keathly. A deliMrs. Mary Atkins was called tion of the suit calling for teachweek due to the death of one Miles Cunningham died. He
dren seeking admission to all- & M. College. His presence was d
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cious turkey dinner was servSm
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Nou real soon.
to the bedside of her daughter er integration.
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for
of
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toChristian.
good
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a
white Meckleburg County school
ed. The following guests were
Mozell in St. Louis.
gethers.
Bell
Butler,
of
the
Mrs.
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The
date
Jan.
9, figured im- was scheduled for trial in FebBy Pearleane Billingslea
present: Mr. and Mrs. Brogie
Rock Hill community died sudportantly in school desegrega- ruary. Since the suit was first The churches were filled at
Claybrooks of Elkville, Mrs.
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Folks here for the holidays
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time.
After
all
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tion in Georgia. U. S. District filed, the county school system
Bella Claybrooks of Centralia;
By ELBERT BOULDIN
on Sunday. The Marzell Rich- were Mrs. Ella M. Thomas and
24th. The funeral was held at
Judge William A. Bottle an- has merged with the Charlotte
Robert Webb, Cleo Spears, Huextend
ardson home was brightened by children, her sister-in-law Miss
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to
Hill
Methodist
wishes
Rock
writer
This
nounced he would try to rule city schools.
bert Russell, Earl Clark, Euthe presence of the J. C. Lew- Rosa Thomas; brother, Henry
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2:00
afternoon
at
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a Happy 1961 to
for
greetings
on the University of Georgia
gene Keathly, Mrs. Helen Wil- o'clock with the pastor, Rev. W.
ises from Wheaton, Illinois, the Wallaken and wife from Water.
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all his readers.
desegregation case by that date.
liams, Mrs. Pauline McDay and
Marzel Richardson, jr., daugh- loo, Iowa. Mrs. Fannie Garland
officiating.
B.
Pennington,
Jackson
TENN.,
On the same day, the Georgia
Mr. Lloyd, only male member
Services held at New Enon M.
ter Edith from Beaumont, Tex- Smith of Memphis; her sister
s
•
pastor
of the club. He gave all the
General Assembly was scheB. church on Christmas Day The Rev. Calloway,
as, and Daughter Omie Robin- Ellmac of Arkansas; Will J.
CARBONDALE
ladies a beautiful gift.
were very enjoyable. The pas- of Christ Temple Church (Holi- duled to convene; there was
son from Delaware.
Lipsy of Milwaukee; Miss One.
ORA
L.
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ELLIS
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Duncan
tor, Rev. M. C. Cox delivered ness) spent the holidays in Den- some doubt that school desegUp Terry way Rev. and Mrs. ice Jordan of Detroit, grand-were among the invited guests We had a wonderful Sunday the message.
ver, Colorado with friends.
regation would be an issue in
William Griffith were hosts to daughter of Mrs. Bessie PickMr. Duncan is principal of At- school last Sunday with all the Mt. Gillian M. B. Church held
a dinner which included Rev. ens; Mr. S. Cash of Chicago,'
Special Watch Meeting serv- the session.
teachers present. Our pastor, morning services at 8 o'clock
tucks grade school.
and Mrs. G. W. Myers, their brother of Mrs. Ruth Travis;
ices were held at Rock Temple
Vetin
Rev. A. G. Gregory preached Christmas Day. Rev. L. L. LipWillie Watson is still
three offspring Rev. S. G. Grif- Pvt. John Frank McGee and
Church of God in Christ on Sata
wonderful
sermon. It was en- ton delivered the message.
erans hospital.
fith, Mrs. Victoria Owens and Pvt. J. Austin Redd.
urday rite, leading up to the
Miss Nina Mae Meeks is now joyed by all at Hopewell Bap- An appreciation service for
her daughters; Misses EmmaYear. A special message BATESVILLE
New
Rev. and Mrs. 0. B. Davits
hospital.
tist
'the
Church.
at home frodi
Rev. Thurman Dandridge, pasWILBERFORCE, 0. — The jean and Elaine Griffith.
the pastor.
and children recently visited ,
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By MATTIE WATKINS
Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Wil- tor of St. Peters M. B. church was delivered by
service
date
on
which
Brookhavenites
all
National
'Sciwelcomed her mother, Mrs. Annie L.
Ky. Poindexter. The
liams of Chicago and Rosetta was held on Christmas Day.
UNITY
Moses Tribet died at his home ence
TennesFoundation
applicants Mrs. Florene Haywood, Chic- Daniels in Eupora, Miss.
y MRS. MONETTE VAUGHN Randolph and son of Gary, Ind. Mr. E. Glaton was killed In continued at Trenton,
in
West
Batesville.
ago,
Illinois
and
Mrs.
most
be
filed at Central State
Thelma
Christmas morning at 4 a.
Funeral services were held
Rev. I. H. Wiggins. pastor of spent Christmas with their,an auto accident on the high- see,
.1 special Christmas program College has been moved up to Phillips McKinney, New York
for Felix Garland, teenage son
way. Van Jones who was riding m.
Mt. Zion Baptist Church, and mother and father.
at Christmas these two looked
was held at Lafferty Memorial Fib.,"15.
Mrs. Monette E. Vaughn attend- On the sick list are Mrs. Cora with him received bruises of Funeral services for Mr. Methodist church on Christmas The move was announced by like a million dollars and were of Mr. and Mrs. Reedy Garland
at Mt. Moriah Barak' church.
the head.
Frank Clifton, 69, of 202 Burton morning. Rev. R. J. Talbert
ed the extended session of 44th Pitts, and S. L. Borwn.
Summer Laboratory Training honored at dinner by Thelma's Eulogy by the pastor.
Annual Session of the Zion Dis- Mr. and Mrs. Laz Green moStreet were held Tuesday. Jan. was guest speaker. Rev. L. T.
•• *
mom
with
a
few
of
our
generaProgram Director Dr. Bernard
Rev. and Mrs. M. C. Billingtrict Missionary Baptist Asso- tored to Peoria for Christmas WATER VALLEY
3, 1961 at First Baptist Church Thompson is pastor.
H. Johnson. The closing date tion to provide the gift of gab.
ciation of Southern Illinois, Inc. to visit her sister and brother
on Madison Street of which he The Bible Band met Thursday was formerly announced as College kids came home by slea spent a very enjoyable
HAWKINS
By
C.
A.
held with the Zion Traveler M. in law, Mr. and Mrs. Jackson.
the dozens and did they have Christmas weekend at the home
was a member. The Rev. W. evening.
•••
March 31, 1961.
Mrs. Rachel Hawkins and G. Terry officiated with BledB. Church of Mound City, Ill.
fun.
Our Grambling College of Mr. Earven Glady in Mcchildren spent the weekend with soe Funeral Home in charge. The Baptist Missionary Soci- Successful applicants will re- junior like all the rest
Rev. S. S. Patterson is the pas- CAIRO
was con- Cool, Miss.
ety
met Friday evening at Beth- ceive a minimum stipened Of
By DAN CLARK
her mother. Mrs. Martha Kim.
tor.
HOLLY SPRINGS
Burial was in Mt. Olivet Ceme- lehem Baptist church. Willie $600 for the eight-week course, stantly on the run.
Mr. & Mrs. Charlie Webb, and Master Stevie Brisker, son of his at Scobey.
Sad note for Methodist cir- This city was shocked last '
tery. Mr. Clifton was born in Flemmy is president;
Rev; plus round trip travel allowMr. and Mrs. Harry Williams Mrs. Doris Johnson returned Chester HaWkniS. Sr. visited Saltllo, Miss., but moved to
cles was the passing of Mrs. E. Saturday when Dr. B. M. McDouglas, pastor.
ance for one person. The stipmotored to St. Louis, Mo., and home from Cleveland where he in Winona and Greenwood last
Jackson as a young man. He
Rev. and Mrs. Carroll Rucker end can be expanded to cover J. Milsaps. Funeral services Intosh passed away suddenly.
spent Thanksgiving Day with had been visiting his father and Sunday.
were held in McCorab Tuesday He served as dentist here for
employee of the visited Mrs. Rucker's father and as many as four dependents.
Callis Advant of Indiana is was a retired
their relatives, Mr. & Mrs. Wil- attending school.
M. Sr 0. Railroad where he mother, Mr. and Mrs. Louis The grant, designed to give December 27. This lovely wife more than 30 years. Dr. McInham Brown and others.
PFC Lee Andrew McGow was visiting -relatives here and en- G.
and
mother will always be re- tosh was a good churchman and
worked for 39 years. Survivors Kandery recently.
high school science teachers a
The Christian
Community home from camp to visit his joying the hunting season.
Marie Clif- Frank Miller went to Little firm grounding in laboratory membered for her Christian well respected in this communiC. A. Hawkins, jr. enjoyed are his wife, Mrs.
Chorus of Unity, Ill., sponsored mother, Mrs. Jimmie McGow.
life
and
gracious manner.
ty. His funeral was held at
daughter, Rock for medical treatment at techniques as well as a worka program at the St. Paul AME Kenneth Edward Garner of the sermon of Rev. C. H. Lay ton of Jackson; a
Another bit of sadness was Asbury. Eulogy by Rev. Lindsy, Memphis; University hospital.
ing acquaintance with the stand- the
Church of Sandusky, Ill., Sun- the Air Force was a welco - ed at Cross Road in the Aberdeen Mrs. Mary Daniel of
burning
of
the home of Mil- He leaves a devoted wife, moththree sisters, Mrs. Zora Wed- Joe Montgomery of St. Louis ard items of laboratory equip- licent Durnham
day night, Dec. 4th. Rev. G. S. guest in the home of his moth- district.
at Tylertown. er, a son and a daughter to
recently visited
his parents, ment, amounts to 832,500.
dle, Mrs. Mary Smith, both of
cCoy is the pastor
er. Mrs. Emma L. Garner.
The
only
item
saved from this mourn his passing. Burial was
Mr. and Mrs. Savoy MontgomJackson and Mrs. Mamie Allen
Much of this amount will be Well appointed home was
The Christmas Tea sponsoredl Willie (Red Cap) Jones and Mississippi.
ery.
the in llill TCrest
H
cemetery.
spent to bring in guest lectur- refrigerator. Mrs. Durnham
the PTA of Dunbar School'his niece, Mrs. Louise Tuener, Foster Beasley of Champagne. of Sherman, Miss.: three brothis
ers in biology and chemistry, a member of the
was quite successful.
r
formerly of Cairo, motored down III. visited his mother, Mrs. Hal- ers-in-law, three sisters-in-law,
faculty
at
Al- By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
and to bear the expenses of corn College.
Funeral services for Mrs. to visit relatives here and in lie Beasley and other relatives. 'three grandchildren and several
T h e Preachers Christian
field trips to plants using the The pretty new home of the
nieces and nephews.
equipment discussed in lectur- Sheridell Robinsons was the Union held regular meeting at
Services for Mr. P. Wilson OAK GROVE
Easley, brother of the Rev. M. Mrs. Sadie Clearanson, her es.
scene of the annual Zeta Phi Christian Union Chapel last Sun.
L. Easley, pastor of Wesley mother, daughter and other re- Those filing applications af- Beta get together. Sorors ex- day with Rev. Hamilton presidChapel Methodist church, Jack- latives visited with her sister in ter February 15th will be se- changed gifts and enjoyed a ing. Mrs. Isabelle Young, see- .
lected only if space is available supper as only Polly can pre- retary; Mrs. Cora E. Hamilton,
son were held last Thursday at New Orleans recently.
president.
t p.m. at Keys Chapel Metho- Funeral for Mr. Henry Little after others have been consid- pare.
Tenn.,
Lexington,
at
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Warren'
dist Church
Home for Christmas is a mawas held Dec. 29 at Bright ered.
officiatParker
A.
J.
Rev.
with
Morning Star M. B. Church. For further information and gic phrase and the folks did and family of Dayton visited
was in Cooper's
ing. Burial
application blanks, contact Dr. come home t o Brookhaven her sister and brother-in-law,
Rev. W. L. Kent is pastor.
Grove Cemetery with Parham
Bill Pfife of Houston spent Johnson at Central State Col- from Timbuktu to the sea. Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Walker
Funeral Home in charge. Mr.
liomefolks were tickled to see here in the city,
Christmas with his wife and lege. Wilberforce, Ohio,
Easley died at Lexington Gen- children of Oak Grove. Also
with
eral Hospital after an illness his father and mother and famof several years. Surviving are: ily in Little Rock,
two daughters, Mrs. Allie Kizer
of Champaign, ill., and Mrs.
Remel Robertson of Cleveland,
Ohio; two sisters, Mrs. Vera
and
Williams of Lexington
Mrs. Dora Hudson of Chicago,
Ill.; seven brothers, Leo Easley
of Paducah, Ky., Clarence Easley of Kewanne, Ill., B. B. Sasley of Champaign, ill., Webster
D. C. GREENSBORO, N. C. — The
Easley of Lexington,
Easley of Cleveland, Ohio and annual Religious Emphasis
ot
Memphis and a Week observance to be held at
Luce Lasley
grandson, Clevonga Williams 01 A & T COLLEGE, Jan. 22-25,
wit feature Rev. C. Shelby
Lexington.
Watch meeting was held ad Rooks, associate director of the
New Oak Ave. Baptist Church Fund for Theological EducaInc., Princeton, N. J.
on last Saturday night. the Rev. tion,
Rev. Rooks will deliver serWill Emory was guest speaker.
mons
at the opening program
Rev. Betts, pastor.
Funeral for Mr. James Jen- on January 22. on Monday and
evenings January
nings who was killed accident- Wednesday
ally on Chrismas day was held 23 and 25 and on JJanuary 24,
before smaller,
Saturday, Dec. 31, 1960 at Mt. He will appear
interest groups at other
Olivet Baptist church the Rev. special
hours during the observance.
P. T. Northern officiating.
A Norfolk, Va., native, Rev.
Bledsoe Funeral Home M
Rookt is graduate of Virginia
charge.
State College, Petersburg, Va.,
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"The &wales toilmodont Woakty

About Pooplo, Meese

Asti Problems
Sy FRANK L STANLEY
Home Office: 2311i South Wellington — Phone JA. 6-$397
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—"It was future.
In 1959, before sit-his. Dr•
the best of times, it was the
worst of times, it was the age Ernest Q. Campbell, of the Uniof wisdom, it was the age of versity of North Carolina, reSelmerlotion rates One veer. Lit oh imeettia, 13.30. Dt-yeer special Sabscrlpfloa fate 1110i
foolishness .
leased a report which said: "We
—Charles Dickens
The TO-Stato Defeudilli Owls Net TIIMP ReNteasibility tor rtneolklited Manuscripts a. Phases.
bid fair to breed a generation
Each year at this time it is more rigid than its elders, incustomary to look in retrospect dependent of whether this new
Published Evert Thunidee be the Tri-State, Defends./ Publishing Co Entered WI Semen/
on the year just ending and pro- generation has gone to school
Clem Metter et the Magnetole Poet Officit March 20. 1)32. Under Airs of March 2, III7f.
ject our expectations of the with Negroes. One suspects that
future. Such retrospection is the indigenous Southern culSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
good if we do not cling to it. ture of the late '30's, the '40's
Certainly should the faulty part and early
'50's produced more
not set the future pattern. It is racially
tolerant youth than the
always better if we can blot
present-day Southern culture
it out.
will yield. This is one of the
Psychologists tell us the truly great losses in
the desegregabalanced person has a nice equi• tion
process with which we
librium between the th n and must
reckon. Race consciousBelgium is experiencing the bitter vestment capital through taxation, econnow. With such people the past
pangs of social and political upheavals— omies and loans.
is but the prologue because they ness seems heightened as never
before and a new generation of
fruits of her colonial sins. The public in
But the opposition to Premier Eys- live for both the present and youth is acutely
sensitized to
Brussels has just begun to feel the im- kens denounced the legislative proposal the future.
I find myself included toward the nature of assumed race
pact of the socialist agitation against a as concealing favors for the financial effacing the past. To me back- differences. There is the proslegislative proposal introduced by the community and austerity for the work- ward glancers—.hose who live pect that legal gains for Negroes will have less value than
government at the height of the nation- ing class. The measure was not present- in the past—are very dreary
companions because the present they seem to have."
al debate over the Congo debacle.
ed for debate in Parliament till Decem- for them is measured in terms Since these words of wisdom
When Prime Minister Gaston Eys- ber 20th. The psychological moment was of their youthful experiences, from Dr. Campbell were writkens made his Christmas Eve appear- lost, and the lavishness with which the which I believe stultifies their ten, Negroes have made unprecedented inroads in public acance on radio and television to assure King's wedding was celebrated scarcely mental and emotional growth.
For them everything was bet- commodations mostly without
Belgians that, among other things, it prepared the public for a Dunkirk spirit ter in yesteryear, people were benefit of specific laws. They
was untrue that his proposal was to tax of self-sacrifice.
nicer, conditions more satisfac- were won over the strongest
racial resistance known in modpotatoes or pigeon-fanciers, some listenBelgium, in short, has been living tory and our opportunities were
ern times. Most of these gains
era found it hard to take the strike quite in the afterglow of the post war period, greater. Granting that part of
this may be true, we must were achieved with a built-in
so seriously as it seemed to be taken in when its heavy industries, largely un- realize that partial truth is a toughness, confident tomorrows
the outside world,
damaged, enjoyed a seller's market, and dangerous fragment upon which and restless feet.
Now, things have changed. If noth- when profits from the Congo's wartime to build one's future planning. I submit that nothing can
For me, I am far more in- stop the onrush of the Negro if
ing else, the garbage uncollected and trade beiatedly enriched the home econterested in the historical—not he has the determination, the
abandoned on the pavements, sodden omy.
the emotional past which my courage and the belief that he
with rain and scattered by high winds,
There is the class division between memory has dressed up in fic- ran win his battle for total
has at last sickened and embittered the the socialist masses and the liberal, the tional form. This is why I am freedom. Coupled with this, "My Cousin Minnie tells me
is a sometimer, she can let "Then you ought to hireI
sure that I am impatient with he must have the wisdom to see she is looking for a boy
friend
people, reminding them that the strike lack of sympathy between the liberal
inactivity and bored with those that he cannot sit and wait on who means business," said him go nd wipe the slate cook," I said.
clean to chalk up new bets."
"I married one," said Sim,
is dirty, serious, dangerous and expen- intellectuals and court aristocracy, the who say we cannot do this or time to free him no more than Simple
at the bar. "And what
"It is too bad love and money pie. "Joyce has to eat the
alive. It costs $30,000,000 a day,
dissension between monarchists who that—we must not push too hard he can do the job single handed- Minnie means by business is, have to be
mixed up in poor same as me. Since women have
ly. Neither can he be as frustrat- 'Baby can you pay my rent?
The Congo debacle hit the Belgian support ex-King Leopold and those who or move too fast because Louisville tradition is not attuned to ed as the frog caught in the That kitchenette of mine costs folks' lives," I said, "especially to cook for themselves, they
might as well cook for a man,
economy with the thunderous force of favor King Baudouin. There are social- such.
middle of an expressway with me $155 a month, which is for a woman."
too."
lightening. Underlying the present dis- ists who dislike the King's marriage in- I prefer to believe like the his hopper broke down.
without gas — so he who lives "Landlords are not interested
in love — just money They "Also, you expect your wife
content, is the unpleasant truth that to a Spanish Catholic family; There are late Bill Corum, when he wrote He must be prepared, united there must share.' That's what
wants their rent each and every to keep the house clean?"
Minnie says."
in
his
autobiography,
"Off
and
and
convinced
that
he
has
a
Belgium has been living beyond its in- Belgians who favored General Franco in
"Joyce swears she cannot
Running," "Two things kept me debt to pay society for having "Economics plays a large month," said Simple. "When live in filth, for which I am
come, and was doing so even before the the nineteen-thirties, and some, indeed, from looking back as an angry lived—that of making the great- part in love in Harlem these a man and a woman are both
working, they can share the grateful," said Simple, "as I
Congo crisis brought matters home,
young man—one, the number of est contribution he can to the days," I agreed. "Tic wilo would
who favored Nazi Germany.
rent. But Minnie is dig type that never was one for house clean.
woo,
must
shell
out,
too."
years
I
carry,
the
other,
a
total
improvement
of
humankind so
In June 1958, when Eyskens came
likes to set down on a man. ing, myself. But I might on
There are Catholic trade unionists
lack of anger. I am happily that those who come after will "Which is one reason I do That is her way of 'making a Sunday sweep a little."
to power, he had in his pocket a plan to who dislike the right wing of their own
optimistic, maybe too much so have a better place in which to not stray since I been married," home,' as she puts it."
"Gradually getting domestistreamline the national housekeeping party almost more than they dislike the and I rather favor the fellow
said Simple. "I cannot afford
said, cated," I said. "I am glad
"I don't blame her,"
it.
My
budget
do
not
allow
for
that Wadsworth wrote about—
and modernize Belgian industry. Al- socialists.
Therefore, for the year 1961,
"if she can get away with it. Joyce can get something out of
the man of 'cheerful yesterdays may we all resdIve in the spirit me living with nobady but my
though the leading politicians approved
But most colored men hardy you on Sunday, as late as you
But mixed with the struggle are
wife,or
drinking
with
nobody
and confident tomorrows'." Such of George Bernard Shaw that:
make enough to take care of stay around bars on Saturday.
the main lines of his project, nothing other issues outside the field of econobut
myself,
and
only
playing
a person I believe, walks the "Life is no brief candle to me.
themselves, let alone a fannly "Late?" said Simple. "I go
day,
conbinated.
one
number
a
substantial was done.
mics. They are issues which have to do world cheerful and unafraid on It is a sort of splendid torch
closing time. Before
I am a man. Minnie is a lady. — which is one of the regretta• home at
The Congo crisis last July served, in the main with colonial politics and all restless feet.
which I have got hold of for I take care of myself. Minnie bly facts of our economics Yet I got married, I might not go
It was thought, to put the country in the that the granting of autonomy to the This applied to my own racial the moment and I want to make needs taking care of. To get a woman should be a wife, not nome at an. I must love Joyce,
group, explains why there was
as much as I have change.
right mood to accept drastic action. Congo implies. But from our point of a very successful boycott in it burn as brightly as possible a good woman, any man imust a work horse."
(before handing it on to future pay, and my Cousin Minnie is "She should have a man's Comes midnight no matt
Hence the legislative proposal by Pre- view, this is expiation for Belgian sins Montgomery (Ala.), the very
generations." If we do this, then not to be sneezed at."
dinner ready when he comes where I am, I think about my
Y. It Kentucky can proudly join the
mier Eyskens. This is a comprehensive in Central Africa, if such sins can be ex- cradle of the
Cousin Minnie ought home, regardless if she works wife."
"Your
further evidences the conclusion
bill that would make up budgetary losses piated by voluntary discomfort and auscrusading upper South and bor- to make some man a good wife," or not," said Simple. "it is "You are probably scared
that Negroes will survive alhard for a man to love a worn- she is thinking about you," I
der states which have paced in- said.
from loss of the Congo and recruit in- terity.
most anything because they
said.
"In the far distant future," an on an empty stomach."
terracial progress.
have a built-in toughness as was
Simple replied, "when she gets "I can see you are the old- "How did you guess it?" ask.
proved in Little Rock and (now)
tired of setting on bar stools. fashioned type of husband," I ed Simple. "Goodnight! I am
in New Orleans. This determinRight now, let Minnie play the said. "You want your wife to going home now before Joyce
ed and collective toughness
field. She's still young. If she work outside the home. and gets ready to raise sand. If
gives bigots scars that will
Amid the manifold prospects and insuperable dangers.
you see my Cousin Minnie, tell
picks a winning horse, she can inside it, too."
never heal.
Two suburban Chicago com- always take him for a husband "I want my dinner at night," her Jess Semple has been here
hopes for the ushering of a new era of
We become lyrical about brother- If I had but a single wish for
and gone."
nanies have been appointed disseason ends. If he said Simple.
human endeavors, there are apprehen- hood while hating humankind. We sing the new year it would be for tributors for Jeri Products. Inc., before the
sions that the hopes and dreams of hu- loud praises of democracy, but we seg- Louisville and Kentucky Ne- it was announced
by F. W.
manity at large may fade into nothing- regate and even lynch helpless Negro groes to acquire enough of this Kinney, sales manager of the
toughness to get our job of in- Minneapolis firm.
ness.
citizens. We pray to Jehovah, but we fol- tegration done with: to develop The are Illinois Lawn Equip.
It is unrealistic and perhaps psy- low the ways of Satan. We plead for CONFIDENT
TOMORROWS ment Co., of Orland Park and
and RESTLESS FEET toward V-G Supply Co.. 8701 Lincoln
chologically injurious for us the living peace, but we prepare for war.
the achievement of full citizen- ave. Morton Grove.
to discount the possibility of failures,
Jani manufactures and sells
In the long stretch before civiliza- ship and human dignity.
inadvertent disappointments and inci- tion finally comes to the end of the road. My greatest fear is that we nationally a line of home-size
rotary snowthrowers, heavyfrom dropping new rights pro- of any minority group from.
dental miscalculations to which human there must be an awakening somewhere Kentuckians look too fondly on duty sickle bar mowers and
By LEON BURNETT
posals in the hopper. In fact, given payroll would not in itour
past
and
many
of
us
are
other lawn and garden equip- WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
nature is eternally susceptible_
to give the peace that "passeth" all unChampions of civil rights have some House members had mess- self be evidence of discriminaactually afraid of a challenging ment.
When man becomes truly a super- derstanding. We cannot forever walk
not given up hope of reviving ures ready when Congress open- tion.
ed and already have submitted —Denied protection of the
ior being, when he evolves beyond his into the shadows of the night.
iit1111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W11111111111011100111111011111111Malill a legislative corpse bearing the
measure to any person belongthem.
FEPC.
initials
present sadistic make-up, beyond his
There must be redemption somelisted by
This doesn't seem to be the There is likely to be propos- ing to an organization
he.
periodic savagery, and comes to realize where, sometime. But for the conviction
year, though, for this or any als this year for some type of the Justice Department as
Communist'
with conscious piety and earnestness his. in the promise of the creator that man
other substantial rights meas. federal enforcement of fair hir- ing Communist or
ure. Some of the most "liberal" ing practices. But these and the controlled.
full and inescapable obligations to his was not forever destined to remain in
temporary opmgmbers of Congress indicate other new bills are expected to While it was in
employment comfellowmen, then the new day upon which the abyss of desolation and anguish,
that even they are resigned to draw little notice, at least dur- eration, the
ing Kennedy's "honeymoon" mission reported that it had setmankind everywhere centers its hopes, perhaps life on this planet would be unwaiting a while.
tled through peaceful negotiaFEPC stands for Fair Em- with the new Congress.
may truly dawn upon society.
endurable. The New Year, as always,
cases if allegployment Practices Commission While Clark did not appear tion nearly 5,000
discrimination. It told
But so long as mankind continues to brings renewed hope for a better life
—a federal agency that operat- hopeful that any FEPC action ed job
Truman that substantial generperpetuate those contradictions that and a rester kingdom. Our striving toed for five years with temporary could be accomplished right
progress had been made.
status, but was killed during away, he indicated that this is al
'wing laughter out of the impish gods, ward this ideal is a measure of our salSince the commission's death,
t h e Truman administration one issue he and his colleagues
so long will civilization be frought with vation.
when supporters sought o lye are keeping ready for an even various private groups have urgtual showdown. When It comes, ed new steps to assure `-eedom
it permanence.
in job-seeking. Some proposals
An indication that the idea is it could be a fiery one.
have been made on Capitol
still alive came earlier last The FEPC proposal was the
issue has not reachweek from Sen. Joseph S. Clark most controversial of former Hill, but the
The selection of Dean George W. remained aloft and above the battle for
of Pennsylvania, one of the President Harry S. Truman's ed a full head of steam -ince
northern-state Democrats advo- civil rights recommendations the Truman days.
Beadle, a Nobel Prize-winning biologist, social justice and
human dignity.
eating civil rights and other Southern Senators filibustered
as Chancellor of the University of Chiagainst it, and members from
liberal legislation.
In truth the Midway institution was
cago, should usher in a new era of conClark noted that the federal Dixie used all the parliamentary
fast sliding into the role of a giant comgovernment already 'las the weapons at their disposal to
structive leadership and scholarship.
means to guard against racial scuttle it.
mercial
enterprise,
more
concerned
with
This should be the beginning of a much
discrimination in federal :tiring As is often the case, the Southneeded de-emphasis of the University's acquisition of real estate parcels with
end on government contract erners drew support from some
jobs. Now he would like to see Republicans in fighting down the
provincial concept of its responsibility hidden restrictive label than with broadthis authority extended to the measure. But the GOP Senate
NEW YORK — A new branch
to the community,
ening the scope of its academic influwhole broad field of employ- leadership said it delivered more of the Israel Government TourA university is not a cloister or an ence and human endeavors.
votes in favor of breaking the ist office has
ment, he said,
been opened at
At the same time, he ronced- FEPC filibuster than the Demo. 9350 Wilshire Boulevard. BeverIsolated island, remote and removed from
It entered the dirty business of fosed there is little likelihood of crats.
ly Hills, Calif., it was announced
the stream of human activity. If it is to tering racialism through a non-too clevCongressional actor' on any civ- The old FEPC proposal would by Mr.
Yohanan Rehm, Direcfunction properly, it must perpetuate er technique of selective housing projil rights legislation whatever— have:
tor of the Israel Government
session.
national
policy
—Declared
a
this
early
in
least
at
its influence through diffusion and con- ects, and sought to justify its position
Tourist Office here.
For one thing, Clark pointed against discrimination in
Director of the West Coast
tact. In other words, a University must on the ground of preserving appropriate
out, President-elect John F. for reason of race, creed, color, facility is Asher Rahav. He
be a part, physically as well as intellec- cultural surroundings for its faculty and
Kennedy is expected to concen- sex or physical disability.
was previously director of the
Irate at first on using the exec- —Set up a five-member com- Ceneral Religion of the governstudent-body. We have no disagreement
tually, of the community it serves.
utive power to more advantage mission to carry out that policy. ment Tourist Corporation in
Under the previous administration, with this latter point 'if it were not the
in fighting discrimination. Any —Directed the commission to Israel.
recommendations he may have e n d discrimination through Opening of the West Coast
the University of Chicago suffered con- substance of a false front. We say that
for new legislation in the field study, planning, distribution
office reflects the increasia
siderable loss of prestige in almost every a University has a stake in the comare expected to come later — information and educational growth of tourism from all pull
area of academic contemplation; and it munity as a whole and must use its in'MY HUSBAND'S SNORING SOUNDS LIKE SoFAIONI SAWIN' after other important phases of matter, and through investiga• of the U. S. Besides having
recommendations. offices In New
lost prestige when it allowed itself to fluence to raise the cultural level of the WOOD — I WAS WONDERING
his program have been pushed tions and
York and Bever,
IF YOU COULD REDUCE IT TO
"Permission" end "conciliation" ly Hills,
in Congress.
become a bastion of intolerance instead whole of society and not cater to the A
the Israel Government
WHITTLE."
This dges not mean that mem- were suggested.
Tourist
Office
also maintains
acon light of understanding. It social prejudices of special interests.
of a
hers of 'Congress will refrain —Stipulated that the absence an office in Chicago.
JOHN H. SINGSTACKE, Publicise'
EURLEIGH HINES, JR., Editor

WHITTIER A. SINGSTACKI, General Manage.
ARETTA J. POLK, Circulation M aaaaar
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Dear Mine Chante: I would in the USA. I would be very
like to correspond with a set- grateful if you would help me.
\-47
tled, sincere, young lady be- I am 19, 6 feet tall, dark comtween 29 and 36, 5 feet 4 or 5, plexion, dark brown eyes and
HE'S DONA'
weighing from 145 to 165, color black hair. I am interested in
QUITE \YELL
doesn't matter. I am 36, 5 feet, having pen pals all over the
5 inches tall, 152 lbs., dark USA - especially Illinois, MichIIAAtii(
brown complexion, have a good igan and Ohio. I am a teacher
stsr HE SNOW,
I
Zire Nome scetE- job as a waiter. If sincere, - my hobbies are outdoor ac-Core 1NJUNE.. please send photo in first let- tivities. Will exchange photos.
ter. Eugene E. Hampton, 6108 I. George Phillips, c-o TitrAnch
S. Vernon ave., Chicago 7, Ill. Texas College, Malden Point,
(
sr WE'D OREM ALRtaINT..
•• *
P. 0., Jamaica, B.W.I.
THAT'S TOE IROODLE NIT%
•• •
'DkEti"NEWS FAY MOTHER-IN-LANN...HER DAUGHTERS
Dear Mme Chante: Would
MODERN HOMES...EVER4TH046'S
AND SON SENT COR‘SIMAS CARDS v4111.% MONE*-1
like to meet a young woman be- Dear Mine Chante: I am a
OPERAIED IIN SWITCIIES EXCEPT
tween 26 and 30 for true com- Jamaican young lady who wishINEM.-SNE I3ELtEVES IN A FM14-FIF14? MARRIAGE
TOE BRATS!Come of 40U
S
„
panionship. I am 33, 5 feet, 7 es to correspond with American
PARewts NEED A LITTLE QF
inches tall, light complexioned. friends. I am 22, light complexuMBRELLPA Tem(
Will send information on my- ioned, 5 feet, 5 inches tall,
self when replies are received. weigh 130 lbs. My occupation
Charles Brown, 2457 Waring is dressmaker. I am also a
Ct., Apt. 821, Pittsburgh 13, Pa. Christian. All letters will be
•• •
answered and photos exchang:
Dear Mme Chante: I have ed. Prudence Stampp, 14 Nabeen told by a friend of mine than St., Kingston 13, Jamaica,
of the great service you render B.W.I.
•••
in helping people find pen pals
Dear M me Chante: Would
"The school cannot shoulder like to correspond with nice
the whole responsibility. Some- lady between 39 and 50, fair
one needs to work with the par- complexion or light brownskin,
ents, and a broader acculturiza- weighing between 125 and 150
tion program should start with lbs. Aldrich Matthews, 1403 E.
youngsters in the lower grades." 10th, Apt. 32, 3rd fl., Kansas
She feels that the current drop Cits, Mo.
•
•
out st udy supervised by Mrs.
Louise Daugherty map come Dear Mme Chante: I am a
up with v skiable answers, but lonely lady in my 40's, 5 feet,
reiterated her belief, "at pres- 5 inches tall, weight 165 lbs.
ent there just are not enough light brownskin, high school
agencies, churches and the like graduate. I am interested in a
to reach these families before serious minded respectable man
with a job, between 4e and 55. NEW YORK, N. Y. - The accruing to the national head."
it's too late.''
On the whole, as a profes- If sincere, please let me hear state of Illinois has been the quarters, a considerable amount
By LILLIE CALHOUN
and courteous, and she personi- pre-school but high school stil- economic level
from
you. H. Wade, 6024 St, principal beneficiary in the al- also has come back to Minot*,
among children sional, she thinks Chicago's
location of March of Dime funds in shipments of polio vaccine ,
The key t o overcrowded ly the successful middle class dents too whose parents are there is a resistance of school system is very good, and says Lawrence, Chicago 37, Ill.
•• •
Negro
in
a
gracious
setting, not at home until evening. And children to newcommers, and she was happy to observe durraised in the state over the and gamma globulin and in
schools is housing, the new disSHARED
Mme
SAME
Dear
Chante:
I
am
28,
when the mother does get home a great amount of orientation ing her Eastern field work that
FIELD
past 23 years, a financial sum- other nationwide services cod.'"
trict superintendent of School
Far
from
feet,
7
inches
tall,
149
lbs,
causing friction, she has to busy herself with and visiting back and forth many innovations just then be- 5
mary prepared by The National ducted by the National Foundas
District 20, Mrs. Virginia Lewconsidered
nice
looking.
My
the
household chores.
Foundation disclosed.
tion.
is, declared emphatically in a the Lewlses snaring the seine
would have to precede such a ing started in small town schools
work
is
steady
and
I
own
my
More than 70 cents of every The summary covers the per-.
there, had been accepted prorecent interview. Mrs. Lewis is field "has been the only answer "Let me hasten to say, how- move.
corown
home.
like
to
ever,
Would
many of those who are
dollar from Illinois' March of iod since the first March of
cedure at Phillips and other
the first Negro in Chicago to for us," Mrs. Lewis declared,
Furthermore, the transportarespond with a lady between Dimes has been in aiding the Dimes was held in January,
Chicago schools for years.
"Our careers have been very not employed, do not do as tion costs involved
hold a superintendency.
might
be
exand
43
in
25
who
is
interested
good
a
job
as some who are.
state's disease victims and in 1938, and compares the net
"It was once, true that only parallel. It's been delightful,
cessive, as at present Chicago Reading all of her life has having something. Aaron Mcresearch and education projects total of funds raised in the state
the schools in Negro neighbor- We received our doctorates at One can make a home, be a only transports disabled
been ''my main hobby. My idea
chilApt.
103,
S.
Lowe,
Neal,
7146
g
good
mother
and
conducted
by Illinois institutions. with amounts made available tb
wife, and
hoods were the crowded ones, Harvard the same day, and
dren. It might oe wise she in- of pure relaxation is a good Chicago, Ill.
Of the remaining 30 percent Illinois through Sept. 30, 1960.
now others in non-Negro neigh- walked up together. We both work outside but it requires
a
and
light,
comfortable
chair,
dicated for a short term period
borhoods are overcrowded and received the Bachelor's at great deal of planning and a and unwise for a period of sev- good book. When we were resion a double shift.
Northwestern, although sepa- great deal of personal efficien- eral years as the money spent dents at Harvard, it was a de"Chicago's population is grow- rately, and obtained our M.A.-s cy to carry this program out."
refor buses and transport in lightful year as we were
Mrs. Lewis gives much creding so is the Negro population, at Northwestern, too. We took
lieved of all civic and social,
the
latter
situation
might
better
it for her own smoothly run
and the school situation bears the
responsibiliPrincipal's exam togetherbe utilized to build additional household and job
home to the fact that she has
a direct relationship to housing. had the
ties and free to devote ourorals the same day. It's
rooms.
class
Such
had the, same housekeeper for
a Program selves to reading and study."
allelic housing was suggested been
very rewarding. We un22 years, and the young woman should not be undertaken, in her
Mrs ago for outlying areas derstand each other's
She defined herself as "a
problems
view,
unless
children
brought
"is just like another daughter
so that the population could be and get the
specialist in waffles" and chili,
benefit of the other's
into
a
different
school
ere
to
spread out including Negroes, counsel. No
when asked if she liked to cook.
one else could be as
me*"
but it was resisted by people patient
Asked about the proposal grouped according to ability. She takes over the weekend Bell & Howell company of Gertz pointed out that Bell well. They shall refuse your
about the long hours he
Chicago, leading manufacturers & Howell pioneered the spon- lore of advertising has greatly'
in these communities. This has puts in
at Williams, and I put made here recently by groups "It would have to be care- meals. The many beautiful
led to a concentration of peo- in at Phillips."
picketing the school board that fully studied-and the cost fac- large household plants are of photographic equipment, will sorship of these documentaries overstated the negative aspects
receive recognition for a major
ple less economically favored
Negro children in overcrowd- tor would not be paramount mainly Mr. Lewis' hobby.
in spite of warnings and threats and risks of controversy and
in areas already overcrowded. Mr. Lewis's school is attend- ed school, as in New York, but instead, what serves the When the Defender photog- contribution in the fight against
of reprisals, particularly in the understated its positive as.
ed by 2200 children. His wife
bigotry
when
it
is
given
a
The School Board has a
needs of the children best." rapher left after a moment sf
said there is a vast amount of should be transported to less
South.
enal building
pects."
crowded areas, she answered
She feels deeply that school banter with Mrs. Lewis, like "citation for public iervice"
it can not solve the housing paper work and pupil counsel- that it was a very complex drops outs must be tackled by any photographic victim, she by the American Jewish Con- Said Gertz, "We have for
ing school administrators can
gress, Council of Greater Chi- example, seen a letter from
problem."
only do after hours. Frequently problem. She said that she was the whole community and not asked him to try to make the cago, at an Award Luncheon
OPEN OCCUPANCY
especially
aware
of
different
just
the
schools.
She
is
well.
unhapcome
out
pictures
the Grand Dragon of the Klu
The trim, attractive district between five and six o'clock, facets of it due to her own and pily aware that although unpre- "I'm still human and a wom- January 18, in the Grand " allsuperintendent added with a Mr. Lewis will call her saying, Mr. Lewis' one year of field pared Negro teenagers will an," she added with a laugh. room of the Covenant Club, 10 Klux Klan of Arkansas, protesting Bell & Howell's sponquick smile, "I said this long "I'm getting ready to leave.- work in 1957-58 at Harvard have less chance at good jobs, That will still remain refresh- N. Dearborn Street.
before I became a superinten- let's go home."
where they studied similar "as adolescents they just do ingly true even while District Charles H. Percy, president sorship of "Cast The First
dent. Many school problems At one point, seeking to an- problems and solutions. Even not have the maturity to wait 20's new boss brings a keen of Bell & Howell and a leading Stone" and stating that 'word is
will be solved as soon as we swer the reporter, she turned to when she said there is no racial and prepare for more adequate mind and professional compe- civic and political figure, will
going out to all Klansmen
have city-wide open occupancy her husband, and asked, "What factor involved, or disparity of employment later on.
tency to school administration. accept the award for his com- throughout the land to mark you
to alleviate over-crowded hous- do I like to do best?" When he
pany at the luncheon and is
gave the reply, "sleep!" they
ing,"
expected to deliver an address.
)
istrict 20 is one of two new both,laughed.
Leaders from every walk of
In a recent discussion on the .
ol districts created :ast Oc- During the interview Mr.
religious, civic, and business
British Broadcasting corpora.
tober and a permanent office Lewis left, pausing to check
life in Chicago and Illinois will
tion program "Tonight," King's.'
for the district official has not with his wife on several probattend.
ley Martin, retiring editor of
yet been located. Temporarily lems she was having with her
According to Elmer Gertz,
Mrs. Lewis will work out of her car. Their relationship seemed,
"TN. New Statesman" talked
president of the Council of
old haunt, Wendell Phillips to an observer, thoughtful and
Greater
Chicago, American
of his meetings with the lead.
High School. where she has considerate. Adjusting his hat,
.Tewish Congress, the award is
ers he met during a recent tout"
been principal the past 10 years. and giving her a wave from the
being made to Bell & Howell
of Africa.
District 20 is built around En- door he left with a cheery,
"for its public spirited
nd
glewood
and Parker High "Bye now, Mamasita."
Asked to name one of the lead'
courageous sponsorship on teleSchools and has about 20 ele- CHILD IN HOME
era of the new independeot
vision,_of ,documentaries "Who
mentaries. Three new $1,250,000 Childless themselves, they
Speaks For The South" and
states whom he thought had'
elementaries are in progress have reared Mrs. Lewis' niece,
"Cast The First Stone," outturned out to be the best model
there now, and a whooping Mrs. Joyce Gardiner, as a fosstanding studies in racial and
for others to copy. Martin said:
$5,600,000 plus highest for any ter daughter. Mrs. Gardiner's
religious prejudice and discrimSouth side school district, is four year old daughter, Mary
"Oh well, I would have said
ination."
earmarked for 20's building Elizabeth, known as Beth, brings
Nkrumah had so far, been a
PICTURED NORTH, TOO
program this year.
the Lewis household to four,
very great success. I know
"Who Speaks For The South"
APPROVE BUDGETS
and signs of her occupancy
Nkrumah very well, he is a
appeared in a May, 1959 broadStill in the process of learn- were visible about the Christman of enormous energy and
cast, as one in the series of
ing her new job and its respon- mas tree. The efficient careerability with a great many dif"CBS Reports" hour-long telesibilities, Mrs. Lewis said that ist gave way to the mother as
ferent
things inside him and I
vision documentaries dealing
among her new duties would Mrs. Lewis spoke lovingly of
have been pleased during db.
with controversial subjects. It
be "discussing and improving her daughter and granddaughCHARLES
PERCY
extraordinary
problems and difpresented an objective study of
the instructional program" and ter.
ficulties of the whole of the
anti-Negro prejudice and dismore positively "offering edu- Despite her own success at
crimination and the problems products and services where- Congo affair.
onal leadership in it." The combining a career and a home
"I have been pleased that'
these posed to the southern ever ahd whenever possibble."
erintendent also passes on Mrs. Lewis said reflectively,
"In spite of such threats," Nkrumah appears to me to have
community of Atlanta, Ga.,
budget requests of individual "I have mixed feelings about
"Cast The First Stone" which continued Gertz, "Bell S How- maintained his basic position of
schools and makes recommen- this, I see so many
youngsters
appeared on the ABC-TV net- ell received not only an over- being non-committed, that is to
dations 'to the Superintendent. whose parents -mothers--are of
work in September, 190, was whelmingly favorable written say building up a state whieh
The chain of command goes necessity employed, and who
a study of religious and racial response, but its 1960 financial would be his own developing'.
down from the Superintendent are thereby deprived of their MR. AND MRS. Robert E. Lewis, form, , :N
p
ti
Ai
at the Blackstone betel durprejudice and discrimination as report was the best in its his- state without getting entangled
through 7 associate superinten- time and attention. This is a Lewis reminiscence over a there, was honored by the hag the holidays.
it exists in Chicago and other tory. This has validated Bell in the 'cold war.' I thought
dents to 20 district superinten- fact and it is not true just of Wendell Phillips annual, Mrs. faculty at a Christmas party
& Howell's thesis that 'the folk- that is a great success."
northern cities.
dents, to principals, and then
teachers.
tall vow llottcNE Bo_s_rs)
oo-alE same
Mrs. Lewis was interviewed
s•Vs ItUrr's vsuN
letWED
in her spacious Madison Park
vut.imiN'
ARM
IN
ARM
ME...THERE'S NO1NIN
apartment which is restfully
I15 HARD -rimesi
LEF.v/
and attractively furnished and
contains many art objects dating back to the days when she
collected first Chinese, then
Mexican art and of late, Hummel figurines.
WASHINGTON - The Amer- "to turn this newest mecca
She and her husband, Robert
ican Veterans committee's na- of race hatred and bigotry int&
E. Lewis, principal of Daniel
tional board adopted a reso- an area of merrymaking at a
Hale Williams Elementary,
lution, recently, urging its mem- time when children are swing ,
me to Chicago from Incliina
bers to stay away from this denied their constitutional.
ire than 30 years ago. They
year's Mardi Gras .n show rights."
met while both were students.
"abhorrence of the conduct of AVC also fired a two-page 10.s
The 53-year-old superinten
the rabble element in "ew her to the New Orleans Times*
dent was dressed in a navy
Orleans."
letter to New Orleans Timetdress, pearl earrings and neck"It would indeed be an ana- Picayune taking issue with att
lace.' Her husband, pleasant
chronism," the resolutldh read, article and an edltothIll smigs,
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Week Of Jon. 14-20, 1961

PEARL BAILEY

NAT KING COLE and left to
right, LaVern Baker, Pearl
Bailey and Sidney Pottier,
headline stars, will In course,
not be affected by the casting change. Reasons, stars
like this quartet are employ-

SammyDavisSetForRecord
Spotlighting On TV Lineup

ed as spe( ialized artist when
working in a film. LaVern,
only one of quartet who has
not appeared in a major film
is set for an appearance in
a "Blues" release due later
this season.

Film Extras Win
Long Bias Fight
Type been extendedd with
O
By LAyREeNCErFLampatternha

SIDNEY POITER

Sammy Davis, jr., makes LACE INTERVIEW with Sam- with Sammy appearing with his tie herder in "Blue Boss and
four appearances on national my appearing alone on tape in wife on tape. Feb. 12—THE Willie Shay," his first appeartelevision within the coming an NTA telecast. Jan. 10— LAWMAN (ABC-TV), starring ance on the screen as a cow.
month. Currently on a nitery MIKE WALLACE INTERVIEW Sammy as a fast-drawing cat- boy.
tour in the East, the versatile
Following
Davis' current
performer has these video datnightclub tour, he returns horn*
es scheduled:
to Hollywood to make a secJan. 8—GE THEATER (CBSond movie with his buddies
TV), which casts him in the
(Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin,
filmed Budd Schulberg story,
Peter Lawford and Joey Big.
"Memory in White," a poignop). Their first film was Ile,
ant yarn about a pathetic
hit,
xoffice
tremendous
Paree, Chicago's club circuit.
punch-drunk fighter who as- The Chez
most exclusive With the closing of Chez fol- "Ocean's Eleven." In the uppires to become a fight an- largest and
for years, now closed lowed closely by shutting down coming production, The Group
nouncer. Jan. 9—MIKE WAL- nightery
may reopen it was reported of Blue Note the loop became will do a re-make of the acthis week.
short of a major nightery for tion cinema classic, "Gunge
Bishop, jr., since returning from The Chez closing was a blow
big time talent and bands. Din," with Davis playing the
Memphis where she was mar- to top artists including Nat
Such bands as Basie, Lionel key role and the locale changed
ried on Dec. 25. 'TWAS a King Cole, Johnny Mathis,
Hampton, Duke Ellington, Stan from the Far East to AmeriQUIET wedding
attended by Sammy Davis, Lena Home,
Kenton and others appeared ca's Old West. As yet, the picclose friends and relatives. — Count Basie, Arthur Lee Simp- regularly at the Blue Note. ture is untitled.
RECEPTION FOLLOWED AT
kins and others of "name"
Lelia Walker Clubhouse.
class who appeared at the hot
THE MODERN VOGUETTES spot annually.
will toss their annual "Thank
The Chez engagement meant
You Party" in Grand Ballroom,
star acts were able to stop off
635; Cottage Grove Sunday, Jan.
in Chicago enroute New York's
8 from 5 to 9 p.m. — MUSIC
Copacabana, after closing Las
WILL BE BY Laney McDonald
and his ark. — MEMBERS OF Vegas or Miami. With the Chez
THE Modern Voguettes are all closed attractions must "Jump"
set to perform as welcome com- all the way across the nation
when on the exclusive night
mittee for club's guests.

Grapevine Rumor Says
Chez Paree To Reopen

LaVERN BAKER

s
Ca

EN THE

HOLLYWOOD — Fight to end noxious overtones, with the exdiscrimination in casting non- ception of the brief period when
white extras for films has re- Jimmy Smith took office largesulted in victory for the screen ly as an organized private busiextras group. Central Casting ness, down to the present date.
by OLE l'1OSEY
Agency will no longer permit The present 'sign-out' of exBrantley,
outside of the office hiring of tra players under Jasper Wel- "Bill"
prominent wife Thelma back from lengextras as it has done in the don, has escaped most of the realtor spent holidays visiting thy stay in Mexico City looking
past.
criticism that was directed at relatives in St. Paul. — LUCKY fresh and rested.—IT IS A baby
boy in home of the Ted Walkers
Douglas Daken, liberal mind- the 'hiring' system under the
DOGS for Xmas were Bill Driv- of Michigan avenue. —
NORMA
ed head of Central Casting, late Charles E. Butler whom he
er's "Bimbo," who received a SHELTON
and her Rhythm
who only took office a few succeeded. However, despite
play-pen
as
gift
from Santa and Boys are back from one-nighter
weeks ago, last week issued
Weldon's efforts to prevent it, one
owned by Dr. S.C. Hamil- tour of downstate Illinois and
orders that henceforth, all perscandal Las become rampant , ton to
whom Santa delivered a Kentucky. ORE MEMBERS are
sons registered elsewhere with
with his administration of the
the agency, would have to rejewel-studded collar.—JOHNNY Jack Jackson, Ernest Ashley,
hiring of Negro extra players.
register with Central Casting
BROWN
and
wifey, Mar- Johnny Sanders, Larry Fulghan,
offices, 5504 Hollywood blvd., Recently, that is perhaps a gar e t, did it up in fine Lawrence Hall and Sam Henbeginning Tuesday, January 3, decade back, the Negro Press fashion party wire over New derson. — SONNY REED is
group's vocalist.
ureau embarked upon a pro- Year's weekend. — THE
1961.
POPUTHE PARTY LONNIE SIMThe fight to clear up the gram to make inquiries and I• R SPORTSMAN had Leo
mess of individual untrained seek adjustments in the em- Mitchell and wife over for din- MONS tossed for Larry Steele
outside-of-office personnel with broiled situation. A year ago, ner party that was highlighted and his "Smart Affairs" show
Plans to resume produca
NEW YORK — Nat King
exclusive power to register and Helen Crozier Greenwood, staff with everything good to eat and at Parkway Steakhouse WednesCole 's projected Broadway were put into effect after excontact extra and bit role play- representative of the news drink.
day night was a gayer for sure.
• ••
musical, "Wandering Man," tensive re-writing of the libereters on a racial or color basis. agency, was assigned the task
—ROSALIND MORGAN of Dununder his own sponsorship, to. The book, however, did not
AT CHRISTMAS time there bar and Ida Hill of Hyde Park
has represented a sustained of ferreting out the evident
which was scheduled to re- come up to expectations, and
drive for mor- than 40 years. errors committed repeatedly by are many goodfellows, but there won right to appear in finals
sume rehearsals January 10th rather than change the new
Sating a 1,eginning in procur- the motion picture industry's is one in particular who de- of the "Teen Queen Contest"
for a late February Broadway undertaking, Cole has decided
ing of Negro actors for the presentation of the American serves a real hand shake and McKie Fitzhugh is staging at
pat on the back. He is none Pershing ballroom Sundays. —
opening, has cancelled present to end current plans to present
screen, was Al Corporal. That scene of community life.
what would have been his legiplans for its New York bow,
other than LEO KROLL
of FINALS HAVE BEEN set for
The musical, which closed timate theatrical bow, for "at
Benson's Food mart at 51st and Easter Sunday.—AUTOMOBILF
last November in Detroit, under least another season." The
Indiana. LEO gave out a half THIEVES are at work in hi,.
dozen well filled baskets to way. THERE HAVE BEEN
the title, "I'm With You," re- popular singing star has alceived generally good notices ready resumed a heavy schedfamilies with children. . .MARYI several cars taken from in front
DAY of Service Federal looked'of apartments along southside
for its music, with the critics ule of nightclub, concert and
television appearances.
too sweet for words at the As- streets in past few weeks. ,
finding the book lacking.
sembly dance, which reminds AND HUB CAPS and even ha,
us to ask where were all of the teries are being stolen by thi
old timers?. . .and how about proverbial carload. — BILLY
the gentleman who dropped in DEE DOWNS of Indianapolis
for a visit at the hotel on Prai- is in town guesting friends on
rie ave., only to come out and a post-holiday visit. — LATEST
find the finance Co tow truck TAVERN sock along the stem
hauling his Buick away . .
is the Bungalow on 89th Place.
• ••
NEW YORK — Leontyne Opera wherein Miss Price was
—SPOT ATTRACTS celebs from
Price, world renown soprano, then surrounded i.nd support- SEGREGATION can be quite all parts of the city.—"TOMAmakes her debut with Metropol- ed by such other world greats costly. From Jackson, Miss., TOES" MAY be a vegetable to
HOLLYWOOD — New disks of Broadway tunes receive.
itan in lead role of "Lenora" as sponsored by the groun in comes word that at least U20.- you but to a certain cutie on
oy Peggy Lee, Jonah Jones, One LP takes the descripfrom Guiseppe Verdi's immor- the late Leonard Warren—the 000 in state funds will be spent South Parkway 'tis trouble, trouand Buck Owens comprise Cap- tively long title, The jrisinkaOEN1AH WASHINGTON
"Count di Luna" (a powerful on radio and television promot- ble—THIS BY WAY of explainSwings the
tal "II Trovatore."
itol's
first single-record release ble Jonah Jones
As a result of the full-scale Noble of the Prince of Aragon); ing racial segregation . . . Did ing the beating the cutie took
Unsinkable Molly Brown. Jonnew
year.
of
the
of Roseesses now enjoyed by Rosalind Elias as "Azucena;" you see and hear LURLEAN from the hands of a guy with
ah, who has applied his muted
The Jonah Jones Quartet ofMiss Price as a result of her Richard Tucker as "Manrico" HUNTER on Playboy Penthouse the nickname "Tomato."
horn and shuffle beat to limy
Sunday
night?
. . and Chica- OLE NOSEY CHANCED to
fers "I Ain't Down Yet," one a Broadway tune, adds fresh
appearances already enacted and Giorgio Tozzi, portraying
go's
JOE
WILLIAMS
with
of the liveliest songs from Mer- buoyancy to Meredith Willson's
park (at different times) in
on all of the other world's lead- 'Ferrando."
COUNT BASIE's band on NBC front of Leon Mott's realty and
edith Willson's new Broadway melodic score.
ing opera house-stages this With the new Italian baritone,
coast
to
coast
New
Year's
Eve
the Supreme Liberty Insurance
hit, "The Unsinkable Molly Among the artists representforthcoming pert, rmance will Anselmo Colzani replacing the
show?
company AND
LATER THE
Brown." The other tune on the ed on the release are Les Baxmark Miss Price's first "Met" late Leonard Warren. it's quite
•.•
Tivoli
Theatre and boy, oh. boy
possible Miss Price's Met debut
disk, "Blue Champagne," pro- ter, Martha Carson, The Four
assignment.
PETER
TAYLOR,
the
South
it
is
hard
to
agree
on
which
Last year at the Rome Opera with another exception of Rome
vides a change of pace with Freshman, Jonah Jones, GorParkway "mayor" was hav- place gave out with the finer
The apartment of Dinah ed his daughter few nwments Jonah's muted trumpet pacing
House under the baton of Ar- conductor Basile will loom with ing real gay
don MacCrae, Freddy Martin,
time
visiting
friends
"chicks"
at
each's
quitting
time.
Washington, famed blues sing- after the fire was finally extin- a gently swinging vocal choir.
thur Basile— RCA Victor tap- I h e entire above mentioned and being visited over
Phil Napoleon, The Pastors,
New P. S. THIS IS mentioned to in- er, at
8125 Vernon was hit by guished.
ed a three record LP of the cast.
Show music is rarely, if ever, Franck Pourcel, Ann Richards
Year's.—HEAR TELL CETRA form readers of a trio of fine
fire of unknown origin Thurs- She will not come home imgreeted with such widely-di- with Stan Kenton, Dick Sinclair,
SOUZA, Queen of the Schollers, Xmas sights. — LUCILLE GATday with resulting in damage mediately because of contracts
versified
and refreshing Inter- Dakota Staton, and Fats Walhas lots of admirers looking her TON and Ruth Taylor a pair
of in excess of $10,000.
to continue on Coast for two pretations as the current crop ler.
way since winning the crown.— New York fine ones left the
in
The fire that started in the more weeks. She will arrive
TOMMY WILLIAMS, the play- city Sunday after spending the
room of Miss Washington's Chicago two days before openboy has hung up his gloves and holidays here AT EXPENSE OF
father, 011ie Jones while he was ing at Tivoli on Jan. 27.
is living a quiet life, hear tell. ? ? ? brothers. P. S. not blood
— JEANNY WIFE OF Jack kin but fraternity brothers. — away, was discovered by a ten- The fire started in wall of
Richardson,
"Doubting" Thomas is doing SPOT OWNERS are very much ant, Mrs. Janie
apartment perhaps the redepartment the
okey after being bedded with pleased with holiday business who called fire
sult of wiring becoming mixed
comwhen
she
smoke
noticed
illness.—CHARLIE GLENN and the best in several years. MayThe Garrick Theatre, long a sued.
ing from the star's apartment. up. The particular room was
landmark along Chicago's en- Mayor Daley said that the wife Carry Mae are on high- be things are starting to look Dinah, who is appearing m completely gutted with some
ways
making
tour
of
eastern
appointUP—GENEVA
he
which
ELIZABETH
be
torn
Commission,
of
will
tertainment row
seaboard.
ED BANKS AND Defender staff is now Mrs. Jesse Hollywood was notified of the damages being done to other
down it was announced this ed, had made every effort to
fire by her father, who phon- parts of the apartment.
week by Mayor Richard J. preserve and restore the buildDaley.
ing as a landmark. He added
The Garrick has housed some that the Commission had spent
of the most famous and popular months exploring every aVe•
legitimate shows arriving from nue, hut had no feasible methBroadway over a period of od by which to raise the fivemany years. Such stars as the million dollars, the estimated
Bert Williams, Florence Mills, cost of retaining and rehabilitatBill Robinson, Ethel Waters, ing the historic structure. The
Miller and Lyles, Sissle and Mayor said that he and the
Blake, Eddie Cantor. Al Jolson, Commission took this step with
Pats %Nailer's legt‘y to .,a7Z unique vocal with piano and
the Barrymores, and many, deep regret, but that the Com- Lionel Hampton, Jrchestra ed from a series of engage- includes
the first successful ef- two for vocal with organ. One
leader and versatile soloist, will
many others have appeared on
mission felt that this action had be the guest of Arthur Godrey ments in the Argentine. Be- fort to Why tasteful jazz on the of the latter Is Waller's enstage at the Garrick at various
to be taken since there was no on CBS Radio's "Arthur Goo- sides discussing these appear- organ. Hi, 1938 London record- during version of his own tune.
times.
considered Wal- "Ain't Misbehavin'."
other alternative.
trey Time" Wednesday, Ian. 11 ances, Hampton will perform ings, generally
In later year the theatre has
ler's most memorable -azz or- An LP titled simply DAKOTA
been a movie theatre. Up to The Mayor said that the Corn, at 9:10-10:00 a.m., EST (On solos on the piano, vibraharp gan. have been gathered to- wraps Dakota Staton in the
the present time the owners of mission would study the Pos WCBS Radio, New York, at and drums backed by a numf..-r gether for
the first time in a just-right arrangements of jazzthe building. Balaban nd Katz, sibility of introducing legisla- 10-11:00 a.m., EST).
of able contemporaries from single LP Fats Waller In Lon- man Benny Carter. Dakota.
have been unable to obtain a tion that would give the agency
Hampton, whose jazz group the Godfrey orchestra includdon The 'Capita -of-the World one of the fastest-rising new
wrecking permit because of greater powers in
-h to con- has been making tours through ing clarinetist Johnny Mince,
album features Fats at the pipe vocalists in recent years, it,
litigation. The Mayor said that serve and preserve other srchi Israel and other countries in trombonist Lou McGarrity and
there are four de- cost in a variety of moods ano
organ , h
the permit would now be is- lectured landmarks in the city. the Far East, recently return- trumpeter Johnny Park.
DAKOTA sTATON
lightful
I epsrtures for his tempos.

WAGON
COMES

Nat Cole Postpones
Opening Of His Show
'The Wandering Man'

Leontyne Price
In Title Role
Of 'Met' Opera

Jonah Jones,Dakota
Discs LatestSocks •

Fire Guts Apartment
OfDinah Washington

Garrick Theatre, A
Chicago First, Doomed

Lionel Hampton On Fats Waller Music On
'Godfrey Time'Radio Disc Parade For 1961
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Preview Of Spring Fashions

Editors Get 'Look See' At Week-Long New York Showings
FASHIONS EDITORS from all over the world coniserged on New York City last week for a preview of
Spring, 1961 fashions of the New York Couture
tlyoup, Inc., which prodicts a change profound enough
Iti:be known as a new New Look, yet subtle enough to
ba accepted without hesitation by even the most cauus women — and all men. Typical of the tidy, well.
costumes emphasized in all top collections is
Thii cardigan coat of tango-red imported double knit
wool jersey — from the Spring 1961 collection of Marquise, designed, by Phillippe Tournaye. Slot seaming
details the neckline, sleeves and patch pockets.

ALL OVER embroidered blue and silver organza evening dress for Spring 1961 by Branchi (bottom left).
The shaped, full skirt is In surprise to the thin silhouette of the camisole bodice. New York Couture Group
asks the fashions-wise to watch for surface interest
and luster in fabrics
lacy, highly porous wools. ..
stretch fabrics for daytime and evening clothes, two
color laces ... the brightest, freshest colors.

Ross and
it appearis a cow.
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:o Ameri:, the pie-

MILADY FASHIONS—wise will watch more for a Composition than
a Silhouette for Spring 1961 fashion is the sum of lithe slenderness,
mobile cut, easy shaping, elongated bodice, bared throat, bared arms
and a small but decorative head with individualistic hair and forward
moving hats. Dramatic is the keyhole back for Edward Abbott's
black silk linen dinner sheath designed by Wilson Folmar.

low
Ian

SHE'LL WATCH for, also, the long drop of soft material in fold-,
pleats, panels, swags or drapery which creates shape from the natural fall of the fabric rather than from intricate seaming. Bosom,
waist and hips show naturally beneath lightly drawn fabric, yet no
single part of the body is treated as a fashion focus. Photo below:
The uncinched look for Spring 1961 noted often in most New York designer collections is portrayed in the sash-belted dresses.
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WATCH FOR almost no black and what there Is is
pepped up with bright linings of an equal part of
White. Luis Estevez casts beige and black textured silk
(photo top right, above) sheath mould for Spring
(photo top right, above sheath mould for Spring 1961.
1961. Wide dolman sleeves soften the bodice while a
twin belt of beige and black ties off center.

IMPORTED POLISHED cotton is combined with tangy mustard-colored wool worsted for a three-piece
suit costume, designed by Robert Knox for the Ben
Gershel Spring 1961 collection. The sleeveless, sash.
tied overblouse and revers accent the mustard color
floral print.
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'Though the holidays are be- 1 penings in their former homehind us, the over-flow of news'town.
eunating frm the scores of Margaret, wife of coach "Bo"
featirities which ensued adds Spearman of Arkansas A. M.
loiter to the slowed pace of so- and N. college, is a teacher in
cral--activities — which of neces- the demonstration school on the
sity:- for relaxation — sets in campus . . Jim Etta, wife of taa
comZs January. Here's more Robert H. Lee of Southern Univ.
about the frolic-filled days we at Scotlandville, La., is a social
recently enjoyed:
worker; Thelma, wife of Lynn
MRS. TARPLEY'S
McCorkle, Detroit teacher, is alMRS. JENNIE TARPLEY. the so a teacher in the same school
charming matriarch of the Tarp- system, and Lavada is a
Man. held her annual party more teacher, and husband,
to entertain the Non Pareil Club Richard, is a department head
and other friends at her ranch in the Veterans Administration
home which dominates the corn- there.
er of South Parkway and Pillow
Your scribe was out of town
street. Choosing a pink and and could not attend,
but you ON THE BEAM — The mem. with beautiful sun glasses,
white color scheme, guests were can be sure that a delightful hers of Alpha Delta Chapter cocktail napkins and stirrers,
greeted with profusions of pink time was enjoyed by other close of Alpha Gamma ('hi sororalligator money clips with
and white gladiolus in the foy- friends present, Katheryn Perry ity held their annual party
matching pocket notepads.
er . .. while the buffet table in Thomas, Ann Reba Twiggs, recently through the cour- Richard J. Redmond, local
the dining room was bewitch- Juanita Arnold, Gert Walker tesy of JIM BEAM CO., dig- sales representative for the
ing with a centerpiece of pink Charlestacey Mile s, Alm
a tributors of Dark Eyes Vod- company, was responsible for
and white chrysanthemums, sur- Booth, Mildred J. Crawford
ka and Jim Beam bourbon. this special treat to sorority
rounded a magnificent array of and the hostess, who
served The local agencies treated members and guests. Yakholiday fare expertly prepared tasty holiday fare and
cocktails. the sorors and their husbands
by's catering service which prodiked effects that are still re- THPIFTY TWELVE
Exum, Mrs. Maggie Lane, Mrs.
eeivhig profuse admiration. The SOCIAL CLUB
Edna Woods, Miss Ruth Payne,
'Warty also brought all the adult Another annual party during Johnny Jenkins and Jerry
rribrabers of Mrs. Tarpley's fam- the interlude was that of THE Walker.
Mrs. Anne Simpson, recently
ily together . . . Marvin and THRIFTY TWELVE SOCIAL
The holiday dinner party was appointed hostess f o r Royal
Ethel Tarpley; Charles and CLUB, held before Christmas at
the lovely home of Mrs. Julius held at the home of Mr. and Crown Cola and Nehi Bever
Louise Tarpley and Eldridge
Mrs. Merry Bankhead of 1268 ages, was a popular guest at
and Helen Tarpley. Ethel and Bradley Green at 1978 Nedra.
Here a banquet table was over- Gill ave., where the buffet the
Memphis Hotelmen EmEnuise participated in the four
.
laid with an exquisite white teak, was centered by an ar- ployees
Annual
Christmas
rounds of bridge played, joining
sheer nylon lace cloth, with a rangement of gold and silver Party, Sunday Night. Jan. 1. at
Members and guests, Mesdames
centerpiece of gold robed choir- ornaments. Assisting at the sil- at the Flamingo R oo m Club
Erma Braxton, Bessie Burton, boy candles
. . . all casting a ver coffee service were mem- House. 140 1-2 Hernando. AlAbora aHste, Elizabeth Plaxi- soft flow on the surrounoing
bers Mesdames Ruby Lee Stan- though honored with a seat at
Nettie
holly
Belle
Pettigrew,
co,
leaves with red berries. back, Margaret Rembert nad the President's table, she used
Reeves, Mamie Pamphlett, Are- Cocktails, followed by
charn- Pickle Hale . . while at the the opportunity afforded by the
tha Perkins, Louise Westley and pagne preceded the f I
rt punch bowl was Mrs. Bank- party to canvass old friends
special guests, Marie Adams, course of delicious bairscht
over' head, who was in charge of and to make new contacts in
Hattie Braithwaite, Jim Ella white potatoes. . followed by
arrangements. Mrs. Geneva behalf of her company.
Calton, Lelia Flagg, Gertrude a turkey dinner served with
Williams installed new officMrs. Simpson's appointment
Jghnson, Leath Jones, Rivers sparkling burgundy,
ending ers. Others attending were Al- as hostess came as a result of
g, Lila Lewis, Florence Mc- with demi tasse. Tire event
also cnzo Stanback, William Davis, a recommendation made by S.
rson. Walterine Outlaw, saw the installation of new ofCornell Smith, Harold Castle, J. Phillips, founder of the
race Parekr, May Della Reev- ficers of the club, ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Sears, Lena Ste- Booker T. Washington Birthes, Isabelle Roulhac, Allison performed by Mrs. J. B:
Green, ward, Amanda Webster and J. place Memorial Foundation.
Vance. H. D. Westbrooks, Marra who insta'led Mrs. Elizabeth
Exit in.
Rocky Mount, Va., and presenta Wilson, Estelle Eggleston. Mitche II. president; Mrs.
Lula McEwen and Jane
era Prince of Cleveland. Ohio Georgia Lynch, vice
president; Johnican entertained scores of
fad Mrs. atePherson's daughter, Mrs. Mamie Prince,
secretary; their friends with a cocktail
Ws. M. Bailey of New York Mrs. Alberta Baker.
assistant party during the holidays at
City.
secretary; Mrs. Ethel M. ColeI Besides gif ts exchanged man, treasurer; Mrs. Willie L. the beautiful South Parkway
and
mong friends, the hostess be. Martin, business manager; home of Jane's sister
brother in law, Mr. and Mrs.
towed nine beautiful prizes an Mrs. Odessa
Anderson, critic; P. L. Burford. Both of the
iegcbmes Belle Pettigrew, Ir- and Mrs. Mary
Caswells sick
loa Braxton. Elizabeth Plaxico. committee, Mrs. Annie M. Gar- young attractive hostesses were
attired in black velveteen capri
Grace Parker, Elizabeth Cox.
rett, chairman of activities and Pants with Jane wearing a
Louise Westley and Miss Jim
Mrs.
Linda
Green,
reporter.
green pure silk blouse and
lla Cotton and Miss Maydella
Special guests were Nathan Lula wearing a Japanese green
reeves.
Anderson, Floyl Davis, Dennis blouse.
WILLIAM BARTHOLOMEW —
McNeal, Julius Green, Willie Guests mingled from the livHOLIDAY HOST
• WILLIAM (Billy) Bartholo- Moore, Oscar Baker, Mr. and ing and dining rooms back to
ew, son of Mr. and Mrs. Caf- Mrs, Julius Davis, Miss Edna the modern family room which
ey Bartholomew, a sophomore Tounsel, Mrs. Ruby Saulsberry. is beautifully furnished with
at Rutgers Univ., at New Bruns- Mrs. Annie M. Garrett, out- contemporary furniture. The
wick, N. J., was host to a smart going president, assisted as petite hostesses were assisted
MRS. ANNE SIMPSON
cocktail dinner-party for the!hostess, as did Mrs. W. L. Mar- in receiving by their sisters,
Gwen MeEwen and Ouida Johncollegiate set at the Top Hat tin and other members.
and Tails club. Amid the beau- STITCH AND CHAT SEWING lean Evans, who was visiting the campaign.
tiful decorations in the elegant CLUB
her family for the holidays and Many Memphians have also
setting, William was indeed a It was the tenth annual holi- of course, Annie Sue Burford, received collectors-item inaugural invitations. We'll do a
perfect host, who had planned day party for the Stitch and Jane's other sister.
every detail with all the artis- Chat Sewing Club. held at the Enjoying the cocktails and round-up of these lucky souls
try that is at his command — Sigma Gamma Rho house on party fare were: Roberta Rat- next week. . .in the meanwhile,
onstanding artist that he is.
Dec. 30. Guests began arriving cliffe, home from Atlanta uni- let us know if you've been the
Enjoying the delicious food at 9 p.m., wearing smart cock- versity; Gus White, home from recipient of one of the coveted
served at candlelighted indivi- tail dresses, many with holi- Stanford university; Beverly bids, so that no one will be
dual tables, and participating d a y corsages. . . members McDaniel, Walter Gibson, jr., over-looked.
in the dance shennanegans, the wearing corsages of pink rose- from Meharry Medical college; CHIT CHAT
youngsters adore were: Lynne buds. Secret pals were reveal- Lewis Twigg, jr., and his Fellow scribe, Rubye H. GadMarie Howell and Teddy Spen- ed, gifts exchanged and names house guest, Emmanuel Rous- ison, had a stellar holiday visitcer, Carol Springer and Alonzo for new pals drawn for the new sakis, from Fisk university and ing in New York City with MarRush, James Westbrooks and year. When the club met last Athens, Greece, Hazel Harris, jorie and Wyer Ha rid y and
Therkyll Stovall, Julian a n d week with Mrs. Mary Jordan from
Birmingham; Carolyn Marjorie's sister, Sandy G..
Robert Flynn, Walter Hall and at 1540, Livewell circle, new of- Jamison, Alva Jamison, from White. In the cosmopolitan cirLelia Hill, Chris Booth, Colvine (leers were elected.
university; cle frequented by her host and
Tennessee State
Sanders and Carl Joseph, Ve- MISS GRANT ENTERTAINS Robert Crawford, Josie Bald- hostesses, Ruby was escorted
Mack,
ronica Haynes, Billy J.
Also, during the holiday in- ridge also from Tennessee State by LeMoyne's Lionel Arnold,
and Friedel Green, Jeanne Lat- terlude, Miss Angiereen Grant university; Jolene and Wendell who is doing docoral study at
Allen
ting, Joyce Lynom and
gave a party at her home at Sawyer, the Herman O'Neils, Drew university at Madison,
Stiles, Dorothy Donald and Ken- 484 So. Hollywood at. She chose Clifford Stockton, Elaine and N. Y. Among the many comChesetr
Millicent
and
neth Cade,
a cocktail dress of holiday Charles Campbell, Joyce and plimenting affairs attended was
Cade, Lavenia Tillman, Harold green to blend with bright dec- Lawrence Blackmon, Eliza the party given by Mrs. Louise
Joan
Brownlee
and
Moss, Leon
orations about the home. Mus- Young, Hollis F. Price, jr., Handy, widow of the late W.
Ford, Alva Jamison and Alvin ic, dancing and interesting re- home for the holidays from the C. Handy, at her palatial esCrawford, Ceneta and Charlie freshments provided much fun service; Marvin Tarpley, jr., tate in Yonkers, N. Y.
Lee of Los Angeles. Calif.; Fel- for Almo Lyle, Bettye Jeffries, home from Boston university; Another complimenting honton Earls Danese Hancock and Robert Hunt, Walter Thomas, Betty Cash, Gene Washburn or was the hospitality extendMarvin Tarpley, jr., Ralph Mc- Celia Clark, Mary Jackson, and many others.
ed on New Year's Eve by Mr.
Coy, Leon Brownlee, John Mildred Guinn. Melvin Jones, Lois Weddington is back after and Mrs. Charles Handy, Mr.
Moore of Houston, Texas and Janice and Dorothy Dorsey, spending the holidays in Chica- Handy the brother of the late
others; many dates and escorts Jimmy Payne Wauleen Thomgo where she visited relatives famed composer, held in their
who names we did not eel.
lovely home in swank RiverJohn Cato, Larry Matthews, and friends.
MRS. DAVIS COMPLIMENTS as:
Sue Parham, Shirley and Max- Pretty and charming Eleanor dale, N. Y. There were scores
FORMER MEMPHIANS
ine Mays, Ora Grant, Judd Faye Williams, who is "Miss of other affairs, many given
MRS. CLAIBORNE (Harriet)
Moor e, Ernestine Johnson, Co-Ette" of 1961 will be join- by friends of Lionel, who were
DAVIS gave an intimate holiday
Myrtle Roberts, John Greer, ing the Defender Staff next former classmates at Oberlin
former
charming
for
four
fete
editor. college. An interesting event,
Memphians who were holiday Ardelia Edwards. Morris Wil- week as teenage society
daughter of Mrs. too, was the hospitality afforded
visitors: Mrs. Charles (Marga- son. Roy Lee Poston and James Eleanor is the
Bernice Williams and Mr. Jesse by concert star, Miss Franc2s
ret) Spearman of Pine Bluff, Perkins.
Williams. She is a member of Walker, who was presented by
Ark.; Mrs. Robert (Jim Etta) FASHION SHOW AND
Martin CME Temple and a stu- LeMoyne at Bruce Hall last
Lee of Baton Rouge, La.: Mrs. HOLIDAY PARTY
Richard (Lavada) Hobson of The Delta Theta Sigma chap- dent at Melrose high school year, and her husband, at their
Baltimore, Md., and Mrs. Lynn ter of Alpha Chi Phi Omega where she is a member of the St. Albans, N. Y., home.
(Thelma) McCorkle of Detroit, sorority gave two recent af- National Honor Society and a Ruth and Robert Lewis motored down to Birmingham,
Michigan. Held the day after fairs, their annual hair style sponsor of the NDCC Corps.
Christmas in the lovely Davis show, held at the Vance ave. Speaking of the Co-Ettes, Ala., to visit with their good
home on South Parkway, the YWCA. which resulted in a beauteous Mary Agnes Davis friends, Dr. Earl and Lucy Carvent, had specal significance donation to a local college: and of Detroit, Who is the founder roll Jamison, spending several
b.-cause it brought together a a holiday party complimenting and sponsor of the Detroit days there.
Chapter Co-Ette Club, Inc., will Spending the holidays in
crlup of friends who have re- members.
tnaarfed steadfast through the Attending the fashion show, be attending the Inaugural Memphis was Ernest Simms,
weal" beginning when most of a pre-holiday event were Mrs. Ball come January 20. She and son of Mr. and Mrs. Lashter
'hem were high school students Altura G. Lee, Mrs. Ionia Coch- husband auto dealer, Ed Davis Simms of Detroit, Mich., who
LeMoyne. Many too, includ- rell, Mrs. Lillie Little, Mrs. were araent supporters of prem. WAS the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
mg the guests, were members Thelma Bailey, Mrs. Geneva dent-elect Kennedy during his William F. Owens •nd Miss An• SlaC Bridge club. se there Williams, Mrs. Martha Gordon, campaign and Mary Agnes at- gela Owens. Mr. Simms is a
ergs plenty of convivial chatter Mrs. Viola Irby, Mrs. Bertha tended to tea for Mrs. John F. medical student at Wayne
as they caught up on the hap- Bowen, Alonzo Stanback, J. Kennedy, in Witahington after State university,

ley
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Everyone is well back at tamed in their home on Tan.
work as vacation has come to yard St. They say it was a lovethe !"-w Year
a close but echoes are still ring- ly affair arid
was brought in in grand style.
ing of the holiday parties which The New Year was brought
went right into the new year. in for the J. F. Hughes in- TeaSince the last writing Mrs. kegee, Ala. Accompanying them
Vera B
- rooks entertained in her were their parents, Mr. and
Freneh
home on LaConte St. on Thurs- Mrs. Dan Hughes of
day night in honor of out of Lick, Ind., and of course little
town guests, sister and brother- James Michael, son of the J. F.
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. A. Ros- Hughes.
coe Tyler of Detroit, Mich. Mrs. Returning after a delightful
Tyler is the former Bernice holiday in St. Louis, Mo., is
Cago of Jackson. Much fun was Mrs. B. C. Lucas and son, Jerhad with the
many
guests ry. Mrs. Thelma Compton spent
present playing various games the holidays in New Orleans,
and enjoying cocktails a n d La., visiting with her father.
food which go along with holi- Beloit, Wis., found the V. .J.
Gilmores visiting with Mr.
day festivities.
On Friday night it was a more's parents.
dinner party in the home of In the younger set Misses
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sangs •r Rhoda Beasley and Dwan Gilthe
Christmas
with the usual group of party- more spent
scribe
finally season in Kansas City.
goers. Your
crawled out to make that after Thursday night the Jack and
several days of be- Jill teen-age set enjoyed
a
ing shut in. Wa s gla d party sponsored by the Jack
to see Mrs. Roy al Etta & Jill Mother's Club. Out of
Glover, former member of the town Jack and Jill teen-agers
Criterion Bridge Club a n d
were
for the holidays
ing part in the festivities Clark, Vera (lark, Iloward Miss Mahle Golden, Jacksonians back
Sims, daughter of Mrs.
were Elbert Payne, Betty Bins. Iris Atkins, George who are now teaching in Mem- Venita
L. Robinson; Veneent
Payne, Daisy Paige, Gissie liolloway. Guests not includ- phis, Tenn. Also included in Arva
Merry, son of Mrs. Alberta
Driver, S a die Anderson, ed on the picture are Edgar out of town guests were Mrs.
Merry; Ross Cheairs, son of
president; Vivian Ford, Rosa Young, Marion B. Ford, Z. Lucille Jordan
Churcher of Mr. and Mrs. Ross B. Cheairs,
Pittman, Arrelzia Cumby, P. Pittman. Motion pictures
Cleveland, Ohio and Mrs. Ora sr.; and Brenda Kay Monroe,
Delis Bins. Maxine Driver, were made by Miss Betty
Lee Holder of Chicago, Ill. Mrs. daughter of Rev. and Mrs. W.
Edward Driver, Aggie Ander- Johnson, sister of Soror JuaChurcher is the daughter of M. Monroe.
son, Juanita Harbert, Willie nita Harbert as the guests
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Jordan Parties for members of the
arrived.
and sister of Mrs. Alene Maney Junior Federated Clubs were
of Jackson while Mrs. Holder also staged for the younger set
is the sister of Mrs. Helen during the holidays. The JackBledsoe. You could tell that son Recreation Center on Instieverybody was definitely hay- tute was the setting for
ly field representative of the' ment was designated as a test ing a good time for no one And so, another year ends
home office of Royal Crown case. However, Mrs. Simpson is seemingly wanted to go home. with everyone back to his desCola a n d Nehi Beverages. proving herself to be an active Then Saturday the old year tination and down to work.
Columi us. Ohio.
a n d affable representative rang out with snow and rain Those who missed the recent
Mrs. Simpson's dirties are whose services, if given gener- which prevented your scribe Mass Emancipation Rilly, realconfined to the Memphis area al support, could mean the from making the affair when ly missed a
treat; for the
and are outlined by the local opening of similar opportuni- Mr. and Mrs. A. Porter enter- speaker for the occasion was
office of Royal Crown Cola and ties for our idle, yet talented
the Rev. James M. Lawson,
Nehi Beverages. The appoint- matrons.
SIERRA MADRE, Calif — noted personality who caused
Klein, 21, the upheaval at Vanderbilt Uni(UPI) — David
caught by police after a speed versity in Nashville. If there
aunt chase during which he al- was any doubt in the minds of
legedly committed 14 traffice those who are not quite aware
he of what Freedom really means,
violations, explained why
drove here from his nearby they were cleared up by Dr.
Lawson's address. He can be
home in Duarte.
classed as nothing less than a
dynamic speaker.
And speaking of freedom, we
Wife Preservers
must all join the fight: for the
good American works in friend.,
ly cooperation with fellow-workers. One alone could not build
a city or a great railroad. One
alone would find it hard to
build a bridge. As we learn
better how to work together,
the welfare of our country it
advanced.
Remember to contribute to
The dry air of artificial heat In the the MARCH OF DIMES drive.
winter can cause untold damage Mr. A. C.
general
Ford is
to furniture in your horn.. If you chairman for
our group- The
can't afford a humidifier, place a
Jack and Jill of American, Inc.,
gaily decorated bowl of water las.
Jackson chapter, is spearheaside at least ono register.
ing the Mother's march.

RC Cola, Nehi Name Hostess
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NEWLYWEDS — Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hayes stand in
traditional after - wedding
pose by the cake. The bride
is the former Miss Beverly
A. Turnipseed, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Turnip.

•

seed. The groom's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Chester A.
Johnson, Rev, L. W. Sanders
performed the ceremony. He
is pastor of the Mt. Zion M.
B. church. (B. W. Sims, jr.
photo)

Titter

UPSET SKIN?

/Pimples, Rashes, Eczema,
Making Tour life Miserable?

Here's fast, effective relief from
that itching misery. Palmer's
"Skin Success" Ointment, tested
by a famous skin specialist has
helped millions get relief from
ugly skin irritation. You don't
bay* to suffer another day. Use
the famous akin medicine that
works in • special way to help
troubled skin feel better fast.
There's nothing like "Skin
Success" to relieve the itching of
upset skin.
Only "Skin Success" contains
11 important ingredients corn-

pounded in an exclusive way,
So, if your trouble is itching due
to eczema, rashes, pimples or set.,
ter, use "Skin Success" Ointment.
Relief at once or your money
back, Only 35r. Economical
size contains four times as much.
Insist on Palmer's "Skin Success"
Ointment.
And Guard Your Complexion
. . . with the deep-acting foamy.
medication of PALMER'S "SKIN
SUCCESS SOAP." It fights germs
that often aggravate ugly blem.
ishes and perspiration odors.
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Any way you serve — Baked, Boiled.
Mashed, fried Of ism Salads — you caw
depeed 00 the great lied hirer Valley
of flai:North {Or uniform, fine quality,
sound and naturally true flavored potatoes
to maks every meal completely satisfying! Get some
mos the wonderful
difference I

NO
ITAMIRALS
-Itod River Red' potatoes ie a
convenient siert pack for your seed at
your quality food Wore.
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NASHVILLE, Tenn - THE us- of Nashville; and Miss
WEDDING OF MISS CORTEZ Romona Caldwell of Union City
Bryant.
GWENDOYLN it OLAN D, Tenn. They carried bouquets of
TOPS
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac lavender juiji mums and croton
FRESHMEN
Roland, sr., and Master Serg- leaves.
Dorothy Agnew, Diane Bris- eant Eugene Cheatham, son of The matron of honor and
coe; Willy Jones, William Gor- Mrs. Catherine Fly and Mr. bridesmaids
wore identical indon.
Thomas Eugene Cheatham took termission length dresses of
SOPHOMORES
place recently ot the E. -st Bap- coral organza over taffeta. DisSandra Taylor, Lydia Camp- tist church, West Nashville.
tinguishing features were the
bell; Lawrence Kelly, Elmore The Reverend W. A. Jenkins, draped bateau necklines, crush&Map.
Nelson
Senter,
officiated. Mr.
ed cummerbunds of matching
YUNIORS
vocalist, was accompanied by satin extending at the back to
Gwendolyn Smith Mary Wal- Mrs. Zepher Selby, at the piano double hem length ruffles and
lace; Homer Fouche, Maurice and Mr. Bennie Hillard, at the caught
at the waistline by a
Spruille.
organ.
full blown rose. They wore cirSENIORS
Mr. Roland gave his daugh- cular veils of matching maline
Carolyn Thompson, Margueter in marriage. The bride was caught with a bow at the top.
rite Brigefort; Jimmy Payne,
attired in a wedding gown of Groomsmen and ushers were:
Thomas Hill.
chantilly lace posed over taf- Neely Hawkins, Wilson Reese,
William Jackson, Barbara HONOR SOCIETY INDUCTEES feta. The figurine bodice fea- Isaac Roland, jr., Maurice BogBally. Vivian Keely, Elvin Seals Recently inducted into t h e tured a scalloped portrait neck- us and Charles Dungey.
Arthur Hull, Andrew Earthman. Melrose Chapter of the Nation- line etched with iridescent seOut of town guests attending
Henrietta Hobson, James Booth, al Honor Society were Leara quins and seed pearls and the
were Master Sergeant and Mrs.
Carolyn Love, Teddy Spencer, Boga, Garland Briggs, Eleanor long sleeves tapered to points
Lewis Gray of Ft. Benning,
Walter Shipp, Maurice Davis, Williams, Neely Williams, Wil- over the hands. The voluminGa., Miss Earl Johnson and
Loreatha Pryor. Wilma Cox, • liam Bufford, Mae Rena Ruck- ous skirt was fashioned with
daughter and Mrs. 0. J. Moore
er, Loretta Roberts, Willie Carr,
(TENNESSEE STATE).
tiers of scalloped ruffles and of Union City, Tenn., Mr. John ALTRUSA CLUB - The AlCharles Parker, Fred Ma- Rudolph Cox, Mary Parham, cascaded to a fan shaped cha- E. Joyner of Wilmette. Ill., and truss club made merry with
lone, William Burson, Etoil Joyce Glason, Effie Erby- and pel train. Her finger tip veil of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Color of a well-planned soiree at the
Cliff, Charly Lee (Fisk): Franeetta Estes.
imported silk illusion was at- Franklin, Tenn.
Gwen GA o v e r, (OWEN ) The speaker for the occasion tached to a tiara of pearls. She Among those who entertained Top Hat and Tails club reEarnestine Stroud. Ora Grant, was the renown Dr. Clara carried a prayer book, mark- for the bride were Mrs. Earl cently. Members exchanged
Modena Thomas, (LINCOLN); Brawner. Officers for this year ed with white orchids and flour Johnson and Mrs. Ernestine gifts and discovered secret
are: President, Raymond Neal: d' Meur.
pals. Above, from left are
Emma Moore, Ethel Ruffin, Vice
Clark of Union City, Tenn., Mesdames Werlese Tillman,
President, George BradShirley Corner, Barbara Mull.
was Mrs. Rebecca Whitlow and
shaw; Secretary, Juanita Gard- The matron of honor
Harvey M. Wherry, Vales
Jacqueline Briggs, (MEMPHIS ner;
Hunts- mother, and Mrs. Mary A.
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. Lloyd Garner of
Boyd, Vahness Moore, Bessie
STATE); Carolyn Springer,
Lucille Tunstall; Chaplain, Ato- ville, Ala. She carried a cas- Love, of Nashville.
Young, Sallie Boyd and EarRalph McCoy, (HOWARD UNI- ms Lytle;
lavender
arrangment
of
The bride, now teaching in nestine McFerren. Guests atTreasurer, Regina cade
VERSITY); Billy Prewitt, (AR- Thigpen; Business Manager, fuiji mums and croton leaves. Union City, Tennessee. is a tending were Mr. and Mrs.
KANSAS STATE); Zola Birse Carrie Littlejohn; Ernest John- Bridesmaids were Mrs. Isaac graduate of A. & 1. State uniAndrew Bland, Mr. and Mrs.
and Delores Hill (LANE).
son, parliamentarian. Other Roland, jr., Miss Maurice Bog- versity.
Joan Williams, Lois Davis members are Bobby Cole, Sue
(HAMILTON); Helen Hill, Ver- Parham, Regina Ferguson, Rita
nita Kelly (MANASSAS); Jan- Sanders and Maedelle Smith.
ice Prudent, Norris Truman LOVER'S TRIANGLE
(BTW); Marilyn Isabelle, Ed- Bernadine Bullard, Jimmy
die Dale Ford, (MELROSE); Morris, Aubrey Bryant; Willy
Helen King, Ricki McGraw, Jones, Effie Erby, Homer Fou(BERTRAND).
che; Wauleen Thomas, James
Curlene
Hamilton;
Morris Webb, Robert Jackson Manns,
(WFW); Bill Doss, Jesse Laird, Joyce Glason, Ivory Johnson,
(MANASSAS); Charles Free- Rita Sanders.
man, Thomas Hill(MELROSE); LOOKING BACK
Samuel Love, James Buford, Remember these couples of
(HAMILTON); Cranford Scott, 'GO:
(DOUGLASS).
Junienne Briscoe and Earnest
SENIOR'S POLL
Johnson; Margaret Sherrod and
The senior class recently poll- Charles Freeman; Dorothy Tayed to determine Who's Who in lor and George Bradshaw;
the senior class.
Marilyn Isabelle and Raymond
The results were as follows: Neal; Nancy Echols and Charles
Earnest Johnson; Likely to Suc- Marshall; Regina Ferguson and
ceed, Lucille Tunstall, George Tommy Martain.
Bradshaw; Most Versatile, Juni- Thomas Hill and Charlotte
enne Briscoe, John Greer; Simms; Bernadine Bullard and
Ladylike, Curlene Hamilton; Lawrence Kelly; Mamie Shields
Gentlemanlike, James Manns; and. Eddie Stephens; Carolyn
Best Dancer, Margaret Sherrod, Thompson and Larry Mitchell;
John Greer; Most Popular, Mar- James Manns and Neely Wilgaret Sherrod. George Milan; liams; Velma Jackson and
Most Attractive, Junienne Bris- Lawrence Martain; Wauleen
coe; Handsome, Harvey Young; Thomas and James Manns,
Friendliest, Regina Thigpen, Marguerite Brigefort and Tat'
Herbert Payne; Neatest, Curl- yen Wilhite; Annie Pearl Brigeene Hamilton, James Manna; fort and Charles Marshall; and
Best Dressed, Margaret Sher- Geneva Alexander and Jimmy
rod, Tommy Martain; Talkative Harris.
Brucie Newsom, Jewell Reed; So long, its been nice to know SERGEANT A N D MRS. the groom and Mr. and Mrs. church, West Nashville, the
Shyest, Mary Jackson, Winford you. Until next week, later.
Eugene Cheatham are pictur- Isaac Roland, Sr., parents of bride is the former Miss Cored with their parents, left, the bride. Their recent mar- tez Roland.
"PVT
•
Mrs. Catherine Fly, mother of riage held at the First Baptist
H14.10
Bold it I I Don't go another
further. Five-4-3-2 1 blast off !!
Yee, let's blast off now for more
of 'the latest happenings from
the Bigger M.
HOLIDAY GUEST
. ' The Prodical Sons Return:
These are the words which describe the great host of holiday
visitors that graced the halls of
Dear Ole Melrose during the
holidays. Some of the holiday
guests were Kenneth Cox,
(MOREHOUSE); Hortense Spillers, (BENNETT); Walter
Evans (HOWARD UNIVERSITY).
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By Carlotta Stewart Watson will be far easier to come to
Musing: If we go past a lot an agreement if you consult
where a house is being built, God as you discuss this proyou may see piles of bricks blem. One of the greatest causes
and sand, sacks of cement, of teenage delinquency is disHonor
pieces of lumber, lengths of obedience to parents.
your mother
pipe . . . etc., which go into your father and
days may be long on
making of a house. When they that the
that the Lord thy God
are assembled, they constitute the land
giveth Thee.
something quite different from
Mrs. Watson: I am worany or all of the various items Dear
ried. I am 15, and in love with
which went into it.
a boy 16. He says he is going
-In the same way your body to marry me. I don't go with
furnishes the raw materials. anyone else. Ile is very jealous
There are eyes and ears, nerve of me. That has me worried.
cells and fibers, muscles and What can I do? A. B.
glands, and all the other ele- Dear A. B.: I would not make
ments that go into the making the serious decision of marriage
ol a personality. Out of them at the tender age of 15. Suppose
comes something quite differ- you associate with some other
ent from any of the separate girls and boys. It is better to
parts, and far superior to all learn more about many of them
oi them taken together. The so that you may make a more
end result is nothing less than intelligent decision when you
decide to marry. Jealousy is
a'living soul.
Dear Mrs. Watson: I am wor- not a sign of love.
ried to death. My parents are
I. pest. Everything I do and BOOTS A RECORD
eyerywhere I go, there is a AUBURN, Ala. - (UPI) rule against it. I would run Ed Dyas of Auburn set a new
away from home, but I don't collegiate field goal record for
know where to go. Also, I don't a season when he booted his
know what I would do. But I 13th three-pointer against Floriam lb. Don't you think I should da State.
call some of the 'punches'?
21 YEARS OLD
riot.
Dear Dot: As long as your COOPERSTOWN, N. Y. parents are contributing to your (UPI)- The Baseball Museum
suifport, they have a right to and Hall of Fame were dedicatmake a certain rules, and to ed and opened to the public in
expect you to obey them. It 1939.

•

WASHINGTON - Leo F. Committee on Housing, Morris
Benoit, chairman of the Mas- said more aid ni furnishing
sachusetts State Housing board housing for persons of inadeand a delegate to the White quate income must come from
Aging, the local and state levels ml
House Conference on
heard his program called "one the total problem is to be met
of the best in the nation in head-on.
quantity and quality" by ob- He cited the use of private
servers and participants from and non-profit sponsorship as
fifty-two states and territories. a formidable tool to meet the
The Director of Housing for demand at this level with tax
the Commonwealth of Massa- agreements, low long-term fior
chusetts, Frank W. Morris, a nancing and real estate
Ne:ro, indicated that by the limited-profit trusts being used
end of 1961 Massachusetts would to keep rents at a minimum for
have completed over 4,000 apart- senior citizens.
ments in approximately 74 com- "They cannot compete with
munities, specifically designed youngsters on the open housing
for elderly persons. None of market without these aids,"
the developments is more than Morris stated.
two stories high and the units He commended the new ideas
rent for about $50 per month on rehabilitation
which may
with all utilities.
help lower capital costs and alWhite low older units to be rehabilitatA discussant at the
House Conference on J.ing and ed for elderly citizens in exista consultant to the Advisory ing neighborhoods,

Special
JANUARY SALE

SAVE 8t*

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
1111 p.1,111
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MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

CART HOME SAVINGS!

ON

ALL FALL AND WINTER MERCHANDISE

HALF PRICE
NAME BRAND
Coats, Dresses, Sweaters,
Sports Wear and Hats

LADIES SHOP
1727 LAMAR AVENUE
FREE PARKING LOT
TELEPHONE BR 4-5140
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The New Year, oh the New Atris Niter senior They reside
MADISON, Wis - (UPI) The Fair Employment Prim.
Year, would be so bright and on Germantown rd.
Keep up the good work, Atris. tices Division of the Induatrial
sunny, if someone would give
me-a ten-pond box of money. TOP RECORDS
Commission reported Monday
There are many ways people
Paul Holmes seems to be tell,. that 90 of 148 cases of job dip.
celebrate bringing in the New ing LeVern Stevens, I want to crimination it processed in the
Year, yet, it makes no differ- get closer. But then Geneva past two years were justified.
ence if yours is a custom of the
Butler don't you know He The division processed 148
family, something you thought
doesn't love you? Say Velma cases in 1958-60, compared with
of at the last minute, party,
70 the previous bi-ennium.
haven't you heard
Dandridge
changes every year, or is tradiMIss Virginia Huebner, divitional for your church. Almost Fools rush in? Oh, Shirley, sion director, said the increase
L.
B.
Watusi
just
Flemming
and
everyone makes Nrw Year resoin workload was due to new aslutions. Here are a few y o u perfectly. BI the way L. H., No- assignments given by the legshould think about, from seri- body wants you when you're islature. The division was asous to witty.
down and out, so slow down. signed the task of preventing
job discrimination because of
I resolve to:
Ben Key, jr., was that you I age and by state contractors in
1. Be a better person.
heard telling Mama to look at the 1959 session.
2. Be a teenager, who is not
Miss Huebner said "the relittle sister? Nosy.
s matture teenager, but an ideal
port reveals a more widespread
LAFF FOR THE WEEK
growing into maturity.
implementing of fair practice;
3. Take more pride in my Sick, sick sick.
and a slow but steady minimia.
speech, my worst fault, and my Q. Who's the fellow that's
ing of discrimination as a reschool-work.
always
complaining
there's sult of this function."
4. To all friends be loyal and something wrong with him?
tolerant.
A. Mal Function.
5. Stop gossiping.
6. Add some extra chores at WASHINGTON - (UPI) home.
Fullback Jim Cunningham of
7. Stop yakking over the the University of Pittsburgh was
phone for hours about nothing. signed by the Washington Red8. Make new friends.
skins of the National Football
9. Do things at the right League who now have signed
time and beon time myself.
four of their top seven draft
choices. Cunningham also had
HOLIDAY VISITORS
been drafted by the New York
In The
Capleville was honored with a Titans of the rival American
visa from one of its past alum- Football League.
nae, Miss Rollous Royston.
Miss Royston attended Caple(Otte in the.ninth grade. S h e
moved to New York and is now
a junior in a school there.
FOR PROSPECTIVE
I could use the statement:
BEAUTY OPERATORS
On
New York has done something Why worry about rent, locofor her, but when Rollous left, tion, Expensive Supplies, •tc.
NOW THAT
she was very charming, so, to
Weddings
change the statement around,
I'm sure she has done someAnniversaries
GREENSBORO, N. C. - Fin- thing for New York by just beal steps leading to the early ing there.
Churches
construction of two new build- Some people change with a
ings at A & T College were short visit to another state but,
Club Events
taken last week.
anyone who knew her, knows HAS FOR RENT - (Regular or
Low bids, submitted by con- Rollous is Rollous and always Percentage rates) Ultra-Modern
Booths, a Convenient Modern
Banquets
tractors, for a general class- has been and always will be.
Service for you and your
room building and an athletic SPOTLIGHT
Customers.
field house, were approved by Atris "lefty" Niter, jr. Atris
members of the Trustee Board is one a the most versatile boys - As Close as your TelephoneSPECIALIZING IN COLD
and submitted for final approv- at school. He is a forward on
And Ask For
WAVING AND WET WORK
al to the State Property Control the basketball team and has one
329 Vance Avenue
The Picture Editor
and Construction Board at Ral- of the deadliest left - handed
JA 5-7168
eigh.
shots ever. H enot only excels
Low bids for the classroom track also. He is a junior. Acabuilding totalled $212,744.00 and demic-wise he's tops, ranking
$52,127.00 for the athletic field among the top students.
house.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
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Coverage
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GOOD NEWS
ORRELIA'S
HOUSE OF
BEAUTY

Call: JA. 6-8397

A MUCH APPRECIATED

Klondyke
P424D7NEnnikkiktV

FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine

1 Year

BR 6-9509

SATURDAY, JANUARY 12, 13, 14
Evergood Bacon-Thick Sliced 2 lbs
Eggs, Grade A-Doz.
Fine Chickens-Cut up-. 5 lbs
Bologna-All Meat Pieces 3 lbs.
Oranges, large and juicy--Dos

$

1
98
.47
1.69
.99
.29
.39
.29
49

Hens-Govt. Inspected (5-7 lbs.)--lb
Turnip Salad, 3 bunches
Salt Pork-3 lbs

Coffee Luzionna--Instant (Small) and
1-1b. Good Luck Oleo
Salad Dressing, Blue Plate-Quart and
1-1b. Blue Plate Oleo

SUBSCRIPTION 1

TO THE

Tri-State Defender

1

52 Weeks for only $6.00 Wi
etmccloctmtvccctocurt,
. . . an IDEAL GIFT for
COLLEGE STUDENTS
AND FORMER

MEMPHIANS

.49
NOW LIVING ANYWHERE
.69

Shop With Dignity And Courtesy At

MANNE'S

and
Mrs. Roland Nash, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Clark, Mrs.
Maridell ft e e 4, Walter
Moore, jr., Mr. and Mrs.
James Howell and Robert
McFerrin.

EMIIII:

'Capleville Capers Find Job Bias
Gripes Real

PRICES GOOD-THURSDAY, FRIDAY,

•

'under price of
home delivered
milk

Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Peterson, Irvin Tillinan,
Mr. and Mrs. Noah McFer•
rin, Alonzo Young, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Caple, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Lewis, Lowell
Tt Wherry, Sr., Mr. and Mrs.

111111110111111111111111mIlitilim1111111111111111111111to ii1111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111110

Urges Housing A&T To Get
Aid For Aged Two Buildings

'

'otter

II?
way,
g due
ir met.
merit.
noney
I 75dmuch.
can

AY,

Ellis Kaufman, Mrs. John
Cole, Mrs. Flora Simmons,
Mrs. Lois Dodson, James
Boyd, Robert Boyd, Mr. and
Mrs. John Young, Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Hillard, Willie
Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Lenzie

PLACE YOUR ORDER
.39
.39

P i g-Country Fresh-lb.
Sweet Milk, Klinke Reed-'s Gal.
Sweet Potatoes, baking size-6-lbs
Turkey, Backs-lb
Ribs, Steaks-lb.
U.S. Good-Veal, Lamb and

.29
.19
.49
Beef

Order
By
Phone

NOW!!!

JAckson 6-8397
A CARD WILL BE SENT TO
THE RECIPIENT INFORMING
HIM OF YOUR GIFT.

FREE DELIVERY
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'No Progress' In Ala., Says Leader
Alabama

Deteriorating Race
Relations Seen

EMPIRE
By DONALO PENDELTON
Singers from Sispy conducted
a program at Union Baptist
church recently.
Tony J. Hardy visited her
•
mother lust weekend.
Bettie Black visited her aunt
recently.
Miss Colin viiited her slater
and mother In Depolis last week.
Mrs. Cohn'e daughter was
OW a recent visitor.
TRUSSVILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
The ReV, C. E. Madas of
Birmingham was called to the
pastorate of First Baptist, succeeding the Rev. J. E. West in
Alton.
Rev. T. C. Williams, pastor of
Mt. Canaan Baptist church delivered an inspiring message on
the Birth of Christ, Christmas
morning. Later in the afternoon
an elaborate program, sponsored by Miss Dorothy Mae Hunter
and the younger people was
held.
A grand program sponsored
by Supt. Mose Beans of New
Bethel Church was held on
Rev, M. L.
Christmas Day.
Robinson is pastor.
Rev. A. Jackson and Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Hearn of Birmingham were guests here last Sunday at Mt. Canaan church.
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Mrs. Mary Gadson of 2501
14th C.1. N. gave birth to a fine
5 lb., 8 oz. baby girl Sandra
Faye at South Highland hospital of which she and her husband Clarence are very proud.
Mrs. Gadson and baby are fine.
Mr. W. T. Davis who spent
a most enjoyable week with
his sister, Mrs. Berda Gates
and other relatives and friends
of the city has returned to his
home where he enjoyed the
holidays with his family in
Gary, Ind.
A very fine Chrfatmas program was observed at St. John's
Independent Methodist Church,
Mrs. Maggie B. Brown con.
ducted. G. W. Ivey, supt., Miss
Emma J. Sturges, mistress of
ceremonies. Rev. R. G. WilName, pastor.
Funeral rites for Mrs. Evenly
Hunter was held at Shady Grove
church,
Missionary
Baptist
Rev. G. W. Slone officiated
Mrs. Hunter leaves to mourn
her passing, a devoted husband,
one daughter, two sisters, three
brothers and other relatives and
friends.
Funeral services for the late
Mrs. Sarah Newsome were held
at First Baptist church. Eulogy
by Rev. L. C. Walker, Mrs.
Newsome was born Oct. 6. 1888.
She leaves to mourn her passing
three daughters, Mrs. Amanda
Coleman, Mrs. Harriett Ware
Lochgelly, Mrs. Espie Dunning;
19 grandchildren; 26 greatgrandchildren; 2 sisters, Mrs.
Gertrude McCall; Mrs. Mettle
McCann and other relatives and
friends.

The Supreme Court unaniBy RAY BOONE
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE. Ala. mously reversed the dismissal
—Dr Charles C. Gomillion, of a suit (to determine the conleader in the Negro drive for stitutionality of the 1957 stature)
voter registration in Macon by lower courts and sent the
County, says there has been case back for trial.
"no progress" in race relations Dr. Gomillion said that the
since be came here 32 years biggest problem facing the Neago.
gro is getting registered, a
Dr. Gomillion. president of voter prerequisite in Macon
the Tuskegee Civic Association, County. He charged that the
made the statement in a ses- board of registrars apply dission here with six African and criminatory tactics in keeping
three white students from Stan- the Negro from the polls.
ford University who toured the
Discrimination continues to
South on a "fact-finding" mis- follow the Negro at the polls,
sion
he said. "All 106 workers at the
Although there has been con- polls are white. Not only is
siderable "material progress" this political discrimination,
among Negroes, the civil rights but economic discrimination
AMONG MANY Chicateant couple was photographed en- leader said, there is no evidence also."
marking the new year's ar- tering Ebenezer Baptist that racial harmony has been In Macon County. Negroes
rival by attending church church. last S. Vincennes. promoted.
out-number whites over 5-1. con- THE FINE old Dixie art of gee Civic Association, titling Maine, hen)a,
lion.
were Mr. sad Mrs. 'Theodore (Defender 'tail Phntoi
"No white person In Macon tinued Dr. Gomillion. There are gerrymandering Negroes out the city of Tuskegee, all of Arthur Spielgel, chairman,
Blunt. of 23e N. Walcott The
County will meet with Negroes 26.000 Negroes in the county, of soting districts is explained whose Negro citizens, but five, Stanford African Desk of the
to diseliss any type of problem," hut only 1.000 are registered. to visiting Stanford university were fenced out by a 1957 Institute of International Re`MMENNIMMIlle
said Gomillion, head of Tuske- On the other hand, whites students by Dr. Charles C. Alabama statute, as a case in lations; and Bemekole Decca
eee Institute's Department of number only S.000. but 3,000 Gomillion, president, Tuske- point. Left to right, James of Liberia.
Social Science.
are registered. he pointed out.
Many whites would probably
The only solution to the (votAmiimmmismkamiliminnes say race relations were better ing) problem Is to have the
years ago. be told the students, federal government guarantee
By )t. N. RINGGOLD
church members send Santa to who listened
with rapt atten- qualified Negroes the right to
We were itnade very happy bring us Christmas cheer. Gcd tion. 'Tut
that's because the vote." he said.
-,•this week when the officer has been very good to us.
Negro was staying in his so- Despite deteriorating race retand members of Shiloh church's Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Johnson called 'place'." he
lations in Macon County. some
added.
; Siatçhocd remembered us so are expressing happiness yet,
RFSTRICTED cO'tiTACT
good has resulted for the Negro,
jklnd!yduring our illness. The over the visit of their beloved
Elaborating on the lack of he said. "We have more homes,
adtiful Ivy so unusually daughter-in-law. Mrs. Mamie
communication between t h e less credit, and higher savings.
arge,, and also so fresh and at- Johnson. wife of their son. Dr.
races, he said Neeroes and Negroes have stopped living
ractfve, is meaning so much T. M. Johnson of Shreveport.
whites come In contact "only above their means"
mmfbrt and pleasure that I Mrs. Mamie Johnson is the
*ven. almost forget my illness type of friend that "To see her on business terms." "They
ben - seeing and enjoying its is to love her." She is the type meet only as merchant and cusauty. Being shut in has been that does not let prestige tomer or employer and employworry.. for us. but it has also spoil or mar her sweet dis- ee." he said.
meant the knowing that friends position. She is a lovely lady. However, he added even this CORDELE
member when one is away Our city has been in the lime- smell degree of communica- Mrs. Ernestine Cranks Of
from church services because light during this Christmas. tion is diminishing. especially Lawrence, N. J. has returned
Hitless and not because of The reason is that so many of since Macon County Negroes hcine after visiting her mother,
form of disloyalty.
cur real young girls made their have restricted trade with Mrs. Isabelle Tomlin.
The Annual Dinner served as debut (hiring the last two white merchants since 1957, Julius Lockett of Orlando,
-..a get-together et officers and weeks. They "grew up so very closing the town's movie thea• Fla., visited his mother, Mrs.
„members of the board of direc- quick." And, Baton Rougeans ter and several stores.
Rena Lockett.
-tors of Blundorrs Orphanage could not at first, realize that
The withdrawal of trade by Mrs. Caroline Haynes and
l-.And as an incentive for all they are the same little girls Negroes was touched riff after Miss Ruby Haynes of Detroit
.0 meet and enjoy an informal that were rushing to see. as all but five Neero voters were i visited Mrs. Rena Lockett and
"get together" which could not babies. just a few years ago. fenced out of the city of Tuske. Mrs. Ida llaynes.
De enjoyed during board meet. They presented beautiful pic- gee by a 1957 Alabama stature
Earl Smith of Brooklyn, N.
or when holding confer- tures and conducted themselves that changed the city bounda- J., is visiting his grandmothSsnces etc. But, much thinking, as little ladies throughout ries.
er, Mrs. Will M. Lockett,
ATTENDING AN Alabama dents from Stanford University students plan to submit their
Iplanning etc.. usually takes their presentations. We were
Silas Vance and Lloyd Hamchurch meeting of the Tusk.- who made a whirlwind, fact. findings to the U. S. State
'most of the time in the regular almost as preud of their parPayne
were
home
from
mond
rr
,
urally had the privilege of
gee Civic Association are six finding tour of the South dor- Department.
l- neetings held throughout the nts as we were of the "Debs."
holidays.
college
for
the
sear. so this Annual Meet is Having taught many of the meeting and greeting many Joseph Myles has returned to African and three white silo- Mg their holiday break. The
callers. So we have spent a
Wery.enjoyable. and also many mothers, we had trouble realizMiami after visiting here with
2liew ideas are developed during ing that these were their very enjoyable happy Christ- his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
mas this year.
daughters who were arranging
Myles,
Our family, both in Louisi- to bow to society. But it is Then as being made happy
Mrs. Olivia Cherry is home
ana and in Texas, lock and say encouraging when parents so means so much, it will n o from Crisp County hospital.
how happy each one is now bercr their young daughters. be easy to stop being thankful Mrs. Lusis Harris is visiting
to Miss Leola DeRozant and
,that ,our dear niece. Miss Billye
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt the kindly ladies of Shiloh•s her son in Jacksonville, Fla,
'Purnell is out of the hospital
Ranks showed as • much hap- Sisterhood, who presented me Louis Bailey is visiting his
although still in San Francisco.
piness as did their lovely with the lovely Ivy plan that mother, Mrs. Francis Carner
We had hoped that she would
daughter. Sandra Gail, as she is so much more beautiful. in Nashville, Tenn. '
come home while recuperatwas showered with lovely gifts and so much larger than the Eddie Pryor attended serving. But. her Mind seems to he
Our home has been very hap. one I once owned. I do pray ices at Cedar Spring Baptist
snore on her studies than on
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — A They are among almost 50 member of the NAACP. The
py this Christmas. Among God's richest blessings upon church in Plains, Ga., last Sunwho Florida Supreme court said the
regaining her strength and her
partial victory for civil rights persons in the country
those adding to our happiness our Sisterhood for all their day.
health generally. Anyway, we.
'and civil liberties was won faced jail or recently served committee had not shown that
were Mr. and Mrs. F. H Pur- kindness, and because they do Rev. Stewart of Fitzgerald,
with their Doctors. Nurses etc..
when the Florida Supreme court prison terms for refusing to this question was pertinent to
nell. Miss Constance Purnell not forget a sick member of Ga.. was guest speaker at Oak
are happy that she is doing so
upset the contempt conviction cooperate with federal and state the matter under inquiry. The
and Mr. Lucius Purnell of Shilch who needs their prayers Grove Baptist church last Sunof the Rev. Edward T. Graham, investigating committee S. judges held that the question
Houston. Texas. Dr. Edna and their encouragement. May day.
leader in Miami. Among the others is Carl Bra- violated Graham's right to "as
Well, we have enjoyed the
Mrs. Cinderella Bass Is home
Mrs. Eva Jones. an old citi- an NAACP
Brooks. Miss Lee Audry Lilly. Gad bless and keep them.
Many. many presentations of
court upheld the den, white integration worker sociational privacy" guaranteed from the hospital.
meet and greet these.young
We are glad to know that zen of this city passed away However, the
To
Deindants in our city during
the Rev. Theo- from Louisville. Ky., whose under the federal Constitution. Frank Lester and Julius Locpeople gives one an uplift that our neighbor. Mrs. M. McAr- last week. Burial was in Ft. sentencing of
the Holidays. So much talent
dere R. Gibson, also of Miami case was argued before the The court declared, however, kett visited their cousin L. H.
is not soon frogtten. Then. with thur is on list of improved-ill Valley, Ga.
and beauty has been witnessed
to surrender U. S. Supreme Court on Nov. that the committee directive for Hamilton in Vienna last SunMrs. Josie Prylor continues for his refusal
young guests in our home, we neighbors.
that guests have expressmembership lists of the NAACP. 17. He faces a year in prison. Father Gibson to produce mem- day. Eddie Solomon and Mrs.
ed happiness over the "Debs"
Mrs. Mary Ford is a patient Father Gibson is president of The Florida committee sought bership records did not violate Pauline Dixon visited Mr. Solo.
who just a few years ago were
in Crip County hospital.
the Miami branch.'His case will to check NAACP membership his riehts or those of bona fide man's aunt. Mrs. Rena Locbabies.
kett last weekend.
Frank Robinson of Ft. Bel- be taken to the U. S. Supreme lists for names of alleged sub- members of the NAACP.
We are so glad to find Mr.
versives. Father Gibson declar- It said the rights of individual Silas Vance and' *Herman
voir, Va., is spending his leave court.
L. M. Johnson so much improvwith his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Both ministers were sentenced ed the committee was using rank-and - file members of Vance visited their brother
ed during the Christmas HoliFrank Robinson. sr.
to 6 months in jail and fined the hunt for "subversive" as a,NAACP were overbalanced by Howard Vance in Sarasota,
days. Cheerful, interested in
Funeral for Mrs. Susie Jones $1200 last August. They had de- pretext for destroying the the power of the state to locate Fla. during the holidays.
activipersons posing threats to its Se.
community
home and
was held at Shady Grove Bapt- fied a state investigating com- NAACP. He said that committee
ties: accepting his medicine.
ist church with Rev. J. M. mittee on the basis of the First charges of communist infiltra- curity. The court held that in- TEMPERATURE AVERAGES
In fact, we feel that his im- Aproximately 442/0 disabled pension law if tile income of a Tripp officiating. Burial was in Amendment, which protects tion were "potwash."
dividuals with subversive conWASHINGTON — Average
provement is largely due to the veterans and dependents of single individual exceeds 51.400, Southview cemetery.
freedom of speech. press, re- Graham. a Baptist leader, nections are not entitled to the temperature of the earth's nut'fact that he participates in some 214.741 deceased veterans or $2.700 if the recipient has Mrs. Addie Poole is a patient ligion, association and protest. even refused to tell the corn- same privacy as legitimate face is said to be about GO deimittee whether he was or is a!members of NAACP.
every form of Family WorshiP, in Illinois who received month-1 dependents.
grees.
SO CTrED
in the hospital.
and, he takes his medicine.• ly pension payments must re- Under the new law which went
also, he keeps as cheerful as port
their
annual income into effect last July 1. Naser
is possible for one who has promptly to avoid risk of hay' pointed out, pensions will ceate
been ill such a long time. His ing their payments stopped the if the income of a single indi.
dear wife and his niece do all Veterans Administration said vidual exceeds $1.500. or '3.0001
In their power to help him get here.
It the recipient has dependents !
•
well.
John B. Naser. manager of
th,7,,pension
amount
Although, we have been ill VA's Rectorial Office. Said all
if
recipi
c
t
ecr
ml3ilebea
it seems that we were not for, pension recipients are receiv, gotten by former pupils. church inc a tabulating card along with ent's annual income rises from
A.
pirricipals their Jan. 1 checks. It is on one of the lower income brac- SAN ANTONIO, Tex.. — Aca- finance, Atanta. and Carl
members, school
Earles, grand counselor, Los
etc. We feel better since so this tabulating card that the kets — $600 and 51.200 for a demic excellence and social
Angeles,
f, many of them sent Santa to us.1income report must he made single veteran or widow with action are expected to be among
returned to VA wit'ain 30 dependents, and $1.000 and the issues stressed by the H. Carl Moultrie. of WashingOne has to realize what it
$2,000 for a veteran or widow Omega Psi Phi fraternity at ton. D. C.: is the national execmeans to be remembered whenidays.
Ill. Especially when even one's Pensions cease under the old with dependents.
its Golden Anniversary conclave utive secretary.
at the Sheraton Park Hotel in
At a special symposium feaWashington in August, 1961.
turing Presidents Davis and
Dr. Lawrence A. Davis, Mays, Dr. Mays said, "Stupresident of Arkansas A and I dents cannot let up on academpursuing
College. Pine Bluff Ark.. and ic excellence while
social action programs.
Dr. Benjamin E. Mays, presi•
"There is no substitute for
dent of Morehouse College. At" he delanta. emphasized these issues academic excellence
In a special panel highlighting clared .
"College adrinistrators tothe San Antonio conclave.
differPrior to leaving San Antonio. day are dealing with a
than they
the Omegans renamed Dr. I. ent kind of sy.,!ent
knew in the pa,. Many of them
'Gregory Newton professor of
are
son:, and r' ighters of war
CaroNorth
science,
political
veterans.
;hes( •tudents believe
grand
Durham,
College,
lina
to the same MRS. ALEX QVAISON-SAC- leader among the women of
basileui. Also renamed to of- they are enti.
the Roosevelt school in New
-r Americans. KEY, wife of the Ghanaian Ghana as well 11, serving as
rights as
ficial posts were:
Rochelle, N. Y., where Dr.
their Ambassador to the ['sited charming hostess for her
that
eve
don't
L.
They
Barbara Mason, also a memCary D. Jacobs, first vice
In- Nations, was initiated into very outstanding husband,
makes
•
..m
inferiorcolor
ber of the sorority, is pringrand basileus. Indianapolis,
deed, presider . of today's col- Zeta Phi Beta Sorority by Dr. she Honorable Ales Qualson- cipal. From left to
right
ARDING Till; Golden aisnisersary. and re• Carl Moultrie. esecrtive sec- led.: James L. Felder, second
A
Wolfe,
Partridge
Sackey,
as
he
has
led
many
rethey
Deborah
vice grand basdeus, Clark Col- leges will be site If
are: Dr. Deborah Wolf, grand
F 1E ARLESS inte- naming Dr. I. Gregory Nes- retary; Dr. Benjamin Mays,
Quaisonof
Mrs.
tissileus.
Ghana's
student!
struggles
grand
in
‘ecticlured
haaileus; Dr. Thelma Adair,
minded family of tor, ikfti grand hasiless panelist: and John F. Potts, lege. Atlanta: Walter H. Rid. gard their
gration
Sackey has distinguished her- Int independence and recoil- Mrs. Male ilasalliomtlaellei.
Jaliacs tiabrielle 5210, plan. were highlights of the ()mega president. %oorheet Junior dick, grand keeper of records not as Negro students but as
and
worker
social
nation.
she
has
four
a
chit aid Miss Mary Ellett Thms•
an August, 1941 conclave Psi Phi fraternity's 15ao ses- college, chairman of the and seal. Norfolk. Va.: J. B. American at tents of dark self as
dm; three et whom attend as.—(ANP Photo)
Blaytoo, sr., grand keeper Of hue." 011iglOges. Dr. Davie.
is Washiagton to observe Its sion. Also vitiates are U. scholarship tom miaston.
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SEWAOUR-VV_IP0LEVENING FASHIONS IN ELEGANT FABRICS
he side back and side front.
Pattern No. 5667) is made of a
The entire skirt is lined with
lightweiebt taupe wool and
an interfacing fabric. The
matching satin. The dart
One of the words that pattern also cerries pieces fitted bodice has a scoop
skirt
slim,
a
three-gore
for
fashion writers use frequently
neck and short or three-quarter
is"understated." Iii describing which has • low pleat in the el
. The belled tunic is
back.
what a certain per•on wore,
interfaced and has folds at
they often say, "She looked
the side front and side back.
very chic in an understated
little black dress."
Depending upon the use of
'<he dress, it may be made in Fabric for the dress may be
printed silk, shantung, peau shantung, printed silk, faille,
This means that the dress di soie, brocade, synthetic lighrweifht wool or a synI was of a simple style, with mixtures, jersey or wool thetic mixture. The tunic may
be of the same fabric or of
good fabric and fine detail. It broadcloth.
satin, tafetts or ptau de soie.,
wag not , a dramatic showstopper, but one that spelled
out good taste. Most women The other dress with the
prefer an understated dress to detachable tunic (McCall's
a high style that will be
readily recognized every time
she wears it. And as effective •
as a fabulously designed dress
can be, something is lost when
she wears it again and again.
By: Evelyn Cunningham
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EATING
Sy

'All Around Towne
By Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan

GWENDOLYN JOHNSON
of the program committee of
GRACE WILLIAMS
TO STUDY OR NOT
the Cotillion Society.
STUDY
TO
In religious life she is a
Say, what's your vegetable
Students, when you entered member of the Pearly Gates
your
plan
I.Q.? When you
the sacred corridors of our Bathist church, Rev. W, C.
menus is your knowledge
school refreshed from a brief Jackson, pastor. Betty is also
limited to buttered peas, steamvacation, what were your ex- an active member of the junact thoughts? Were you think- ior choir there. After gradua•
ed cabbage, mashed potatoes, Greetings gang, how was your TER) Essle Boyd (HAM) OM%
ing of the parties you attended Hon from our school she plans
and lettuce and tomato salad? holiday season? Let's whirl aldine Parks (BERTRAND)
and the ones you missed or to further her education at
hack into the swing of things Bornestine Prewitt (MELROSE)
Or do you visualize cabbage in
did you think, "Well this year Western Reserve in the field of
new year 'el on Maxine Draper (BERTRAND)
sour cream, wilted lettuce, peas . . . With the
I'm going to turn over a new business administration as a
a Mary Townsend (DOUGLASS)
t
with creamed cauliflower, or parade, lets all turn over
leaf and buckle down because commerce Instructor. "May
with mushrooms? Green beans new leaf, huh! And we will Gwendolyn Johnson (MANABthe semester exams are Just success follow you always."
with tiny onions? Or vegetables search for the better haps and SAS) B. M. 0. C.) Morris Wedd
around the corner."
TOP PLATTERS
served with piquant butters? bring out to you the hest of (B. T. W. Leon Strother (LES.
If the latter was similar to I Idolize You—Billie Moore
TER) Larry Mitchell (11AM)
Variation of the old familiar
your thoughts, then you will be and Barbara Kimble, Last
Frank Reynolds (BERTRAND)
vegetables can do much to re- TEEN
. •GUIDE
to improve your Date—Ozburn Taylor and S. B.
lieve mealtime monotony.
Of all the things of the new Fred Carr (MANASSAS) Willie
irN FITeveothers (LeMoyne college), Closer To
workfn
fewt
And what about the less fa- year, the most vital of them Kimmons (DOUGLASS).
will merely continue to do be- You—Gwen Vaulx and Reuben
miliar vegetables? Your lam' to teenagers should be improve- "CUTTING CORNERS"
low average work. But to you Rhodes, Everytime—Inez Jam113' won't eat eggplant, parsnip, ment and progress in every Richard House, Carol Doxey,
who think only of extra-curri- es and Leonard Yates, Tall
Patterson;
Norma
08 squash? Have you expert. field as school, social life per- Tyrone
cular activities what are your Hope—Janes E. Hunt and Norminted with several recipes? sonality, religion and all other Taylor. Charles Bowers, Dorfuture plans and aspirations? man Malone.
food
new
a
othy
Jordan; Stella Smith, WilWhen introducing
Here are
important things
Certainly they will not include TALK OF THE TOWN
always be sure that they se- a few suggested teen resolu- liford Carter, Josephine Jones.
a college career.
James Ward asked a certain
dish.
That's"'the " beauty'of an
favorite
Mimpany a
tions, choose one or by all Nadine Taylor, Johnny RutWe aren't against student ac- senior girl to put a kind word understated dress. It comland, Eddie D. Ford; Frankle
Now let's take a few of the means keep them ...
tivities because "all work and for him to L. H. of F. B. (Well, plements the wearer, never
more familiar vegetables and
I will assume and dutifully Mathews, Jessie Williams, Cal.
no play certainly makes Jack James?) Billy E. Atkins' sud- dominates her. This is one of
vary them "for a change."
carry out responsibilities as- yin Herring; Fred Henderson,
a dull boy" but profit or take den charm toward M. G. (Fisk) the reasons for the eternal
Cabbage comes in assorted signed to me. My behavior at Mary Hunt, Tommy Dickerson:
heed from the advice of our when she was here recently. popularity of the basic black
Jackson,
Ciaudett
shapes sizes and color, just all times he that of a model Dempsy
former students and friends Could it be love, Billy? Willie dress. The latter can be wore
experimenting with the many teenager. I will heartily fulfill CHB, Lawrence Green; AVII
gave us in one of our assembly Brown and Jimmie Braden are Season after season, with
varieties is interesting but let's all the worthwhile goals in Hurd, Donald Cook, Allen
programs.
crazy about two of our junior much interplay of jewelry,
take a green or white cabbage school. Being prompt will he Shaw; Marie Gentry, Ralph
You, who were present knew girls. (I wonder what they scarves and belts. It manages
Cut in wedges and boil until vital to me at all times I will Faulkner, Rosetta McKinney.
the young man who graduated have to say about this?) Frank never to look like the same
just tinder. Serve with a sauce do unto others as I would have "WHAT'S NEXT?"
from our school last year as a l'ilcCree still thinks B. W. is ,dress.
made of 2 tablespoons of but- them do unto me ..
With the old year a thing of
"playboy" but what were his the only girl for him. (What
ter, 2 tablespoons minced onion,
results when he entered the are her views on this subject,
We hope that you will read the past and the new year on
1 cup of
flour,
of
tablespoon
1
parade, we take notice of the
Frank?)
college of his choice?
cream, 2 teaspoons and heed these helpful resolu- new things that
sour
Shown here are two beauti- .
happened, Res'id the Dean say because he
Who is the girl of Robert Wil- fully understated dresses. At
vinegar, .41 teaspoon sugar, salt tions...
olutions, new faces, and new
was one of Manassas' play- liam's dreams? Whether Milton
with "TEEN SPECIAL"
Garnish
and pepper.
first glance, they are both
oys last year he would not Brooks is on the lookout for
The limelight this week falls couples like Brenda Rioe and
paprika.
rather simple in line. And in
have to take Mathematics, Eng- available girls. (You know he's truth, they are both quite easy
on Mr. Vann Turner, a 17-year Charles Pete, Thomestine Jones
the
of
member
a
Cauliflower,
and Joe Finnic, Frank Wright
lish, etc? The answer was NO! playing it strictly cool this to make. But subtle detail and
cabbage family, is very good old senior at Lester high and
Ann Barnes, Freddie
Ile was expected to know the year!) Leon Walls is available rich textured fabric give them
school, who resides with him
add
way:
this
when
served
work but instead he was cutting and he's keeping a rather shall distinction. They can hold
mother, Mrs. J. B. Turner at Starks and JallICA Saunders,
creamy
a
to
almonds
sliced
Johnny Phillips and Cordelia
classes hall walking. etc. Now, we say "cool head" on the subtheir own in any setting.
onion sauce; pour over hot 3031 Johnson. He is in the 12.2
he is doubling up and studying ject of another girl friend!
to the past
with griit• division, of whom Mrs. E. K. Porter, referring
sprinkle
cauliflower,
0
0
114
J1
twice as hard to make a Pass- (What's up, Leon?)
homeroom in- lucre are a few things we would
the
is
Romby
the
under
place
cheese
and
ad
eqt't
ing grade this seinester.
They say you played the best
structor. Around Lester's cam• like to know like...
broiler for five minutes.
The mint green slipper satin
Then, there was another case beats whenever A. C. (Touga.
What was Larry Mitchell's
pus be is a member of such
a
for
looking
are
When you
Pattern No.
The princess sheath takes a
in which a young- man had loo) sings "Someday" especial- dress (McCall's
interest in the mysterious to
tunic
. for special hours. The main dish luncheon or supper organizations as National Hon5624) has a belled, four-gore
done well in his scholr — ic work ly for him.
green or Society and statistics man- at the Melrose last Platter
Don Williams "heavy crush" skirt. The fitted bodice has a Jewel-bright satin in • Jewel-cw fashion begins with B slim dress, salad, don't overlook
here at Manassas and he said
girls. bateau neck at the front and dress. The simple hoes of the Its long-line darts and zipper beans. This is a quick and easy: ager for the basketball team. Party...? Will Percy Ward
college life for him was quite on one of our junior
doffing by Talon giving it • marinate canned whole green He has maintained an A-aver- still he roaming or will he seteasy because he had studied (Shall I spill the beans?) And- laps in the back to form a deep bodice, the elegant shape of the well-fitted look. For smooth line
tle down to one situation as
dressing. age through school.
French
beans in
and knew the basic fundamen- erson Harden is still thinking V with button trims. Talon's skirt make the most of rick and • a professional looking
Eula Rivers,
After finishing school he plans B. T. ..
Arrange in lettuce cups and top
Hamilton! marvelous Magic Zip for dress fabric. surprise bodice back:,
tals of math, English, foreign of his dream-girl at
placket, always use a Talon
to further his education at Sandra Owens, Beverly Wats
They say you played the best plackets has • woven sewing wrap-around effect in a low "V" Magic Zip dress placket zipper. with hard cooked eggs.
languages. etc.
Closing with a button. Skirt is
homemaker MSU. When asked about girls, klins, Joyce Hill, Mae V.
average
The
This sa-ose student also made and you were one of the high ride line in the tape — so shaped by soft aide fold• and The three quarter sleeve dress
time. easy to follow for perfect
serves potatoes in some form he stated (I like girls but cer- White, Maerha Meeks. and
short,
a
dons
scooped
bodice
with
studying easy for himself De- point men for the first
Earneetine Prewitt still be livyou application. The dress may be deep center front inverted plow belled tie-on tunic for "dress-up." almost daily. Nutritionists say tain kinds).
cause he and his friends met Was it because if her or
and is interfaced for body. This
ing in the past? ...
sleeveless or have three- version or the slim, sleeveless And ell this fashion is "Easy to this is good because penny for "IT'S BEEN SAID THAT"
and held "study sessions." Of just love basketball?)
more
have
Sew?" McCall's Pattern 05887. penny potatoes
Joyce Berry admired Bishop "OF SONGS"
quarter length set-in sleeves. one
the two people mentioned in QUIZZICAL QUESTIONS?
with
McCall's Pattern
girl of The skirt has an inverted pleat
and Misses' 10-11. energy giving value than any Trotter... Billy Doss doesnt 'go Closer to You for Clara
the examples who will be most Who is the young
#5124. Misses' 10-111. 115e. Junior 1143
and
654.
other vegetable. When Au eat with Bonny Kind...Claudia Ne- Smith and J. C. McGraw ...
in the front and soft folds at
successful at school? It goes James Cox's brush
you
potatoes daily, you can get as vets and Homer Fouche are in Walk Slow, Don't Run, for Wilithout saying that the young dreams? (Surely James
girl"—give us
now... Beverly lie Keery and Ben Starks ...
much as one-fourth of your the swing
an in the latter example will have • "dream
her name!) When will Luvenia
won't get a chance to see her, vitamin C quota, besides some Johnson is Charles Logan's Fools Rtigh in for Patsy Neal
be the successful one.
two
and
her
on
Iron,
back
of the B-vitamins,
one and only girl... Vann and Henry Harris. Everything
Gee Whiz!
After which one of these stu- McIntyre go
boyfried?
other important nutriment.
TOP 5
Turner admired Anna Blake- for Georele E. Thomas and
dents will you pattern your- week limit for each
adding
are
you
me
1-5 Roy Hopkins, Henry Hunt- The hest way to cook pota- more... David Neely has his Jasper Williams... Happy Days
self? Will it be the playbay Don't tell
three'
it
make
to
week
of a another
role
er, Yumie Kirk, Booker T. toes is in the jacket, either eyes focused around Melrose for Annie Dortch and Gel
the
role or
care
Jones, jr., and E. J. Washing- baked or boiled. The next time campus...
young man level - headed Does Verdia Foster still
Jones...
or
boy
junior
certain
ton,
you bake potatoes try this litwith an outlook or goal in life for that
Melvin Barnett Is a member Thanks to You for Frances
(Well,
phase?
passing
and will not slow down until his was it a
1-5 Delores Joyner, Beverly tle trick — it's different. of the Lonely Hearts Club... Mitchell and Johnny McNeil...
ambition is accomplished? To, Verdia?)
Buntyn, Janice Prudent, Norris Sprinkle instant minced onion Tommy Baker is purchasing a Angel Baby for Sarah Jacksoa
big
that
to
happened
What
and a little nutmeg in the hot coat for Mary E. Hobson ...
Truman and Vivian Barnes.
study or not to study in this
Gonzo
Larry Blana Vernon Walker is still chasing and Henry Mitchell
inserting
Don't start off the year on the potatoes before
day and time this certainly is romance between
Reams?
for Curlene Hamilton and James
Vivian
and
chard
wrong foot; Remember you only generous pat of butter.
the question.
Brown
A.
Lee
Brown...
Marion
Manna... Shop Around for
(They say that this has come
have two.
SPOTLIGHT
A piquant sauce is a good is jealous of A. J. Albright... Gloria Haley and Travis Wella
shame, what
This week's spotlight falls, on and gone—what a
vegetables.
most
of
change
member
to
way
a
is
Logan
Eunice
Alfred Smith
Jr.
a well-deserving young lady a shame!) Does
To make it simply add to melt- a way-out trio... Some talk
G., one of our
"BETTER KNOWN AS"
mustard.
known for her lady-like charm still care for B.
prepared
butter
ed
TayBoddie
about
on
is going
After the holidays, Washing(Alfred refers SCHOOL BEAUTIFUL CLUB
and personality. She is Betty freshman girls?
chopped parsley, chopped green lor and Edward Sheffa... Mar- Larry Mitchell (Butch), Or"only one.") Before the Christmas holidays tonians returned and found that
lando Harris (Que). Thelma
juice
-ion
Reeves. "Miss Senior" for the to her as the
chives,
l
or
onions
still
Wigwam
was
there.
gie Biakemore found someone
Johnny MeGlo- many Washingtonians were the
year 19130-61. A coveted title for Who's the girl
or vinegar, horse radish, garlic who cares...Norma Taylor and Glass (Penny), Nancy Echols
The first day found many
class
senior
old
dear
our
wan,
posJackson
(Popsiele;, Robert
the attractive senior girl
stunned by the beautiful way rushing to class with big smiles
or chili sauce.
Robert Taylor are inseparatrying to hide?
(Trim), Robert Taylor (Blonde),
were decorat- on their faces. Were there many
sessing good academic work, president is
These are just a few suggee- ble . . .
what's her each of the rooms
name,
her
What's
etc.
standards,
gagxCellent moral
ed. The School Beautiful Club changes over the Christmas holEdward Sheffa (Baby Huey),
lions for adding interest to your
Marion Robermon has her eyes
Ray),
started its project of being sure idays, let's take a look see.
RIPRetty is a member of the 12-3 name?)
meals, you'll find many more on a basketball star... Fore- James Boyd (Baby
COUPLES
CUTE
E.
Mrs.
was beautifully dechome room of which
in our booklet "Dairy Cook etine Ivory has eyes only for George Milan (Lanky).
Jettie each room
The entire student body and
and
Jones
E.
Mary
reBetty
orated leading up to the Christ- faculty were saddened to know
Amos is instructor.
Book." For your free copy Jessie . . Nettie Jordan has James Boswell (Ju-Man),
Harrison and
sides with her parents, Mr. and Johnson, Shirley
Memphis
Charles Logan (Yogi), Barbara
the
Bass mas holidays, many years ago that Tyrone Smith was in an PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — write or call
Verna
Reams,
theonly key to Robert Simms'
Elwood
Uni1168
of
Mrs. Willie Reeves
accident, barely escaping death. About 30 convicts, armed with Dairy Council. 135 North Pau- heart...Henry Pettis has be- Morris (Babe), Bishop Trotter
Marshall, Robert developing it into a tradition.
James
and
versity.
(Cool Dad), Melvin Barnett
Each year the School Beauti-: Washingtonians were very hap- cleavers, saws and homemade line. JA. 6-7303.
Florida Hunt, Autie
come affiliated with C.. Ti. .. .
In social life Betty is a mem- Sutton and
Harrison, ful club sponsors a competition py to know that Tyrone is swift- knives, overpowered several "A Guide To Good Eating" Willie McNeil has his eyes on (Sea Biscuit), Johnny McNeil
Elmer
and
MeCoin
secreclub.
ber of the Library
guards and captured the nerve is a service provided for the
Brinson
Lenora
Neveis and Charles of rooms. This past Christmas ly recovering.
Man- (Peter),
tary of the Y-Teens, treasurer Claudia
state pen- readers of the Tri-State Defen- the campuses of Under,
(Pookie), Bryant Phillips (JerMatthews the club got a new board of Yamie Kerk got a pair of roll- center of eastern
Frankie
(Mel.),
Ham,
Doug,
W.
Epps
chairman
T.
B.
algae,
and
of the Ladyships
were der through the cooperation of
judges to pick the best decorat- er skates for Christmas ... Oth- itentiary Sunday. They
ry).
and Jessie Evans.
and Bertrand...
V. LANE —GAL. —NINE
ed rooms. We are proud to have er persons receiving gifts were: subdued two and one half hours the Memphis Dairy Council,
"NOTE"
a
received
Nelson
Benetta
these personalities as judges: Jimmie Yarbrough. a basket. later by a phalanx of state Mrs. Williams is a teacher of
The Joh Stuart Fan Club is
gas Home Economics 'at Manassas present from Leroy and has
hurlim
tear
Mr. Ted Rust, head of Mem- ball with a pair of knee pads .. troopers
urging all boys and girls who
the
in
around
it
flashing
been
phis Art Academy; Mrs. Addle Roy Hopkins got a suit out of bombs.
high school.
are interested in becoming a
face of Y. K. W., hut she had
Owens, an official of the YWCA; the cleaners ... Janice Prudent Two of at least four guards
member of this fabulous club
someone
who's
the LONDON — (UPI) — Mil- better show It to
Miss Louise Weeds, an official got a hitbat
. Bobbie Collins seized were stabbed by
Wanda Regain
to contact
of the Bethlehem Center. These got a new NDCC hat ... Walter convicts in their desperate bid lionalre Paul Getty, five times Interested like Mary Ann Weav- (BR. 51042) or Betty Senders
very fine judges came up with Perrino didn't get anything this for freedom from
huge married and five times divorced, er (Lester) to her I say "you (JA,
the
7.7720.
these results: 1-5, Mrs. B. G. time . . . E. J. Washington got prison in downtown Philadel- was quoted by a London news- got the ball now run with it
The Sel-Che-111-Phy- Science
Williams; 10-II, Mr. King; 12-10 a snow suit .
was
wounded paper as saying, "Let's put it and don't let your big feet trip
Jenettc Bates phia. Neither
club of Melrose high school is
11-11, Mrs. Pippin; 10-I0, Mrs. got two records .. . Milo Wells seriously.
this way. If I were a pilot and you."
presenting the Fisk university
By
Walton; 10-e. Mrs. T. Harris.
crash "TOP TEENS"
Skull . . . Charles King got a The guards were forced to made five consecutive
modern &nee group dancers
Those deserving Honorable pair of shoe laces. Ruby Wash- remove thele
Bonnie Little
and landings I'd probably give up P. G. O. C. Norrie Truman In Melrose gymnasium Jan. 21.
uniforms
Johnson, ington got a ping-pong set . . . some of the prisoners donned flying."
(LESC.
Young
Mrs.
Mabel
W.)
war:
Mention
T.
(B.
and
We are asking everyone to
101: Mrs. Woods, 11-13; Mrs. Spencer Wiggins got a
new pair them as part of the breakout
come on nut and support the
Helen King
Pope, 11-14; 12-13, Mrs. Wil- of white shoes. .
police
state
and
city
,But
plan.
Willie Ward
Science club In their yestly
liamson and 9-7 Mrs. Barber.
track of time and missed cordoned off the pris,n before
prolect
each other, We tip our hats to Miss Rosa lost
toward
feeling
their
-escape.
could
any
LIMELIGHT
Christmas, poor fellow.
we're going to
Although
maturity.
of the
supercieor
their
Robinson,
AIM
and
limecool
Stepping into the
NOTICE ! t I
One of the prisoners flung a
close now, thin is just the beclub for adding
Beautiful
School
APPRECIATION
TomMiss
Carla Thomas will appear on cleaver at the troopers as they
light this weeak is
ginning. an chock with us In
student body of more beauty to beauty by pre- Dick Clark's
tear gas
mye Kaye Hayes. Tommye, the The entire
Television show on moved in wearing
about seven days when we
to senting this project during the the 27th of this
like
would
Bertrand
Father
'month end we masks.
daughter of Mr.
of 1960.
bring to you our Teen Hid.
thank the faculty and the Ath- dearture
and Mrs. ThomTHE CAMP
line Special and who knows yrni
swinging
the
for
Committee
letic
as Hayes. is a
might make the headline. so
dance that was given on Dec
senior at Father
Carole Yates, Don
LOOKOUT .
dressed:
all.
by
enjoyed
was
It
M.
Bertrand High
Warren; Cool disposition: TornTOP COEDS
where
school,
Boone;
Cords
Mary A. Bland, Jana Davis, mye K. Hayes, Cecil
"M s s Father
,aik
CI)
end Ports
Jackie Brodnax, Cherly Walton, Cutest and handsomest:
Bertrand of
=
Robin
Vernon
Penrson,
dean
Draper,
Maxine
June Rainey,
1960." She I I
Lynn Howell, Carole Brandon, son, respectively.
a member of the
Patricia Hillard, Anita Ware. W11014' WHO (JUNIOR8)
Valuing, Sego, Hes•
Fat her Bertrand
Bowl. Boaters
Most Popular: Dorothy Burns,
TOP GUYS
end port.
HATER
and Parts
3lee club and alDressed:
Best
Williams;
Art
Melvin
Little,
so treasurer of her home room. Fred Coffey,
William
Wahington,
Charlene
Lyncha JohnFree
Serving
After graduating from Father Vernon Robinson.
Harrill Norman Brodnax; Coal Disposition Poking
Bertrand ehe plans to further son, Edward
You
Edward
Abernathy,
Margaret
Duane Milan. Kenher education at Flak unlvereity Reynolds,
Open
'32
Barrie; Cutest and Handeomeet:
Since
Reynolds,
Frank
Hayes,
neth
Foreign
in
where she will major
Nites
late feed bleak,dim oreeh
Charles Teresa Thompson, Alton MosHamilton,
ges. Her hobbies include William
La
tee use by Mengh Ihrob•opoilui
ley, respectively.
Union Ave., JA 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507 huh ef medium hos seep et aisle
760
dancing and entertaining When Whitley
Sophomores and Freshmen,
(SENIORS)
gent owls owl piles It hi. aweI hi
asked her opinion of going WHO'S WHO
Radii, end TV Tube, Checked Free
Most Popular: Carolyn Wit- look for your Who's Who next
ih• Nate manner.
steady, she said that it depends
Hest week.
Weed;
Malcomn
lams,
on the persons involved and
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Tennessee Holds No. 1Spot
Retains Small
College Lead
For 4th Week

Russell Invests
In Africa Rubber
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — whether he'll move his whole
Big Bill Russell, sporting a family over there to live ...fter
his playing days are over.
goatee and looking more and
"But I'll spend more and more
more like a king-sized SJtan, time there," he says. "I tot ,
plans to stick around "quite a my wife with me on one tr,
few years more" in the pro- and she loves it there. The
climate is wonderful."
fessional basketball wars.
So what's new with basket- HOW ABOUT IT, FIDEL? —
In the meantime, even as you ball?
Chicago White Sox outfielder
and I, he is looking ahead to "We are having tough going) Minnie Minoso (right) shown
the day when he'll retire.
now without Bill Sharman to with Fidel Castro and other
There, however, the similarity help us. But we are in front. Cuban baseball players who
between you and I and Bill Rus- I'm not scoring as well as I make their living in the Unitsell and our retirement plans.
should because of a hand In- ed States during the summer
end.
jury."
Russell, who stands six feet.
How did that happen?
91
/
2 inches while playing center
"I committed the unpardonfor the world champion Boston
able in professional basketball
Celtics, has invested in a rubI got my hand caught between
ber plantation in Liberia —
the ball and the basket -vhen
which, in case you don't know, Wilt Chamberlain was 'stuffHOUSTON — Seventeen
is in Africa.
ing' the ball. If's like getting
freshmen were among the
" My partner and I are grow- hit by a 16-pound shot."
ing rubber trees on this plangroup of 33 lettermen announctation," says Russell. "We aled this week by Coach Alexready have some slight producander Durley of the Texas
tion. Liberia is a country with a
Southern university Tigers. The
wonderful future."
PARIS — (UPI) — World remaining 16 lettermen are 8
acting like a bird. Dukes was
Big Bill, a graduate of the
awarded a foul shot which he University of San Francisco, featherweight boxing cham- sophomores, 5 juniors and 3
made but the Knicks topped where he won All-America
pion Davey Moore accepted seniors, giving the 1961 Tigers
the Pistons, 104-102. (UPI fame, is no dummy. He studied
a "tentative" contract to the largest contingent of reTelephoto)
up on the country before he inlightweight turning lettermen since 1955.
vested in the plantation. it. re- fI ght Spanish
Returning lettermen are by
fuses to tell how many acres champion Fred Galiana iin class: Freshmen—Robert Batts,
are on his "lot," but says it is a non-title bout in Spain John Shaw, Odis Dolphus,
a "medium sized" plantation. early in February.
James Taylor, Robert Hasson
Close friends claim he has about
Moore is fighting Gracieux and B. W. Checks — backs;
2,000 acres.
Clyde Mitchell and Johnny Rob"I've made three trips over Lanmperti, French European inson—ends; Herman Compton,
there to look at the lay-out," Featherweight champion in a Arthur Jaques, J. C. Scobey
says Russell. "The economy of 10-round non-title bout at the and Sam Smith—Tackles; RayLiberia is growing by leaps and Palais Des Sports here.
mond Ezebb, Johnny Pryor and
Manager Willie Ketchum,
bounds. Just a few years ago
Evander Cade — guards; and
the total income was around for Moore, and Galiana's Carl Woodard--center.
$30 million now it is past the manager Manolo Garcia signSophomores—Stephen WoodBy Associated Negro Press
$200 million mark. One of the ed the tentative contract for ard, Homer Jones and Charles
Willie O'Ree, the first Negro big U.S. steel companies s in- a fight to take place either Green—backs; Elmo Birdow an
to play in the National Hockey vested a lot of money in a steel in Madrid or Barcelona be- Ben Randle — ends; Winston
where some of the tween Feb. 1 and 10.
Hill—tackle; and Andrew Rice
League, made his chicago plant there,
The fight will be over 10
richest ore in thae world is
Whitmore —
debut with the Boston Bruins
a n d Clarence
rounds at a weight to be de- guards.
against the
Chicago
Black available."
Looking ahead, Bill isn't sure cided later.
Juniors—Ronald O'Neil, Bose
Hawks before 0,861 fans in the
Durley, and Clarence Caldwell
stadium Wednesday night (Dec.
—backs; Lacy Garcia—tackle;
28).
Joe Wade—guard a n d Oliver
A native of Fredericton, New
Lewis—center.
Brunswick, Cana d a, O'Ree
Seniors—Booker George and
struggled with his teammates
Otis Jackson — tackles a n d
Lloyd Choice—end.
Jointly with the announcement of lettermen it was announced that spring training
will begin for the Tigers February 6, weather permitting.

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Tennessee A&I, with a 10-1 record,
retained first place in the United Press International small
college basketball ratings for
the fourth straight week, with
Hofstra and Mississippi Southern in the next two spots.
For the third week in a row,
the same teams made up the
top 10 with a few changes in
positions. The first teams were
the same as last week's Prairie I
View A&M, Wittenberg (Ohio)
and Grambling (La.) occupying
the 4th through 6th rankings.
Evansville moved up one
notch to the No. 7 rating, exchanging places with Southwest
Texas, and Los Angeles State
advanced one place to No. 9,
swapping last week's position
with Kentucky Wesleyan.
(The coaches based their ratings on games played through
Saturday night, Dec. 31.)
Tennessee A&I, which woe 10 1 UNFAIR — New York Knickstraight games after losing its: erbocker Dave Budd is shown
season-opener, was the first- landing on Walter Dukes'
place choice of 21 of the 35. back after the Detroit Piston
small college coaches who voted center had faked Budd into
this week.
Ilofstra, Mississippi Southern
and Prairie View A&M, all with
9-0 records through Dec. 31,
each received 4 first-place votes. Kentucky Wesleyan, rated
10th. and Jackson (Miss.) ea, h
CLEVELAND, Ohio, — (UPI
was the No. 1 pick of one coach — The Cleveland Indians anEvansville, last season's small nounced the signing of first
college champion, continued to baseman Vic Power and secbe ranked among the top 10 ond basman John Temple, who
despite a 3-7 record. Six of are the first tribesmen to
Evansville's defeats have come agree to terms for 1961.
at the hands of major college
Power, a member of the Wigteams.
wam since June, 1958, played
Los Angeles State. ranked 9th
in 147 games last season, more
with a 6-5 record, also has playthan any other Indian, and had
ed 7 major college opponents,
one of his finer seasons in the
losing to 4 and beating 3 (Semajors.
attle, Colorado State and BowlHe led all American league
ing Green).
Evansville defeated Los An- first sackers in assists with
geles State, 121-115. last week. 145 and double plays with 145.
Tennessee A.51 which won the
In addition, he tied a club
small college championship two i fielding record for first baseyears ago and was runnerup to men with a .996 mark as he
Evansville last season, 'lad 314' made only five errors. This
out of a possible 350 points this record was set by the late
week for a 42-point margin over t John "Stuffy" McGinnis in 1922.
Hofstra. Mississippi Southern
Power had a .288 batting
was 45 points behind Hofstra.
mark and hit 10 homers and
Mississippi Southern had a 24- had 84 runs batted in — the
game winning streak and Hof- latter being a new season high
stra a 22-game string, both car- for him.
ried over from last season.
Power is currently playing
American University headed
and managing for Caguas in
the second 10 grotip, followed the Puerto Rican league where
in order by Southern Illinois.
he led his club to the first half
South Dakota State, Southwest
title with a lusty .367 batting
Universit,,
Maine,
Louisiana,
mark.
California at Santa Barbara,
Westminster (Pa..), West Vir-,
Dakota State, 31; Southwest
ginia Tech and Arkansas State.!
WILLIE O'REE
Louisiana, 28; Maine, 24; Univ.
There was a two-team tie for
cf California a t Santa Barbara, in a vain attempt to strave off
20th place between Buffalo and
22; 17. Westminster (Pa.), 21; a 4 to 3 defeat for the Bruins
Maryland State.
the hands of the Hawks.
Pts. West Virginia Tech., 19; Ark- at
TEAM
As the first tan player to
314 ansas State, 12; (tie), Buffalo
Tennessee(21) (10-1)
show his wares here, OR e
272 and Maryland State, 11 each.
Hofstra (4) (9-0)
commanded considerably more
227, Others (5 or more points) —
Mississippi (4) (9-0)
attention than the better lunwn
170 Jackson (Miss.) (1) and Pacific
Prairie View (4) (9-0)
players among the lawks and
137.Lutheran. 10 each; Trinity
Wittenberg (6-3)
the Bruins although he was on
108 (Tex.) and Gustavus-Adolphus,
Grambling (13-2)
the ice only four times. He ap104,9 each; Iowa State Teachers,
Evansville (3-7
peared first as a left winger
93 Williams and Southwest MisSouthwest Texas (9-2)
and once as a right winger.
G5 souri. 8 each; Weaton, 7; NorthLos Angeles (6-5)
He skated well but touched
Kentucky Wesleyan (1) (6-3) 56 ern Michigan, 6; Northwest Mis• the puck only twi- once in atAusF.
S.
and
Augsburg
souri,
American university, 4 0;
tempting a shot at the Hawks'
Southern Illinois, 34; South tin. 5 each.
goal. The attempt was wide.
In fact, up to last Wednesday
night, O'Ree was still scoreless
in eight appearances with the
Bruins this season. But the
Bruins weren't worried about
that. They know Willie can
score, as shown by his record
in the minor hockey league.
Summoned up to the parent
club by the last place BruMs,
O'Ree had 15 goals and 10 assists with Ottawa, earlier this
season. He opened the current
season with Hull-Ottawa of the
Eastern Pro league.
Since joining the Bruins, he
has been v 3 as a "spot" player, filling in at the wing r
lions. Playing the wings requi• 2 plenty of speed a n d
maneuverability.
This is not O'Ree's first test
with the Bruins. He played a
couple of games with the Bostonians three seasons ago.

Power Signs
Indian Pact

BALANCING ACT — Ted
Luckenbill of Houston University holds the ball high as he
grabs off rebound after Cincinnati
University's
Paul
Hogue had missed in his el.

fort to capture ball. The Bearcats had to go into an overtime before they could win
over Houston, 74-71. (UPI
Telephoto)

CLi

received official assurances
that they will have `no trouble'
joining their American clubs.
The announcement was made
by a ranking official in the
Cuban Foreign Ministry as approximately 60 Cuban players,

Davey Moore Signs
Tentative Contract

AIR FORCE STAR: Lt. Robert L. Dabney, a 1959 Tuske.
gee graduate, has been named to the 1960 All-Air Force
football team. A prize lineman while attending Tuske.
gee, Lt. Dabney is a unit
supply officer for the 2500th
Support Squadron, Mitchell
Air Force Base, New York.
He was an All-City tackle at
Henry McNeil Turner high
school in Atlanta, Ga., and
was voted outstanding lineman at Mitchell Air Force
Base in 1959.

Rickey Set
For Return

I

•

Fight Va.
Prep Sports
Race Ban

TSU Awards
33 Letters

Negro Hockey
Star Debuts
In Chicago

including Minos°, were sweating out getting visas to the
U.S. in the aftermath of the
rupture of diplomatic relations between the two come.
tries. (UPI Telephoto)

15c Per
5 wo
2 lines
S lines
4 lines
5 lines
51
/
2 PT.)

FAIRFAX, Va., — (UPI) —
Opposition to a Fairfax County
:school board policy bnaning
' integrated interscholastic athletic events mounted among
students in this Washington
suburb.
High school students circulated petitions calling for withdrawal of the school board order adopted last Nov. 15. The \IF
petitions were circulated by
the Junior Council on Human
Relations which said it had
picked up the signatures of several hundred students.
' The council said the strong.
est support of the petitions
came form Groveton and
Madison High Schools where
three Negres are attending
classes with whites.
The school board order bans
Negroes from participating in
interscholastic athletics with
white students.
The petition contends the
board's move violates constitutional rights by barring any
student from playing on a
school team solely because of
color.
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Great N

Fullmer Insisted
Or Sugar Ray Bout
Over Jenson's Nix

NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Branch Rickey, founder of the
farm system and sponsor of WEST JORDAN Utah—(UPI)
the Negro in organized baseball, —Manager Mary Jenson said he
will come out of retirement at consented to a fourth title bout
the age of 78 to assume the between
NBA
middleweight
presidency of the New York champion Gene Fullmer and Ray
club in the National league, it Robinson "because Gene insistwas learned by United Press ed on it."
International.
"I didn't want the fight and
The announcement of Rick- put the terms
up so high in
ey's
appointment is expected to hopes the promoters
"In keeping with the desire to
wouldn't
be
made
by
the
New York club, meet them," Jenson said.
develop a strong Junior High
"They
which
doesn't
begin
play
until
Athletic program, we, here at
did and Gene insisted on the
1962.
Jones, have organized a Junior
fight," he said.
The appointment will add
High basketball team again this
"I guess I can't argue. It's
season," says coach Herbert prestige to the New York club
like the time Gne wanted to go
and
comes
in
the
form
of
school
High
Jones
Ilamilton of
deer hunting. I wanted him to
gratitude to the "old Mahatin North Little Rock. Ark.
stay home and take care of his
"Since our educational pro- ma" for his efforts in bringleg injury, but he went anyway."
gram offers the students many ing the National league back
opportunities for the develop- to New York after an absence Jenson said Fullmer wanted
the bout "because Gene aPORT.
ment of all their capacities, we of four years.
Rickey, who served as gen- ently feels he lost some prestig
realize that some cannot be
developed from books alone. eral manager of the St. Louis in the December bout in Los
For this reason we play basket- Cardinals, where he founded Angeles against Robinson. He
the farm system, the Brook- wants to regain the prestige."
ball."
Basketball is not played mere- lyn Dodgers, where he intro- The West Jordan fight managly for physical development; it duced the Negro to baseball. er added "Gene will fig* his
THE WINNERS •— Clarence up trophy to Herb Gray, (cell- is also played for the co-ordina- and the Pittsburgh Pirates, wag way instead of following my
tournaColter) captain for the A&T
"Big House" Gaines,
tion of the whole man, perfect- named president of the Conti- plans." Fullmer claimed he
ment director for the Win- lege Aggies and the cham- ing the body and refining the nental league in 1959 when that fought the way Jenson wanted
Charles
ston-Salem Holiday Festival pionship trophy to
circuit sought to become the him to in his last appearance
mind.
Basketball Tournament and Riley of Winston-Salem. The
"We teach our boys to put third major league.
with Robinson.
Aggies
for
the
maximum
efforts
at
Rams defeated the
forth their
head basketball coach
Colovertime
Teachers
thrilling
and
yet
we
caution
100-91, in a
all times,
Winston-Salem
them that victory at any cost
lege Rams, presents runner- finals match.
is not victory, but defeat. We
stress that victory is a means
to an end, and not the end
itself."
Even though the Junior High
basketball team has not met
competition this season, "we expect great performances from
John Gardner, 9-3; Freddie Gilmore, 9-2: Walter Hill, 9-2: Eugene Battle, 9-4; and Larry
Ross, 9-1.
By COLLIE NICHOLSON
Tigers needed as they have "We have many boys who are
GRAMBLING, La. — (Spe- stormed back to shake the in the embryonic stages of decial) —You can take coach image of those defeats.
veloping into skilled basketball
Grambling opened its SWAC players. We expect that by midFred llobdy's word for it, his
Grambling Tigers are looking campaign night with a 79178, season Billy Lockhart, 8-1;
ahead to better things.
victory over arch-rival South- Lloyd Farris, 8-1; Tommy Car
Grambling, Southwestern Con- ern University and gained ter,, 7-6. and Reginald Jackson,
ference champions in '59 and additional public recognition 7-1, will become outstanding
JONES IN COAST MEET
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — '60, back-paddled frantically with a sparkling, 109-105 de- performers."
East Michigan's Hayes Jones and suffered two straight de- feat of Jackson State.
joined a strong field of hurd- feats in the excitement before Earlier Jackson State earned WEST POINT, N. Y. — (UPI)
lers for the second annual Los Hobdy was able to halt the re- commendation by beating Ten- —"Mr. Jackson," who served
nessee Stab., currently rated as the Army football team's ofAngeles
invitational
indoor trogression.
The coach got only Pinked the nation's best small-college ficial mascot for 100 games betrack meet at the Sports Arena
mileage in losing close de. squad by the Associated Press tween 1936 and 1949, will be
Saturday night, Jan. 21.
Jones, the co-holder of the eislons to Dillard University, and United l'ress International. buried on the academy grounds.
60-yard hurdies record, will 79-711, and Savannah State,
The defeat of Southern mark- The 35 year old mule — his age
race Olympic silver medalist 86-84.
ed the eighth straight time was equivalent to about 100 for
A studious mentor, with a (;rambling has knocked
Willie May, Rex Cawley of
the a human being — died of old
Southern California and decath- career record of 120 victories Jaguars aside.
age.
lon ace C. K. Yang of UCLA in 141 games, liobdy admits In both games the Tigers die
that
he
felt like a man caught played the kind of finesse under
and Nationalist China.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
Jones won a bronze medal on a long trestle by an unsche- pressure that has earned it a New York Yankee's anmial Old
duled
at Rome.
freight train.
solid reputation for offensive Timers' Day will be held SaturHe summed up the situation effectiveness.
day afternoon, July 29, when
in
this
manner:
"We
SINGLE VOTE _
read our
Gra m bl n
Alcorn the Baltimore Orioles will visit NO OPPOSITION — Philadel ruse National hand that milk..
gored
WASHINGTON — When John newspaper clippings and got A & M 11618, and 111-102 ,and the stadium. Additional details phia Warriors Wilt Chamber- es a vain attempt to stop ConQuincy Adams ran for president caught looking the other way." clobbered
Vocational of the Yankees' Old Timers Day lain and Ed Conlin (7) are all lin's scoring effort during
Miss.
for the first time in 1820 he reApparently this rough ap- C,olleje, 99-63, in non-confer- celebration, will be announced, by themselves under the War- NBA contest in Philadelphia.
C.,.
ceived only one electoral vote. prenticeship was just that the enee.'action
rior Assist evePnt for
during the next few months
ccl't Tolenhoto
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Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town!!
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks
CLASSIFIED DEADLINES
Want Ad
RATES

12 NO041 Monday

36 PT.

)rts
1

Telephone IA 5.3173
144 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

PAUL'S—FASHION
SHOP

Um address — whether name
and street or telephone, 01

Featuring

Nationally

Adver-

Brands of Shoes
For The Family
153 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

tised

The Tri-State Defender boa
number — will be charged for
as part of the advertisement

SAMI
RATS

Al
I In..

The Trt-State

taw

forward

Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 mem Saturday Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

(UPI) —
Ix County
bnaning
stic athi among
ashington

LOAN OFFICE

Fri-State Defender box num
beta — the words comprising

SANS RATS AS
S Hess ordinary

vertIsers

Defender

will

to out of town

ad

mail received

ad

Cleaning, Pressing,
Alterations
Expert Shoe Repairing
Phone JA 7-8471
363 Beale Aye.
Memphis, Tenn.

Compliments of Cohen's

(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change In rate without
notice.

SAM1 RATS as 4
Ilion ordinary PfItia

24 PT.

I.

ELMOR SALES STORE
Latest Styles
MEN'S WEAR AT LOW
PRICES
Telephone JA 6-6914
146 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.

H. CHASE FIXTURE CO.
Equipment Installed & Fixed
256 Vance Ave. IA 6-1833

WAYNE'S

E. strong.
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on and
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Used

SHOE
STORE

Furniture--Rought
& Sold

269 Vance Ave.
LATEST STYLES

JA 5-7935

All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
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236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311

Night is Day Classes

COLETTA TAILORS
TUXEDO RENTALS

160 Beale Street
Memphis, Tenn.

Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
JA 6-4164
lJadea Ave.

Telephone JA 5-9395
129 Seel. Are.
Memphis, Tenn.

MAIDS URGENTLY
NEEDED
To $60 cash weekly, N.Y. BLUE LIGHT STUDIOS
jobs. We send your carIDENTIFICATION WORK
fare immediatCy. Give
QUICK SEVICE —
references in letter — be 130 Beale
Ave.
JA 5-9527
prepared to leave right
away.
Write
HAV-AMAID Agency, 4 Bond St., Expert Sewing Machine
Great Neck, N. Y.
Repair

USE OUR
• WANT ADS
FOR QUICK
RESULTS!

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

Tri-State
Defender

+

Men—Women & Children
Douglass & Johnny Welker
Styles

Pickup end Deliver
Phone SR 5-6972

fit

ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE

1 MIKE & ZOLLIE STORE

CHARMEL'S
Beauty Salon
324 Hernando

I Operators Needed—
Cork dois•
°ointment

with or without soJA 7-3056

EPSTEIN'S LOAN
OFFICE
JA 6-1450

TA. New RUMTOREX And Enioy Lite.
A dietary preparation RUMTOREX takes
no where nature leaves oft A PHYSICIANS FORMULA, Only $5 00 is, a 2week supply Money-back if not satisfied OW 3 hooka, Seed COD Check
Or Money Order NOW.

THE RUMTOREX CO.

NEED CASH?

• Accounting
• Secretarial
• Office Machine
• Refresher Course
• Modern Equipment

Day & Evening
Classes

GRIGGS

AT WEST MEMPHIS. ARE.

MO experience necessary ararronar
school edunation uxually sufficient.
Permanent lobs, no layoffa, ehort
sours Sign nay. sdvanoementa, Send
nama address, phone number and
time nom*. Tri-State Defend. 11. 0
Box HI.

CAN YOU USE

GROUND FLOOR
WHIR! 1011(5 ME YOU
GI! PotilfRINFIA1
SINVICI

1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNElt OF 14TH ST

If you are SiCk worned and run down please come tc lie
I can help money is no object Et you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; if vuur luck never
seems to just reach you. 11 your loved ones seem to be
drilling away from you. If you have any of these problems
I can most certainly help you.

—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is • reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will him as. courteous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P M.
Saturdays 900 to 100
FINANLI CO

Just 10 minute from down town Memphis. Get the West
Memphis, Bus at the Continental But Station at the corner
of 3rd and Union St.
Ask the Our Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open every day.

See Algeria Viveory For de Gaulle

Wisc. Head Backs D.C. Vote Measure
MADISON, Wis. — (UPI) — Gov. Gaylord Nelson Monday called on Wisconsin to be among the first states to ratify a
Congressional amendment permitting District of Columbia reai.
dents to vote in presidential elections.
Nelson said in a letter to members of the legislature "I
think it would be fitting for our legislature to be among the
first to go on record in support of the principle of justice for
all by early ratification of this proposition."

Castro Paper Fans Invasion Fears
HAVANA — (UPI) — Premier Fidel Castro's newspaper
Revolucion fanned new invasion fears on this jittery island
with a report of a planned heavy bomber attack on Cuba's oil
refineries.
At first glance, Revolucion appeared to link the alleged
bombing plot with the arrival of the U.S. aircraft carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt at the big American naval base at Guantanamo.
A big, bold headline on the front page proclaimed: "Yankee
Aircraft Carrier at Guantanamo." A sub-headline said: "Plan
to Bomb Refineries."

CLASSIFICATION

n• Si Line'

j flans

30c
45c
60c
75c
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NAME ....

Horn. owned - Home operated

DIXIE
W. like to say yrs to your
N.., resent"
aa•rnined sea Supervisad by the
State Oepartmoni of tasuranoo and
lank'no
IA./CATIONS
JA, nlatt
MI G. Main
;ft Madison
Mi. 5-7611

BERT'S
Dept. Store
125 Beale Ave. &
1221 Thomas

HAIR STYLES
Sensational Reduction in BAIR
STYLES for the Month of JAN.
UARY
HAIR CUTS PRICE
Special style. 51 00 Or.
Call for Appointment
10.00 AM. - 5 00 P.M.
MAR-KATZ'. BRAUTY SALON
5711 Mlells•Ipol Blvd. - JA 74601

Support
Advertisers
Our
Taylors Upholstery Shop

REPAIRS
REFRIGERATORS. Washing
Machines. No Service Call Charge
when we make repairs.
Telephone JA 7-8706

BELL
MADAM
(English Lady!
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

Platform Rockers $29.95
E-2 Terms - Nothing Down
24 MONTHS TO PAY
1721 POPLAR
TEL. BR 5-4388

THE BEST DEAL IN
Conn's Band Instruments
SEE

BOND MUSIC CO.

6 So. 2nd - JA 6-2828
This is her sew office at the ailluslasipm
'State Lino. MADAM BELI is back after a
long time of being sway end at last she it
back to stay m her new home
1- nnas
&re yes Hiseatiefled with marriage? Davi
A Job After School
60c
Figure
by TOMMY TYLER
test -moth in your busb•nd. wits or sweetheart? Are yes
you
90c
5 Average
2254 ELDRIDGE
Is bad health? Are you discouraged? 11 any of these are vein
1.20
Words To
Phone: BR 5-9901
problems, come let MaDAM Skil advise ICIO at ones Mae
The Line
1.50
will read Mr to you lust as Wm would read as open boob
lave
(TWO LINE MINIMUM) Tell you 113k1 TOOT lob or businees to not e success 11
FOR RALE—Refrigerator, Waahlna
failed tra *a rest tome lee MADAM BELL st mice.
Machines., Gait Stoves. 52500 UP
Locates on Highway Si South, lust ewer allostiosippt Stet.
We alas tsar top Price, for used
Lbw. en lite way to Hernando. Het home is 3 1110434 below Refrigerntora. JA 7.8706.
sure
Motel
Be
DeiSoto
where else used to stay right aside the
se look tot the RED BRIM OMAR and von'll find net there
at all times 'She never bad as office te West Memphis I
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SHELBY COUNTY SEPTIC
TANK SERVICE
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COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
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Tri-State Defender

Money Order to.
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.

236 SOUTH WELLINGTON

Ex-Cuban Consul Defects

Furor Over Kennedy Aides

H IGH
QUALITY
LOW PRICE

FINANCE COMPANY

ADDRESS
Please send check or

TAMPA, Fal. — (UPI) — The FBI said that swarthy, gumchewing Jose Lino Alvarez, arrested in connection with the
$421,000 burglary of an armored motor service vault, was a
former locksmith who had worked for the firm as an armored
car driver.
The complaint under which the 42-year-old Alvarez was
arrested chaeged him with having keys made to the entrance
and moneiy room of the Rasdale Armored Car Service, Inc.,
hit by smoothly-operating burglars on Dec. 21
Joseph Santoiana, special agent in charge of the FBI office here, said FBI agents and Tampa police detectives were
continuing their investigation in the wake of Alvarez' arrest.
It was believed as many as four men took part in the burglary,
one of the largest in Florida history.

Irish Say Goodby To Margaret

FA 11-11400

•

Hold Ex-Employee In Burglary

MIAMI — (UPI) — Armando Sacassas, former Cuban consul in Tampa, Fla., remained out of touch with newsmen after
saying here that he would ask for political asylum and that
he had worked as an undercover agent for a group fighting the
Fidel Castro regime.
Sacassas, a veteran of more than 30 years in the Cuban
foreign service, closed the consulate and left Tampa, Thursday,
saying he was returning to Havana via New York.
But he turned up here Saturday and told newsmen of his
defection and his alleged undercover work for the revolutionary
SHANNON, Ireland — (UPI) — Cheering Irish crowds gave Demcratic Revolutionary Front, the largest apti-Castro organia rousing sendoff to Princess Margaret and her husband An. zation here which is headed by Dr. Manuel de Verona.
tony Armstrong-Jones on their return trip to London after a
10-day visit.
Despite drenching rain, thousands of persons in towns, vii.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A special "task force" recomlages, hamlets and at crossroads turned out to wave to the mended enactment of President - elect John F. Kennedy's
royal couple in their 95-mile drive from Abbeyleix to Shannon campaign proposal for a "peace corps" of young Americans to
airport.
serve as missionaries of democracy in underdeveloped countries
abroad.
The task force considerably toned down Kennedy's original
ALGIERS, Algeria — (UPI) — Two Moslems were killed proposal, however, by advising against making corps volunIn scattered outbursts of violence in the aftermath of the three- teers exempt from military service. It urged a very conservaday referendum which endorsed President Charles de Gaulle's tive beginning for the program.
blueprint for peace in Algeria.
Kennedy received the report in Washington from Dr. Max
Rampaging Moslems, many waving the green-and-white ban- Milliken. director of the center for international studies at the
ner of the rebels who have fought a six-year war for indepen- Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Kennedy made the redence, clashed with security forces, looted homes, smashed cars port public here Sunday.
and terrorized Europeans in at least three town in this North
African territory.

#AAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
15c
Per
Insertion
Per
Line

PARIS — (UPI) — President Charles de Gaulle headed
for a smashing victory for his Algerian peace plan in a referendum marred by Moslem rebel attacks and bloodshed in Algeria.
Of the first 800,000 %Mies counted, the interior ministry
gave de Gaulle's plan 78 per cent to 21.9 per cent against.
It appeared de Gaulle was on his way to another stunning
triumph, comparable to the almost 80 per cent vote he :eceived
for his Fifth Republic Constitution in 1958.

Support Overseas 'Peace Corps'

STERICK BUILDING

God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days.
our lucky number advice about Health. Business. Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.

De Gaulle To Work For War's, End

CASH? Kill 2 Moslems In Algeria
CITY FINANCE

RE $1192

LOCATE

Ask Castro To Free Newsmen

Report Move To End Belgian Strike

SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — A 62-year-old pensioner sat
in his darkened hotel room and brooded over his part in the
Thomas hotel fire which killed 20 persons and injured 38 others.
Police theorized that the hotel holocaust early Friday morn192 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917 ing was touched off when Raymond T. Gorman dropped a
lighted cigarette on his mattress after a night of drinking.
Men, Women, 18--55
Gorman, who was among the 115 survivors, was released
To Train For
from city prison Saturday because authorities said "we have
nothing to hold him on."
Civil Service Jobs

MORE

RE, 5-9112

ST. PAUL, Minn., — (UPI) — Northwest Airlines flight engineers who man piston engine planes went in strike, joining
jet flight engineers who walked out three months ago at the
nation's sixth largest airline.

DALLAS, Tex. — (UPI) — The first vice president of the
American Society of Newspaper Editors said he telegraphed
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro asking the immediate release of
six U.S. newsmen taken into custody by Cuban military intelligence agents.
Felix R. McKnight, vice president and executive editor of
BOSTON — (U1'1) — President Eisenhower and President- the Dallas Times Herald, said as a spokesman for the group
elect John r. Kennedy will hold their second post-election &in- he telegraphed Castro urging immediate release of the six who
ference Jan. 19 — the day before Kennedy takes office as pree, were in Cuba for the legitimate pursuit of news and for that
purpose only.
sident, it was announced.
Kennedy will call on Eisenhower at 9 a.m. Jan. 19 for a
private session to be followed by a meeting with their ranking
BRUSSELLS — (UPI) — The Belgian government said
aids.
there was a growing back-to-work movement in this strike.
crippled nation. But Socialist labor unions retorted that their
half million members were determined to carry on their 20PARIS — (UPI) — President Charles de Gaulle, riding
day-old strikes against the government.
high on a new vote of confidence from the French people, will
Simultaneously the death toll from the wave of strike viospeed his efforts to end the six-year-old Algerian war, informlence rose to four with the announcement that one of the
ed sources said.
more than 70 persons injured in Friday's bitter Liege rioting
Jacques Soustelle, spokesman for the rightwing settlers in
had died in a hospital of gunshot wounds.
Algeria. admitted tthat the voters had handed De Gaulle a "blank
check" to carry out his Algerian policies.
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WASHINGTON — (UPI) — American military forces began a series of large scale exercises in the Atlantic, Caribbean,
and along the US. East Coes: to test their prowess in air, antisubmarine and amphibious warfare.
Nearly 100 ships, including the nuclear submarine Seawolf,
2,000 marines and jet squadrons of the Air Force were involved
in ‘ne maneuvers.
Some of the war games will take naval and marine forces
into Caribbean Sea areas around Fidel Castro's Cuba with
which the United States broke diplomatic relations last week.
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WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey predicted that there would be "a little furor" over Preaident-elect
John F'. Kennedy's appointment of Douglas Dillon and Chester
Bowie- to posts in the incoming Democratic administration.
Humphrey, assistant Senate Democratic leader, forecast
Senate confirmation for both. But he and Sen. Albert Gore
(D-Tenn.), brought into the open the unhappiness some liberal
Democrats feel about Kennedy's choice of Dillon, a Republican,
as secretary of the treasury.

Students Safe In Plane Mishap
BERNARDSTON, Mass. — (UPI) — Four Yale freshmen,
flying to a women's college for dates, escaped serious injury
when their single engine plane made a crash landing in a
snowy corn field near this Berkshire Hills town.
The pilot of the plane, Timothy 0. White, 18, of Hinsdale,
suffered a bruised nose and facial cuts when the rented
Piper Tr -Pacer nosed over on landing.
, White's three passengers were not injured. Massachusetts
state police identified them as John T. Berman, 17, and James
A. Currie, 18, both of Erie, Pa-, and George L. Wright III, 19,
of New York City.

Offers To Heal U.S.-Cuba Break
— Canada stood ready 'o help
OTTAWA, cmt
heal the diplomatic break between the United States and Cuba.
Informed sources said Canada-Cuba relations would continue uninterrupted.
External Affairs Minister Howard Green told UPI that
Canada regretted the break-off in diplomatic relations between
the two countries. He offered Canada's services to improve the
situation if possible.

Rebels, French Police Battle
ALGIERS — (UPI) — Rebel FLN Guerrillas fought a running gun battle with French police in the streets of Perregaux.
40 miles from Oran. The fighting was a possible foretaste of the
violence on Friday when Algeria begins to vote on its future.
Nine civilian bystanders were injured in the exchange of
gunfire, four of them seriously. Police killed two rebels and
wounded two others. Moslem bullets wounded three police in.
what authorities said was an attack by guerrilla commandos.

Expect Close Vote On Filibuster
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Liberals pinned their main
hopes for modifying the Senate's filibuster rule on s bipartisan
proposal to let three-fifths of all members present and voting
curb debate on any issue.
The present rule requires approval of two-thirds of all
members present and voting before debate can be limited.
Both supporters and opponents said privately that a close
vote could shape up on the three.fifthe proposal sponsored by
Sens Clinton p. Anderson (D.N.M.), and Thruston D. Morton
(114(y.), the GOP national chairman.
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Whites Join
Negro Pickets
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Sigmas Hold State
Meet At Knoxville

CHAPEL HILL, N. C. —
(UPI) — White students joined
Negro pickets in demonstrating
against the showing of the film
version of "Porgy- and Bess"
at a segregated theater.
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bets of the Memphis Chapter
Co•Ettes club strike a pose at
their Christmas Charity Ball
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Ladies Invited

Miss Co-Ette; Eleanor Faye
Williams, "Miss Co-Ette" of
1961; Joan Hargraves, second
alternate to Miss Co-Ette.
Standing left to right second
row are: Ricki McGraw,
Yvonne Owens, Annie Ruth
Phillips, Irene Taylor, Gera].

dine 11.i ay, Beverly Guy, Sal.
lye June Bowman, Gloria
Lewers, Betty Phillips, PaulJacquelyn
Brinkley,
ette
Brodnax, Regina Thigpen,
Yvonne Owens, Anne Burford,
Beverly Hooks. Third row
standing are - Jana Davis and
Sylvia Williams, president.
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